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Digital Technology
Powers Radio 'Birds'
)5b Alan Haber

bandwidth desired. And equipment can
be purchased piece-by- piece or as. part of
NASH ,
INGTON Look up in the sky...
turnkey packages.
t's a bird... its a... satellite.., it's a
National Supervisory Network ( NSN)
:.ontingent cf Ku- and C- band " birds"
is one company that provides turnkey
earning hot programming down to radio
packages for about 70 networks of all
aations across the country.
sizes and more than 1,000 receive sites,
It's anew game out there, as much for
utilizing both Ku- and C-band satellites.
adio stations looking to syndicate popuLicense preparation, uplink and downar programs as for the myriad of netlink equipment, installation, training, 24rorks across the United States offering a hour tech support, and space segments
ride variety of up to 24 hours aday of
comprise NSN's bill of fare.
eogramming. As more stations feel the
Since early 1992, the company has
3inch of today's economic grasp, scale
been operating MUSICAM digital Very
low) their operations and augment their
Small Aperture Terminal ( VSAT) radio
ocally-produced programs with satellitenetworks. NSN's VSAT Intelligent
lelivered programming, delivery by bird
Satellite Integrated Operations Network
•ould became even more prevalent than
(VISION) promotes localism by centis today.
tralizing each network's programming,
production, traffic and billing operarurnkey
tions. Production can be done at the
There is a wide variety of satellite
program origination point by air staff
xpipment and space providers supplyand sent by satellite to any number of
ig
and services to program - specific network affiliates; newscasts
bers and radio stations across the councan even be produced for separate
-3/. The costs for these offerings varies
regions.
.ccording to anumber of factors, such as
An emphasis on bandwidth and power
he size of the dish and the amount of
efficiency powers ComStream. a manu-

influential Engineer Mullaney

I
cJ®

'Fireside Chats'
engineer recalls
radio's magic.
See page 27.
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facturer of satellite communications equipment.
Bob Youngquist, regional sales manager, said
that compression techniques such as the
MUSICAM digital audio
compression algorithm
have made it possible for
companies like CornStream to allow networks to broadcast more
high-quality audio within
less bandwidth than previously possible.
Anywhere
Audio signals can be
delivered "anywhere in
the U.S.," he noted,
"completely insensitive
to distance and the number of receive sites.
The company's digital
audio systems, which
operate in the Ku- and Cbands, are sold through a
variety of distributors,
including NSN and
California Digital. CornThe Hughes Communcations
Stream's products inHS 60 satellite covers the Americas.
clude the ABR200 and
ABR75 digital audio receivers for single
networks such as ABC and National Public
channel per carrier (SCPC) digital audio
Radio (NPR). With digital-ready LNBs
transmission.
also available from the company, John A.
Dawn Satellite provides avariety of satelJoslin, sales and marketing manager, has
lite equipment from major manufacturhis eye on "the rapid conversion of satellite
ers—complete systems and separate comnetworks to digital transmission formats."
ponents like satellite antennas and
A manufacturer of satellite systems for
receivers—to radio stations affiliated with
continued on page 13

iuffers Stroke, Dead at 73
by John Gatski

Or ban DSE 7000

an electrical engineering degree from the
University of Colorado's U.S. Armed
Forces Institute.

3AITHERSBURG, Md. Radio has
ust one of its longtime AM engineers.
After serving in World War II,
chit H. Mullaney, 73, who formed
Mullaney began working in broadcastAultronics in the
ing. He briefly joined
950s, and introduced
a consulting firm in
•
he industry to the
Washington, D.C.,
.
olded AM unipole
then rejoined the miliystem, died May 18.
tary during the Korean
According to his son,
conflict. After the
cha J. Mullaney, his
war, Mullaney formed
atlier fell ill a few
his own consulting
ays earlier during a
firm, John H. Mul-usines s trip
to
laney & Associates.
iermany. He was
He
then
started
rought back to the
Multronics Inc., iniJ.S. vttiere he was
tially manufacturing
oaspitafized, but his
phasing equipment for
ondition worsened.
AM radio stations.
)octors diagnosed
John H. Mullaney
Multronics was a
hat Mullaney sufcutting edge elec:ered a stroke. On May 16, he slipped
tronics company that made military
nto acoma and died two days later.
antenna systems, geiger counters, wind
According to his family and associates
recorders, submarine emergency buoys
.vho worked with him throughout his
and burglar alarms. Mullaney also
ong career, Mullaney was very devoted
supervised design and construction of
o radio. He acquired his ham license
the U.S. military's first high power
when he was only 13. He later received
continued on page 8
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NEWSWATCH
Fidelipac Reorganizes;
Signs New Lease
MOORESTOWN, N.J. Fidelipac, the manufacturer of the
Dynamax DCR1000 digital cartridge recorder/player, was
scheduled to move into a new
building this month—partially
as aresult of a legal maneuver
that led the company to file for
protection from its creditors to
get out of a dispute with its
prior landlord.
In late May, with full cooperation from its bank, the company

filed "for protection under the
provisions of Chapter 11 of the
Bankruptcy Code," in order to
reorganize its finances, according to aFidelipac letter to creditors.
A 30-year old manufacturer of
analog cart machines and tapes,
as well as its current digital
equipment, Fidelipac President
Roger Thanhauser said that
since the Chapter 11 filing, the
company has continued with
business as usual to the vendors
and dealers, as well as service
and warranty obligations.

"Virtually all of them have been
very understanding and supportive," he added.
At press time, the company
was scheduled to move into the
new, down-sized building June
22-23, a planned action the
company had sought with the
old landlord prior to expiration
of its previous lease.
"I would characterize our filing as an embarrassing, freak
event," Thanhauser said. "It had
to do with a misunderstanding
over our old lease, which led to
the dispute with the landlord.

This Chapter 11 filing was
largely unrelated to any other
(financial) events."
Thanhauser explained that the
now-disputed lease stated that
Fidelipac was required to notify
the landlord six months in
advance if the company intended to renew the lease or not.
But, he said, asubsequent side
letter contained contradictory
language requiring six months
prior notice for cancellation, or
the lease automatically was
renewed.
Thanhauser said he and his
real estate agent " totally had
forgotten about the side letter."
Thanhauser said he tried to
negotiate a new lease during

those few months before the
Chapter 11 filing, and believed
that the landlord would agree to
anew lease for less space.
The company no longer needed the 30,000 square feet that it
had leased before because the
industry trend of reduced cart
tape demand meant there was
no need for an as-large inventory, he explained.
However, the landlord did not
agree
to
another
lease,
Thanhauser said, and the company attorney advised filing
Chapter 11 to avoid alitigation
that could have resulted in
Fidelipac owing at least
$400,000 for three years of rent
and legal expenses. Filing
Chapter 11 allows the company
to still do business, but it is protected from creditors until the
company's finances are reorganized. Chapter 11 also gets the
filer out of existing contracts,
such as leases.
According to Thanhauser, the
implications of filing Chapter
11 outweighed having to pay
the $400,000 and probable legal
continued on next page
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With Wheatstone's professional experience,
engineering know-how, support capability and
corporate stability behind it, this AUDIOARTS
console design is the right choice.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever
engineering and the latest advances in CAD
design and electronic assembly procedures. It
was developed by the same design team that
creates Wheatstone's high end equipment. This
console's performance is light years beyond
the competition.
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gram, Audition, and Telephone). It also has t
monitors you need: control room, studio and
headphone— each with its own level control. It's
designed so you can expand or add accessory
modules as your needs grow.
You can benefit from our major market
experience. Take advantage of Wheatstone's
expertise and reputation; call us today for
immediate action.
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Museum to Sponsor Rock

Íes. The company also will reduce its
annual overhead costs by 50 percent in
the new, smaller building. he added.
Despite the problems with the landlord
by Frank Bearham
and the Chapter 11 filing, Fidelipoe
expects to emerge from the Chapter II NEW YORK in ayear long series of
reorganization within six months.
special events starting this month, The
according to Thanhauser.
Museum of Television & Radio is tracFidelipac does not expect there to be
ing the evolution of the 50-year relationany impact on its introduction of the
ship between rock ' n' roll music and the
Dynamax DCR1000M/0 Series, adigital
medium of radio.
cart machine that uses a3.5- inch magneRock '
n' Roll and Radio, based at the
to optical disc that can hold up to two
hours of 15 kHz audio. Product is scheduled for shipping in July. The compan
also plans to enhance the capabilities of
the Dynamax MXE Series console.

(KRLA. Los Angeles, 1967): Robert W.
Morgan ( KHJ, Los Angeles, 1968);
Dewey Phillips ( WHBQ, Memphis,
1951); Rosko ( WNEW-FM, New York,
1970) and others.
The Museum has issued an open invitation to rock ' n' roll deejays and radio
stations to broadcast live during the
scries from the radio studio at the

New Commissioners
Sworn in at FCC
WASHINGTON

RacheIle B. Chong
the newest FCC
Commissioners, were sworn in late May.
Chong, the first Asian American appointed to the FCC, fills the empty Republican
seat on the five seat commission. Ness is
filling the Democrat vacancy.
and

Susan

Ness,

NAB Calls for
Relaxed SBA Rules
WASHINGTON The National Association of Broadcasters ( NAB) wants the
federal government to relax regulations
that hurt broadcasters eligibility for
Small Business Administration ( SBA)
loan guarantees.
In comments filed in support of the
SBA's proposal to repeal the so-called
"opinion molder" rule, the NAB said a
number of broadcasters have had difficulty securing loans because the stations
have few "hard" assets.
According to the NAB, repeal of the
opinion molder rule, along with arule
changes that raises the revenue- based
standard for radio and TV stations'
SBA loan eligibility, would " result in
nearly 90 percent of radio stations...
becoming eligible for SBA financial
assistance."

Norman J. Pattiz ( I), chairman, Westwood One Inc. (and underwriter
of the series) with Dave Herman, 92.3 FM K-ROCK in New York.

Museum's Manhattan headquarters,
kicked off with a series of seminars that
traced the rise of rock FM, narrowcasting,
early top 40 and black radio. It featured
appearances by wide range of radio industry veterans, including deejays, program
directors and music industry executives.
Listening packages composed of radio
airchecks spanning the last fifty years
will be aired during the first half of the
series, which ends Nov. 20. Featured
deejays include: Dick "the Screamer"
Biondi ( WLS, Chicago, 1962); Elliott
Field ( KFWB, Los Angeles, 1959); Alan
Freed ( CBS. 1956); Murray the K
(WINS. New York. 1964); Casey Kasem
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INTRODUCING THE INOVONICS 530 MODULATION ANALYZER
We've integrated precision demodulation and measurement functions into a laboratory- grade FM tuner to bring you an extraordinary
value in accurate off-air modulation analysis. High- resolution metering shows Total Modulation, Pilot and Subcarrier injection levels,
demodulated Left, Right, L+R and L — R program audio, as well as
38kHz residual, Signal Level and Multipath distortion readings.
Features include 8 station presets, separate antenna and "direct"
inputs, audio monitor outputs, a composite (baseband) in/out, and
selectable peak integration characteristics. Easy access is provided for
userdefined options, such as remote metering, remote peak flasher,
balanced program line outputs, and carrier failure and " dead air"
alarms — all at no additional cost!
The best part is the price: only $ 2200. Contact your preferred disributor, or write, call or FAX us for full technical particulars.

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 FAIR AVE SANTA CRUZ CA 95060 USA
TEL (408) 458-0552 —
FAX (408) 458-0554
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Museum of Television and Radio in New
York City. "We are offering the use of

our studio free of charge," said David

Oglevee, the 111USCUEI.
coordinator. "The only cu.
will be in getting their signal .
The Museum studio has multi ', innection possibilities to the outside world,
according to Oglevee. He said stations
can use the studio's direct links with IDB
or Keystone, or use Switched 56,
microwave or Comrex line extenders for
the remote.
"WNEW-FM is kicking it off with the
first broadcast." Oglevee said. "Stevie
Nicks is coming in and doing sonic live
music here. The station is donating some
programming from their amazing 30
year archives of rock into our permanent
collection."
The series will trace the relationship of
rock and radio from the period following
World War 11 and examine how the
music form empowered radio when its
traditional role as America's primary
entertainment medium was being threatened by television. The program will be
presented in two six-month parts, offering achance to hear airchecks that capture both the music and deejay in different eras over the five decade period.
Rock ' n' Roll and Radio has been
underwritten by Norman J. Pattiz.
founder and chairman of Westwood One
Companies. Pattiz is also atrustee of the
museum.
Stations interested in broadcasting from
the museum should contact David
Oglevee at 212-621-6600.

Features:
• 56/64 Kb/s
Switchable
al Built-in
Power Supply
• Portable or
Rack Mount
III Complies with
CCITT G.722
Ill 7.5 KHz Full Duplex Audio
Ideal for StudiotoStudio Links
COMREX DIGITAL CODECS provide wideband,
two-way audio to put listeners right at the scene for
Comrex
Audio Excellence
sports, news, weather and more. The Comrex Codec
allows broadcasters to take advantage of the new digital
telephone services which are fast becoming an excellent low-cost
alternative to satellite links or dedicated lines.
Our codecs can be used with switched 56 Kb/s and 64 Kb/s
(ISDN) services as well as dedicated digital lines. The versatility
and intelligence built into the Codec assure compatibility with
virtually any digital telephone network, so all you have to do is
plug it in and turn it on.
Call or fax us for complete information plus our useful
notes on "How to Order and Use Digital Phone Service."

œMPIMISMIEAW
Comrex Corporation
(-15 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720
SO0-237-1776 508-263-1800
Fax 508-635-0401

Comrex (UK) Ltd.
75 The Grove, Ealing
London W5 5LL, Uf<
081-579-9143 Fax 081-840-0018
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eAlps Come Alive with Radio Show
WASHINGTON The astounding beauty of the Swiss Alps is legendary. A mere
mention evokes bucolic scenes of pictureperfect towns nestled in lush green mountains and crystalline lakes. You can
breathe the progress, the history, the civilization that emanates from everywhere.

To this picture add atrain ride up to the
quaint city of Montreux. It seems fitting.
given radio's role in global communications, that radio broadcasters from around
the world should converge there, to soak
up news of new technologies and hold
court, in a way. to discuss the future of
their chosen business.
At press time, the 2nd Radio Montreux
International Radio Symposium and
Technical Exhibition is in full swing.
and news from the show, via Radio
World International Editor Alan Carter,
is good.
U.S. participation in the show was worthy
of note, although the bulk of registrants
were not from the U.S. The gathering had
the support of seven U.S. organizations.
including the International Radio &
Television Society ( IRTS). National Public
Radio ( NPR). the Radio and Television
News Directors Association ( RTNDA) and
the Radio Advertising Bureau ( RAB).
RAB's Lynn Christian tells me the organization is witnessing greater interest
from broadcasters worldwide in its
Managing Sales Conferences and in
becoming international members of the
RAB. The organization has noted the
need for sales resources and training
overseas, and has now lent its support to
both Radio Montreux meetings.

More than 20 speakers from the U.S.
were scheduled to participate in the 25
sessions held during the June 9 - 11 meeting. Among the U.S. notables were Gary
Fries, president/CEO of the RAB; Delano
Lewis, president, NPR; Lowry Mays.
chairman, Clear Channel Communications; Jeff Smulyan, chairman, Emmis
Broadcasting; Ed McLaughlin, president.
EFM Network; David Saperstein, president, Metro Traffic; and Tom Rounds,
president. Radio Express.
Alan tells me that the Eastern Europeans,
particularly from Poland and Russia, were
the strongest market force attending the
gathering. He mentioned they "were really
scoping out the market." Igather capitalism is paying off in Poland. finally,
although he noted that even though they
had the money to make purchases, most of
them were very careful shoppers—requiring follow-up calls and further negotiation
before making apurchase.
It seems that European broadcasters are

The sound of that must be music to the
ears of several U.S. companies that
exhibited at Montreux, including:
Ampex, Computer Concepts, Fidelipac,
Marti Electronics, Metro Traffic Control,
Radio Express. Smart Solutions, TM
Century, Wegener and Valentino.
* * *
As you know by now, Ilove passing
along international tidbits that Ifeel can
be of use to you. But my favorite kind of
information to pass along is the stuff that
happens here in the U.S. at astation/com-

munity level.
Two-and-a-half years have passed since
Iexited the Big Apple, but Ican vividly
recall still the free concerts in the city
during the summer sponsored by some of
New York's greatest stations.
Case in point is WQXR-FM's Free
Concert Series at Lincoln Center's
Damrosch Park. The five-concert series is
sponsored for live broadcast by the ITT
Corp. in association with the City of New
York, and produced and hosted by Tom
really into computer-driven technology.
Bartunek, vice president
of programming and
operations for WQXRFM.
Nothing endears astation to me more than
having them provide me
with a great setting.
great music, and, in
some cases, provide a
worthwhile cause with
much needed funds.
Boston's KISS 108
FM annual concert is
just such an endeavor.
The station recently
held concert No. 15.
during which it preMatt Siegel, KISS- 108's "Matty in the Morning,"
sented The Genesis
hangs backstage with the girls of
Fund with a check for
Fern 2 Fern at KISS Concert 15.
$50.000. To date the
concerts
have
raised
more than $400,000
Interestingly enough, they want live-assist
for The Genesis Fund and helped estabsoftware and packages, not full automalish the Jeffrey Osborne- KISS 108
tion. Give them a machine that can do
Hearing and Language Disorder Clinic
audio, text. billing. etc.. and leave the DJ
stuff to areal personality. Ilike the sound
of that—keeping the station alive.

located at the National Birth Defects
Center in Brighton, Mass.

And the concerts are ablast (as you can
probably tell by the photo). Thirty-one
performers participated in the II- hour,
non-stop music marathon at Great
Woods. Nearly 20,000 fans soaked up
sun and music from the likes of Meatloaf,
ZZ Top, Tevin Campbell, Tony! Toni!
Tone!, Robin S., Rosco Martinez, Ovis,
Booker T & The MG's and Jon Secada.
Vintage disco sounds were provided by
the Village People, rock ' n' roll from
Peter Wolf, and soulful tunes from Luther
Vandross. Other acts in the line-up
included: Aaron Neville. Richard Marx,
the Crash Test Dummies. Color Me
Bald. Zhane and All-4-One.

J. Douglas Williams, owner and
general manager. KWOX-FM in
Woodward. Okla., was elected chairman of the radio board of the
National Association of Broadcasters.
Williams is president and CEO of
Omni Communications Corp.,
licensee of KWOX-FM. Since 1985,
he has been the "morning man" on
the station weekdays. He also owns
and operates co- located TV 101,
channel 24. an LPTV station.
Williams is a member of the
Oklahoma and Texas Broadcast
Associations and is past president
of the Oklahoma Association of
Broadcasters. He is the local area
chairman and state co-chairman for
the Emergency Broadcast System.
Richard Ferguson. president and
CEO, NewCity Communications of
Bridgeport. Conn.. was elected vice
chairman of the radio board of the
National Association of Broadcasters. Ferguson leads NewCity,
which owns and operates 13 radio
stations.

Transmitter Control can be aBear
You need to make sure you can stay on the air and stay

The ARC-16SA is part of amodular system. For full-time

legal. At the same time, you need to keep operating costs

control, add astudio unit. Multi-site options make it easy to
control several transmitter sites or even control studio.

under control.
Choosing the right remote control system is the

equipment such as program automation.
Call now for your copy of our new catalog, then ask us to

first step.

show you how we can improve your operation and your
The ARC- 16SA* from Burk Technology lets
you control your transmitter from any phone.
You can establish off- premises control points
-

bottom line.

Call TOLL FREE

1-800 255-8090

for unattended operation, or supervise
non- technical operators by phone.
The annual savings can be
thousands of dollars.

TECHNOLOGY

7 Lomar Drive, Pepperell, MA, 01463 (508) 433-8877

'bear telephone not included
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send a letter to Readers
Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 2204 Ior MCI Mailbox # 302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Not tile bad guys

(The sole objector to our percentagebased categorical exclusion was the EPA,
Dear RN% .
and it is for that reason the categorical
The "RF Sickness - letter by Lawrence
exemption level is at one percent of the
Tighe Jr. ( RW, June I ) didn't tell the true
ANSI limit rather than our proposed five
story. As amember of the group of conpercent exclusion.)
sulting engineers that Mr. Tighe's letter
When Hammett & Edison first learned of
so broadly tarred. I believe that a the new ANSI standard in 1990. and fought
response is in order.
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Most consulting engineers Iknow, and
Engineers (IEEE) bureaucracy to get acopy
certainly those of us at Hammett &
of what was then the ninth "final- final"
Edison. don't go out drumming up radio
draft, we entered into athree-year long batfrequency radiation ( RFR) work. Rather.
tle with IEEE to get it to reconsider certain
clients come to us, asking that we do the
portions of that new standard that we felt
work. Consulting engineers would rather
were unjustified and would likely impose
be doing useful work for their clients, but
tremendous burdens on broadcasters, for no
when the FCC interprets the National
good reason. We lost.
Environmental Policy Act ( NEPA) as
We then carried our appeal to the ANSI
requiring an RFR showing, broadcasters,
Board of Standards Review and, in
and we in the consulting field with the
February 1993, traveled to New York
expertise to make the calculations and
City, on our own nickel, to testify against
write the reports, have little choice.
ANSI adoption of IEEE C95.1-1991 as
The proper venting of Mr. Tighe's frusan American national standard, on the
tration should be toward Congress for
grounds that due process was not applied
adopting aNEPA written so vaguely that
in its development and that it was not a
it can be interpreted by bureaucrats to
consensus standard.
require virtually anything, and, perhaps to
We were joined in our appeal by Capital
alesser extent, towards the FCC. But cerCities/ABC, CBS Radio, Greater Media
tainly the consulting engineering commuInc., Group W, NAB, Smith &
nity didn't instigate this new regulatory
Powstenko consulting engineers, Susquecomplication.
hanna Radio Corp. and T.C.I. consulting
Indeed, faced with a burden that makes
engineers. We lost again.
our job much more complicated, in 1990
For better or worse, the IEEE standard
this firm was successful in getting the FCC
became an ANSI/IEEE standard, at
to adopt aone-percent categorical excluwhich point the FCC felt obligated to
sion that has probably allowed 90 percent
begin a rulemaking ( ET Docket 93-62)
of all LPTV and FM translator applications
asking whether the new standard should
to not have to make detailed RFR calculabecome the new FCC bench mark.
tions that include all other non-categoricalThere are portions of the new standard
ly exempted RFR sources at asite.
that can only be described as " brain
Isubmit that if the goal of broadcast
dead," although, flawed as it is with its
industry consulting engineers was to
100 MHz limit for induced body currents
greedily suck every last dollar out of
and contact currents, it is still preferable
broadcasters for " writing reports," we
to even more outrageous "standards" that
would not have gone to the trouble to
have started to be adopted by local govpetition the FCC for adeclaratory order,
ernments. If Mr. Tighe thinks things are
and our proposal would not have been
bad now, just wait and see what happens
uniformly supported by the consulting
if the FCC does not now have the guts to
engineering community.
finally preempt state, county and local
government RFR standards that are more
stringent than the new ANSI standard.
Hammett & Edison is now amember of
Subcommittee 4 ("Safety Levels with
Respect to Human Exposure," 3 kHz-300
Vol 18 No 13
June 29, 1994
GHz) of IEEE Standards Coordinating
Committee 28 ("Non- Ionizing Radiation").
Editor-in-Chief
Lucia Cobo
We have been attending these meetings,
Randy Sukow
Managing Editor
again on our own time and expense, since
News/Studio Sessions Editor
John Gatski
Associate Editor
T. Carter Ross
1992, in order to insure that the broadcastContributors
Frank Beacham/N.Y.
ing community is better represented.
Bruce Ingram, Pamela Watkins, Nancy Reist
RW readers should understand that
Technical Editor
John Bisset
broadcast consulting engineers are not the
Technical Advisor
Tom McGinley
"bad guys," and we share much of Mr.
Editor (
International)
Alan Carter
Tighe's anger.
Managing Editor (
International)
Charles Taylor
Dane E. Ericksen, P.E.
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Whitney Pinion
Hammett & Edison Inc.
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Audio history projects
Dear RW.
Iam researching early American radio
history in collaboration with acolleague
from San Jose State University,
Professor Mike Adams, in preparation
for a book and television documentary
on pioneer radio broadcaster Charles D.
HerroId, who began what he claimed
was America's first regularly scheduled
broadcasting station in San Jose. Calif..
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It Is

Time for
PC Madness

5

Futurists in government and industry
have already spent years talking about the
coming convergence of the home computer and television set.
Now anumber of far-sighted broadcasters are beginning to ask: Why not
radio/computer convergence?
This page recently praised the National

Association of Broadcasters' Radio
Futures Committee initiative to seek new ways to inject radio broadcasting into the main stream of planning for the "information superhighway."
The plan was to canvass technology developers for ideas on how to
integrate radio into the digital future. That search has already turned
up at least one terrific idea.
Some software manufacturers market interfaces between computers
and radio receivers. What if computer manufacturers were to simply
install the AM and FM decoder chips directly into the computer?
One could compute and listen to the radio at the same time in the
simplest application for such adevice. If aradio broadcast data system (
RBDS) decoding chip is thrown into the mix, software can be
developed for even more interesting applications, such as an audio
time shifting system—aVCR for radio.
A local area network of RBDS radio/computers could be developed
for any number of business applications.
A real explosion of new applications could be triggered once
high-speed FM data services come on line, followed by in-band,
on-channel digital audio broadcasting.
"You can go on and on and on with all the things you can do that
are pretty cool," says Futures Committee Chairman Dick Ferguson,
president and CEO of NewCity Communications (and newly elected
vice chairman of the NAB Radio Board). "The key to it is for computer manufacturers to see computers as having screens, keyboards
and AM/FM receivers."
That sounds and reads like awonderful union.
—RW
in 1909. His first call was "FN" ( 1910),
then licenses 6XE and 6XF ( 1916) and
finally KQW ( 1921).
Professor Adams' one-hour TV documentary, " Broadcasting's Forgotten
Father," will premiere on public television later this year. My own research on
Herrold, which was begun 40 years ago,
was first published in the 1958-59 Winter
issue of the "Journal of Broadcasting."
Would any of your readers have information of value? Whatever assistance you
can render will be greatly appreciated.
Gordon B. Greg, professor emeritus
San Jose State University
One Washington Square
San Jose, Calif. 95192
Dear RW,
Thanks for publishing Read Burgan's
article about early stereo (RW, June I).
Those of use with one foot in tomorrow
love looking back at where we've been,
and it was nice to see Burgan striving to
play his Cook binaural LP.
As for Read's belief that "few stations
were doing stereo broadcasting before
FM stereo was approved," in the 1950's,
we paired mono stations in our little town
for AM/AM stereo, AM/FM stereo and
even FM/FM stereo.
Program material? Before the stereo LP,
we used easily procured prerecorded tape
in the quarter- inch, quarter-track format.
You could choose " in- line" or " staggered-head" tracks. We even tried live
stereo from a studio flanked by AM and
FM control rooms.
We had a lot of fun promoting early
stereo at drive-in theaters. A mono FM
tuner in the projection booth fed left
channel audio to the hanging window
speaker, while the right channel was
heard through the car radio, tuned to the
AM station.
So who cared about phase coherency?
Anyone who experienced the breakthrough of "audio with time perspective"
recalls that "even poor stereo sounded

better than the best mono." Some of the
audio was deliberately ping-ponged away
from any adherence to spacial reality, all
in the name of "stereo effect."
(Years later, promoters would kill quad
much the same way.)
Ineed to enlist your readers for assistance. I'm gathering audio history for the
Pavek Museum of the Wonderful
Wireless in Minneapolis. We're looking
for recorded interviews and memoirs of
those folks who built our audio and radio
industries.
If you have any such interview recordings, please share them with others.
You'll be contributing to amaster library
that will be available to all. This is a
wonderful opportunity for you to share
your material and to hear what others
have contributed. Duplicating and shipping costs are tax-deductible.
Please send me any audio you can contribute, and send it in any format. even
Cook Binaural. ( Yes, the Pavek has a
binaural tone arm.) All contributions will
be acknowledged and returned.
Be sure to visit the Pavek Museum
when you're in the Twin Cities. You'll
never forget the experience.
Mark Durenberger
18147 Valley View Road
Eden Prairie, Minn. 55346
6I
2-330-2433

Corrections
In the June IRW, an article on
page 23 misspelled the name of
Tim Kregor, who is senior vice
president of Digital Cable Radio.
Also in the June Iissue, the page
I article, (Spanish Radio in the
U.S. Heats Up the Airwaves,"
incorrectly stated the CBS
Americas network's total of weekly
news broadcasts. The correct total
is 235.
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SPARS Hosts Workstation Seminar
Annual Coldèrence Showcases Latest Workstation
Features and Techniques for Radio Production
by Mel Lambert
LOS ANGELES The recent two-day
"Technical Conference on Audio
Workstations," organized by the Society
of Professional Audio Recording
Services ( SPARS), was considered a
great success. Digital workstations are
rapidly becoming staples in radio station
production rooms and independent studios that contract radio work.
Held at the Beverly Garland's Holiday
Inn. North Hollywood, on May 21-22,
the SPARS Conference attracted nearly
150 individuals for formal presentations from
11 manufacturers of
digital audio workstations ( Spectral
Synthesis withdrew just
before the conference
started).
On the first day, each
company presented a
necessarily brief, 20minute product summary, with the rest of the
day being devoted to
hands-on demos. The
second day began with
an impressive session
that analyzed the creative opportunities for
recording and production—and maybe
broadcast facilities—to take full advantage
of
the
coming " Digital
Superhighway." The remainder of the
second day was given over to extended
product demos, allowing attendees to
compare and contrast technical features
of adozen DAWs.
Data exchange
The primary topic of discussion turned
out to be system networking and data
exchange. As is rapidly becoming apparent, broadcast production studios often
need to transport projects from one particular system to another. For example,
we might have afour-track ProTools system in one production area that needs to
send sound file, editing data and processing information to aStuder Dyaxis II. In
such cases, a dedicated local-area network or removable optical media might
prove essential to the speedy and efficient
exchange of data.
As was explained by several companies
showing systems at the SPARS
Conference, Open Media Framework
(OMF) allows EDLs, digitized audio,
digitized video, digitized still frames and
project data to be moved from one platform to another. Now supported by prac-

can range from animation frames to digitized
audio, while Recipes list timecode-related
information that describes edit points, crossfade profiles, equalization and other data.
AMS-Neve offers cross-platform OMF
compatibility between its proprietary
CPU and Macintosh- based platforms,
including Studer and Avid systems. The
firm's AudioFile hard-disk editors now
read OMF files directly from magnetooptical disks, without a translation
process between file formats. Avid
Technology also is extending its
Audio Vision AudioStation operating sys-

Studer Dyaxis II
tem to handle Native OMF formats.
Currently, Avid systems can accept audio
files from other systems; soon this function will be extended to OMF
Compositions and allow complete projects to be imported and exported.
Enhanced links
Avid also demonstrated a new SCSI
switcher that allows up to 49 individual
hard disks, magneto optical and other
devices to be linked to AudioVision via
balanced SCSI connections. As many as

four editing systems can he interlinked via
80- foot cables ( increasing in the near
future to six), to provide simultaneous
access to data from any drives. Direct
recording onto asingle drive is also available.
Digidesign showed its enhanced V2.5
software for the ProTools editing system,
which now offers full support for the
Trans-system Digital Matrix Bus. TDM
enables Macintosh-compatible plug-in
boards and processing software to be controlled directly from ProTools, including a
variety of mixing and signal- processing
capabilities. V2.5 also extends OMF and
external synchronization functions.
On the subject of system networking,
Avid Technology is now offering ATM
(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) compatibility via AvidNet. ATM offers atheoretical data throughput of up to 1Gbit/s, and
should provide simultaneous transmission of multiple digital audio channels
via asingle fiber-optic interconnect.
Otan idemonstrated aproduction version
of RADAR, a stand-alone 8/I6/24-track
hard disk recorder/player, complete with
remote control panel and autolocator
functions. The firm's ProDisk 464 now
offers integrated, non-linear video playback, LTC/V1TC timecode sync, plus
support for external MO drives.
Fiber uses
Sonic Solutions demonstrated networking via its new MediaNet Server and
Client cards for the Mac system controller. FDDI ( Fiber Distributed Data
Interface) and CDD1 (Copper Distributed
Data Interface, a twisted-pair version of
FDDI) MediaNet formats provide data
transfer rates of up to 12 Mbytes/s. Also
being developed: an ATM-compatible
version to extend the number of channels
that can be accessed in real time from
interconnected systems.
Now available with the new MultiDesk
hardware controller, the Studer Editech
Dyaxis II now offers direct compatibility
with Sound Designer II, OMF, AIFF

tically all manufacturers of top-end workstations, OMF enables the audio content
and descriptions of edited material to be
exchanged between disparate systems.
A series of APIs ( Application
Programming Interfaces) translate the
file structures used by one proprietary
data- storage format to one that can be
read by other OMF-compatible systems.
In OMF parlance, " Ingredients" are the
digitized media files for a designated
project, while "Recipes" comprise program descriptions that describe the way
sound files are laid out and intermixed,
edited and processed. OMF Ingredients

(Audio Interchange File Format) and
Light Works files, in addition td.the firm's
proprietary MultiMix and MacMix file
formats. Ethernet- and FDDI-based networks are also available, in addition to
direct data storage/retrieval from magneto-optical drives—" Plug and Play"—sing
either non-compressed audio on 5.25inch media, or data- reduced ( modified
Dolby AC-2) files for 3.5- inch drives.
Other significant presentations included:
•Fairlight ESP spotlighted new MFX 3
workstation features, including 24 channels of playback from asingle hard disk.
high-speed 40- bit DSP architecture
(offering real-time EQ. pitch shift and
other processing functions), and new digital I/O.
•Micro Technology Unlimited showed
the MicroStation system, a series of PCcompatible digitizing and playback cards,
plus timecode sync cards that can replay
multiple disk tracks.
•Orban showed new V4.0 software features for the DSE-7000 Editing Station.
including extended library search/sort,
on- screen meter displays, storage/recall
of various system functions, and a new
Disk Cache that speeds up disk transfers
from/to the system's RAM-based editor.
•Roland Pro- Audio showed new V2.0
firmware software for the DM- 80. which
now includes waveform display via the
remote panel, 40 edit markers, auto-trim
mode, group faders, plus back- timing
functions.
• Timeline Vista showed its new
Studioframe DAW-80 workstation, derived
from the AudioFrame system that it purchased earlier this year. The new V6.0
Windows-based software offers improved
editing functions, floating toolbars and
other features; planned enhancements
include 32 tracks of simultaneous track
replay, plus extended machine control.
DOD
Mel Lambert has been intimately
involved with the production and broadcast industries on both sides of the
Atlantic for more that 15 years. Now
principal of Media&Marketing, a Los
Angeles-based consulting service for the
professional audio industry, he can be
reached at 818-753-9510.
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Nautel Celebrates Its 25th Anniversary
by Alex Zavistovich
HALIFAX,
NOVA
SCOTIA
Hackett's Cove doesn't sound like the
kind of place you'd expect to find a
high-technology transmitter manufacturer. It sounds more like a sleepy fishing village— which it is. But it is also
the home of Nautel, the Canadian transmitter company which parlayed its early
success at designing nautical radio beacons into a business that now spans the
globe—with offices in Canada and the
U.S.
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In thi‘. the twenty-fifth anniversary of
Nautical Electronic Laboratories
Limited. Nautel still produces the radio
beacons that gave the company its start.
The original product line, however, also
has expanded to AM and FM solid state
broadcast transmission products. The
company recently entered the digital
domain, with the debut of a digital FM
exciter earlier this year. The company
boasts 100 employees in Canada, 40 in
the U.S., and sales representatives the
world over.
Like many start-up operations. Nautel
had humble origins. The company actually began in the basement of founder
Dennis Covill in February 1969. Covill
had planned to have his new firm bid on
research and development contracts
from nearby Bedform Institute of
Oceanography. It wasn't until later that
year, however, that Nautel got its first
break; the Canadian Ministry of
Transport invited the
fledgling company to
bid on a contract to
develop a solid state
500 watt, non- directional radio beacon
transmitter.
Solid state
The
technical
requirements of creating a solid state transmitter operating at that
power level were
demanding. Earlier
attempts to manufacture such a solid state device yielded
products with no better reliability than a
vacuum tube transmitter. Nautel's
Covill, however, overcame the problem
by inventing and patenting a linear
power amplifier module. Combining several of these modules in a single transmitter in what came to be known as the
"soft failure technique," Covill said he
was able to create a transmitter with
great operational reliability.
Covill's invention won the contract for
Nautel from the Ministry of Transport; a
prototype of the transmitter was so well
received that Nautel won a second contract for production quantities of the

device. The success of the radio beacon
transmitter led Nautel to extend its product line to power levels of 4000 watts.
The company's customer base spread
across the globe. Then came shore- to ship telegraphic transmitters. HF transmitters and low power AM broadcast
transmitters. Eventually, the company's
steady growth required the company to
expand from its 15,000 square foot
building in Halifax to a 10,000 square
foot subsidiary manufacturing plant in
Bangor, Maine. In 1990, Nautel Maine
grew into a27.0(X) square foot facility.
Using MOSFETS
By 1981, Nautel began to look into RF
power MOSFET transistor technology as
a way to bring soft failure features and
reliability to transmitters with considerably higher output power levels—up to
10,000 watts. FM transmitters were
added to Nautel's product line in 1991
and 1992. A digital
FM exciter, the NE50,
was next to arrive on
the scene, earlier this
year.
In the coming
months, Nautel will be
supplying a 20,000
watt FM system to a
CBC station in Halifax. The company
facility will expand in
size, up to 55,000
square feet. Nautel's
steady
growth
is
attributable to its niche

route

market strategy, which aims to capture a
large share of relatively small markets.
The company's products are all capital
goods, typically sold directly to end users
such as commercial or government AM
and FM radio broadcasters. A network of
independent agents promote sales around
the world, supported by Nautel's sales
and customer service departments.
Nautel said it has had great success in
the international market: A single
Indonesian order recently came to $2.4
million. Nautel President David Grace
attributes the company's successes to a
commitment to staying on the leading
edge of technology.
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"As long as you aren't complacent, it is
difficult for someone to knock you off.
The international market is fair, but ruthless." Grace said.

Dennis Covill
As for the company's founder, Dennis
Covill, the secret is to stay focused on
success. " You have to have a reliable
product that satisfies customers. But
more than that, Ithink many businesses
fail because they lack the deep, deep
commitment to succeed. -

Engineer
Mullaney
Dead at 73
b. continued from page 1
AM, FM, TV and LF transmitting airplane, which was used during the
Vietnam War. Another accomplishment was construction supervision of
the world's biggest satellite tracking
station at Lake Kickapoo, Texas.
Multronics was sold in 1970, and
Mullaney formed Mullaney Engineering
along with his oldest son John. There
were numerous accomplishments in AM
antenna designs. The senior Mullaney
held four patents on various antenna
designs, including the folded unipole
which is now used by more than 1,500
AM stations.
At the time of his death, Mullaney was
involved in a promising new anti- skywave antenna design, according to John
J. Mullaney. Up to now, no satisfactory
anti-skywave antenna designs have been
developed. In the late 1980s, the NAB
devoted thousands of research dollars to
a design that ultimately was considered
not effective.
Mullaney was a40-year member of the
Association of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers, and a member of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers and the Society of Military
Engineers. Although he never actually
practiced law, Mullaney was a licensed
attorney in the Washington. D.C., and a
member of the Federal Communications
Bar Association.
He is survived by his wife Nellie, a
half-sister, six children, 16 grandchildren
and 16 great-grandchildren.
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DSP Takes Hold in Radio Stations
by Ed Bukont
LAS VEGAS Digital signal
processing is fast becoming a
staple at radio facilities. A case
in point of the technology's
emerging prominence was the
well-attended NAB session last
spring.
Speakers covered exciter and
SIL design concerns, audio processing, digital coding and standards concerns when implementing digital signal processing.
Geoffrey Mendenhall, of
Harris/Allied spoke about the
Harris 100 percent digital
"DIGIT" exciter and the
AES/EBU standard in his treatment of "Maintaining a 100 percent Digital Path from the Studio
to the 'On Air' RF Signal."
According to Mendenhall,
until now, the weakest link in
the audio chain has been the
STL path. Harris has developed
a digital modulator which will
accept AES/EBU audio data
and directly modulate the FM
carrier with a synthesized
"baseband like" signal. The
digital exciter contains an internal stereo encoder and peak
limiter that emulate an analog
clipper. The final digital audio
product undergoes aprocess of
Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS)
to create the RF waveform
which is upconverted to the
carrier frequency.
The DIGIT
As aresult, there are no tuned
analog circuits within the audio
modulator system. SCA signals
are introduced as analog inputs
to a summing circuit and A/D
converter before being added to
the audio bitstream where it
enters the modulator. Because
the AES/EBU standard maintains the amplitude and phase
relationships of the input signal
throughout the chain, there is no
need for internal predistortion
circuitry.
The AES/EBU Digital Audio
Interface Serial Data Standard
allows for the integration of
various items within the audio
chain. AES/EBU is a data
transmission standard, not a
processing standard or data
reduction standard. The standard conveys two channels of
audio over distances of up to
300 feet via a single, RS-422
compatible, polarity independent, shielded pair cable which
terminates in a standard 3- pin
audio XLR connector.
In point-to-point connections,
the signal is self clocking at the
destination. When mixing
between sources, amaster sync
generator is required for system
timing.
Several speakers noted that this
topology will yield a system
"very much like aTV studio."
The mixed signal can be distributed in much the same way
as analog audio via DA or SIL.

Of course, companded material,
such as hard disc storage must
first be expanded to acompatible
data standard before introduction
to the DSP mixing system.
Using AES/EBU
The AES/EBU standard can
already be found on many audio
and broadcast devices.
One product of DSP research
addressed by several speakers
was " lossy data compression"
which is processing "that seeks
to reduce audio data by aratio of
at least 4:1 so that the resulting

data, when modulating an RF
carrier, may fit within the channel allocation."
A consequence of this process
is that lossy systems do cause a
permanent loss of some of the
input data, hence the name. In all
cases, the lossy system takes
advantage of psycho- acoustic
effects to reduce the audio data
without an apparent change to
the listener.
No data reduction of the
AES/EBU data should be necessary in T- Ilinks but may be
necessary with RF SIL systems.

Each speaker noted that
because lossy data compression
systems will change the
dynamic nature of a signal,
especially the peak signal
level, there may be overshoots
at the SIL receiver output
which can cause overmodulation of the transmitter if not
properly processed before
introduction to the transmitter.
It is therefore recommended
that if the SIL path uses data
compression, the audio processing system should be located at the transmitter site.
Low bit rate
How the industry comes to
define and develop a standard

was addressed by Greg Ubriel,
Director of Operations for CBS
Radio, Midwest. His presentation of "State of the Standard,
Coding and Connectivity" in
developing a standard for Low
Bit Rate Audio Perceptual
Coding traced the evolution of
the ITU-R ( Internal Telecommunications Union Radio
Division) recommendation for
perceptual coding.
Ubriel noted that despite the necessary caution and slowness of
standards setting groups, their
work and the results are "crucial to
our process of technological
change."
The result of this research was
continued on page 10
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Utilizing Digital Signal Processing
continued from page 9

to recommend applications of the
ISO/MPEG designated standards, Layer I.
Layer II and Layer III. ISO/MPEG refers
to the Motion Pictures Expert Group of
the International Standards Organization
which, in cooperation with the IEC, drafted a standard for the digital storage of
moving pictures and related audio data.
Two weeks before NAB, the following
recommendations for use of ISO/MPEG
standards were circulated: Layer III ( highly complex algorithm at low bit rate) for
commentary delivery and either Layer Ill
or Layer Il ( MUSICAM— medium complex algorithm at medium bit rate) for distribution or emission delivery. MPEG and
ITU-R will now focus their research on
multi-channel compression systems operating with Layer II
Sample rate converters
Using the Orban 8200, Bob Orban
reviewed the techniques required for
"Utilizing Second Generation Transmission Processors for Audio." Of particular note is the use of an internal sample
rate converter that allows the 8200 to
accept an input sample rate from 30-50
kHz. The converter output is 32 kHz
audio.
A benefit of the sample rate converter is
that it cleans the incoming data of jitter or
phase modulated components that might
have been introduced outside the unit.
The final output, with appropriate pre- or
de- emphasis options as required, is a32
kHz AES/EBU signal. locked to the input
sample. for introduction to the digital

exciter. An output sample rate converter
is also included.
The rate conversion scheme finds use in
Europe where studios operates at 48 kHz
but the STL and transmission systems are
32 kHz. The system does allow for actual
audio to be input through secondary analog ports and A/D converter while accepting aclock input through the digital port.
The final speaker was Eric Benjamin of
Dolby Labs. He addressed concerns in the
"Interaction of Audio Processing and Low
Bit Rate Coding in Broadcast Applications." The concern here is how much
processing, especially that of an aggressive
nature, can be tolerated in alow bit rate
audio processor. Eric noted that most of the
change in levels does not require very much
processing and there is apoint at which further small decreases in the dynamic range
(increasing loudness) begin to realize a
rapid decrease in audio quality.
Benjamin began his presentation with an
overview of what one tries to accomplish
with audio processing which is typically
to maintain as small a peak to average
ratio as is practical to achieve aconstant
loudness. This value should be measured
as arunning value within an audio selection. The ratio is the difference between
the highest peak value and the overall
RMS level of the selection. It is arelative,
rather than an absolute measure.
Different readings will be attained using
analog, digital and oscilloscope based systems. Typical values are 9-11 dB peak
average ratio for popular music and 20-30
dB for other program sources.
Returning again to the STL overshoot
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concern, the effects of phase distortion
were described as they can effect waveshape and cause changes in peak signal
levels of several db.
Phase distortion
This can he quite afactor when the system is presented with program material
that contains ahighly processed and sustained low frequency component where
large shifts are common.
While modem systems do tend to have
digital filters or phase compensation circuitry, processing systems must address

these problems and the overshoot considerations of the STL chain.
For proper coding, it is important to
reduce the chances of under or overshoot
and present an incoming signal that is
essentially flat and free of preemphasis
which will cause an incorrect calculation,
especially at high frequencies and subsequent incorrect processing. The question
becomes one of where to put the pre emphasis.
Before the processing results in data
coding errors: after results in large overshoots and overmodulation. Dolby has
decided to apply de-emphasis to its products in the coding stage, then adds the preemphasis back after the coder, producing
an essentially flat signal.

EXPO ' 94 in Richmond

Harris Allied 'sRon Oler ( pictured
above) discusses the best techniques
for CD player maintenance at the
company's EXPO '94 conference. The
session drew a standing- room- only
crowd that emptied the exhibit hall for
one hour.
The session was one of three held
that day at the Leland Hotel in
Richmond. The other two were
"Solving RFI & Shielding Problems," and " Future Trends in
Radio." More than 200 registrants
from as far away as West Virginia
attended the show, with more than 30
of the vendors the company represents

present on the exhibit floor.
Vendors love the opportunity to
spend time with the engineers, demonstrating the equipment and answering
questions, according to several of
those present. " It is the best way to
find out what the customers want and
what they are saying," said Gentner's
Elaine Jones.
The event is a good opportunity for
vendors, said Telos' Neil Glassman.
"Harris Allied took care of both the
exhibitors and the registrants."
The event was organized for Harris
Allied by Radio Net Works principal.
Dave Burns.

This is what you get.
y

ou asked BEXT to build the best high-performance FM exciter, put it
in ano- frills package, and bring it to you at the most competitive

possible price. Fo guarantee that 'ou get everything you deserve,
we bring you the new LEX 25, backed by our two year
warranty and 24-hour engineering hotline.
LEX 25
25 Watt FM Exciter
S/N: > 80dB
.
[HD: <0.03%

S1,995

1045 10th Ave.
San Diego, CA 92101
619-239-8462
el"
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Old Time Radio Theater from KANU
by Bob Kirby
LAWRENCE, Kans. Public radio listeners nationwide are paying attention to
live radio theater being produced in
Lawrence, Kansas. Unlike the soap
operas or spooky ghost stories—the typical dramatic fare offered by the webs
during radio's Golden Era—tales spun
on "The Imagination Workshop" are topical and highly satirical. The show features comedic skits, three to seven minutes duration, with musical bridges
between. Recent shows included
episodes of " Buck Naked—Frontier
Scout," "Barbie and Ken at Home," and
"The Legion of Stupid Heroes"—all of
them raucous comedies.
"The Imagination Workshop" is produced six times ayear by KANU (FM),
an NPR affiliate licensed to The
University of Kansas at Lawrence, 35
miles west of Kansas City.
"The Imagination Workshop" is the
brainchild of Darrell Brogdon, KANU's
program director. Brogdon, a student of
radio's golden age and an advocate of
radio theater, started "The Imagination
Workshop" nearly 10 years ago.

the mics shaking this thing and screaming their heads off, you heard it pass
from right to left," Brogdon said.
Brogdon has alarge collection of sound
effects devices, including a miniature
door and frame, aglass breaking device
and a wind machine. "Years ago, Iran
across abook written by asound effects
man, and it contained blueprints for
every sound effects device known to
man. We were lucky because Bill
Crahan, our show's music director, is
also a wonderful woodworker. He built
our door, the glass crasher and others,"
Brogdon said.
Two Neumann KM 84s capture live
sound effects as mono sources panned

A live audience
As Producer and head writer, Brogdon
started "The Imagination Workshop" in
1983, took the production before a live
audience in 1985 and made the show
available nationally in 1988. This year,
NPR began the satellite distribution of
the hour-long production, which is carried by about 90 stations.
"My initial interest was to do radio
drama," Brogdon said. "We adapted science fiction stories and classic American
literature, but comedy slowly took over.
Four years ago we devoted the entire
show to comedy. It was clear that's what
the audience responded to."
"Workshop" is performed live before
an audience of 450 at Liberty Hall, atheater in downtown Lawrence, and is
broadcast live on KANU. The performance is taped for later uplink to NPR.
Brogdon exploits the use of stereo as an
artistic tool to help create mental images.
"Listening to the broadcast is very dramatic in that you get a real sense of
where people are," Brogdon said.
"You'll hear one person sort of over on
the left and another on the right. You get
areal spatial sense about this sound field
you're creating.
The actors deliver their lines around a
pair of Neumann KM-84 microphones in
an "XY" stereo orientation, according to
Sam Chapman, KANU's chief engineer.
"A primary benefit of that technique is
that it lets us use cardioid mics and has
very good mono compatibility,"
Chapman said.
Realistic sounds
Sound effects, live and prerecorded, are
a big draw for the live hall audience.
Recorded stereo sound effects are played
back from an ITC cart player or Tascam
DA30 DAT decks. But the hall audience
enjoys watching the sound effects person
working the mechanical effects devices
behind the actors. A recent spoof of the
winter Olympics included a bobsled
whizzing by. " We did that with four
actors holding a garbage can between
them, shaking it, and there was abucket
inside the garbage can. As they ran by

left or right as dictated by the needs of a
skit. A small band provides musical
bridges between sketches. A piano is
miked in stereo, and a synthesizer provides direct stereo outs. Saxophone and
bass are miked mono. Due to broadcast
console input capacity, the band is submixed on stage.
Two mixes
Because the audio needs of radio listeners differ from those in the hall, the production is mixed separately for each,
according to Chapman.
Audio sources feed a Sescom signal
splitter. "One set of splitter outputs goes
to the broadcast console and the other to

the PA," Chapman said. "The PA console generally is in the middle of the
audience while the broadcast console, an
ancient Yamaha PM- 1000, is on the side
of the stage."
The requirements of live radio theater
provide areal stretch for KANU's engineers. Hollywood's Foley artists aside,
how many broadcast engineers these
days concern themselves with miking a
machine that breaks glass?
The KANU engineering department
essentially builds a production studio
with analog and digital tape recorders,
cart decks and signal processing equipment in Liberty Hall for each broadcast.
Equipment is housed in three portable
equipment racks interconnected with
multipair cables terminated at Elco connectors.
continued on page 13

Processing control
.ou
in your 'car wondering how your station would sound with just alittle more boost in the
high-end. Well, stop wondering and start processing. Because with Unity Remote Software, you can
control your processing from your office, your home, and even your car.
Unity Remote Software provides you with the same information found on
the Unity's front panel display so that you can see, as well as hear, the effects
of your changes. Day-part processing events may also be programmed
remotely. Unity Remote runs on an IBM-compatible computer running DOS
and supporting VGA graphics.

ISIF) 2000

How much does Unity Remote Software cost? Absolutely nothing. Because now
it is included free with every Unity 20001 FM and Unity AM stereo processor.
The best sounding processors in the world are sounding better all the time.

the unity
the worlds best sounding radio processors

CUTTINGEDGE
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2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE • CLEVELAND, OHIO 44114 • TEL: ( 216) 241-3343 • FAX: ( 216) 241-4103
Current Unity owners should call or fax Cutting Edge for your free software.
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Our experienca broadcast professionals are
working when you are—Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern. When
you know what you need, you'll get the right
price. When you don't, you'll get experienced
advice.

Serving broadcasters on six continents and in
more than 100 countries, we have become
the world's leading distributor of studio,
production, and satellite equipment, offering
the widest range of radio products from a
single source.

b._

We deliver when you need it. Over
90% of our orders are shipped
within 24 hours. Computer
technologies and experience in
transportation management,
packaging and rate negotiations
has resulted in the most efficient
shipping and receiving department
unsurpassed by our competition.

With today's growing shortage of broadcast
engineers, many broadcasters lack the
technical staff to evaluate, maintain and
service their equipment. We provide
unparalleled customer support with
experienced, certified service technicians.
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Satellite products we distribute include
reception equipment for digital or analog
SC PC, audio or video subcarrier data, uplink
and downlink antennas and support
products. We are your primary source for
the most innovative and effec:ive technology.

Customer satisfaction is number one.
Customer service representatives are ready
to check your orders and answer any
questions you might have. You can always
count on fast, friendly service.
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ephyr Road Trip Gets Thumbs Up
Passengers include Vice President Gore

Acouple of Teios Zephyrs recently gave WAMU-FM the power to transform the
two lane copper country road that crisscrosses the nation into adigital expressway. Hitching aride for the successful test drive was Vice President Al Gore who
addressed more than 650 public-interest telecommunications activists at a
March 29 summit on shaping the National Information Infrastructure ( NII) held
in Washington, D.C.
floclioWerld
In little more than four days and with limited
resources. WAMU built the "access ramp" onto the
Cool Stuff
artery that carried the event to anationwide audience. Thousands more joined the conference live via
the Irternet, television, and radio call- in.

>e«..vue

ISDN lines was not aproblem," says WAMU Chief
Engineer Mike Byrnes who worked through his local
Bell Atlantic phone company rep. "Even for aoneshot, ISDN lines were only afraction of what we'd pay
for an 8kHz analog line," says Byrnes.
Using Zephyr's ISO/MPEG Layer Ill audio coding
scheme to compress the program audio for transmission, the encoded digital signal was sent via an ISDN
BRI (2B+D) line to asecond Zephyr at National
Public Radio headquarters. There it was decoded for
satellite uplinking to noncommercial radio stations
nationwide. Simultaneously, that Zephyr picked up a
downlink feed from aguest site located at KQED-FM's
studios in San Francisco and handed it off to the
remote site.
The heart of the program was athree-hour, live,
national call-in show aired by more than 30 noncommercial radio stations across the country. Hosted by
WAMU's Derek McGinty, the program permitted as
many as three guests in Washington and another at
KQED to field calls from four 800-number telephone
lines. Two Telos lOs and four Telos ONE digital
hybrids provided seamless integration of all sites into
the broadcast, allowing talk-show guests, including
the Veep and Mitch Kapor. Lotus founder and head of
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, to carry on
smooth, natural, two-way conversations with callers
without upcutting or distortion.
Before being pressed into service for this remote.
WAMU was using Zephyr to link its studios with the
public radio satellite system's ( PRSS) Washington
uplink. Byrnes notes that one-time installation and
ISDN usage fees are considerably less than the cost of
dedicated broadcast-quality phone lines. As aresult,
Byrnes expects Zephyr to pay for itself in no time.
Other benefits he praises are enhanced sound quality and reliability, plus bidirectionality. Byrnes's verdict on Zephyr's performance: "It does the job we
bought it for. It works. Sounds good. We had zero
problems. What more can you ask for?!"
continued on back page Direct Connection

"Because they had the
equipment ( Zephyr) and the expertise to
make it happen, we approached WAMU," notes the broadcast's initiator and co-producer Lynn Chadwick, National Federation of
Community Broadcasters president. The Veep's tight schedule meant the meeting's date was nailed down with little time to spare before the event. "Without
Zephyr we wouldn't have done it," confirms the station's Program Director Steve
Palmer. Both agree that Zephyr's innovative technology and quick, economical
set-up. combined with its full fidelity sound, made it an ideal solution.
Zephyr enabled WAMU to bypass the time-consuming and expensive process of
ordering and installing dedicated analog lines for the remote. Thanks to Zephyr,
setting up WA_MU's first ISDN remote in amakeshift studio in the corner of a
hotel ballroom was almost as easy as plugging in and sending afax. "Getting

Inside this isslIMM
• Save on the new ONE-x-Six Power
Bundle
•Help us celebrate the 10th anniversary
of the Telos 10
Direct Connection is provided by Telos Systems to
keep our customers up-to-date on using the dial- up
telephone network in broadcast and recording
applications Copyright 0 1994, TLS Corporation

Telos User Success Stories: The ONE-x- Six
The lelos ONExSix is helping 1230
WBVP-AM stay the "Talk of Beaver
County." To feed its thriving news-talksports format, the suburban Pittsburgh
station couldn't afford to keep using a
homemade, jerry-built talk show system
that consisted of amodified answering
machine and an outdated analog hybrid.
So operations manager and morning
show host John Nuzzo says WBVP chose
the lelos ONE-x-Six. He likes its clarity
and conferencing capabilities. Nuzzo also
appreciates the fact that ONE-x-Six was
designed with smaller installations in
mind. "It's got everything you need and
it's simple to install, almost doesn't take
an engineer," he quips. In fact, the
The Bilk of Beaver County
device's six phone lines are connected
using standard R.111C plugs and the program-on- hold uses an XLR. The hybrid
audio input is selectable for microphone or line level and there are two caller
audio outputs.
Next, Nuzzo, who has spent more than aquarter century behind the microphone, is looking forward to tapping into another lelos product guaranteed to
make his job easier, Call Screen Manager.

1230

ONE-x-Six Power Bundle $2960
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Since its introduction last year, the lelos ONE-x- Six has rapidly
become a "first choice" for high quality talk programming and teleconferencing. To make the ONE-x- Six even more appealing, we are
offering amore complete system that costs $219 less than purchasing the components separately.
Our ONE-x-Six Power Bundle includes the ONE-x-Six with two
Switch Console control surfaces and Call Screen Manager-1m, the
world's most popular call screening software. ( Sorry, computer not
included.)
The ONE-x- Six has the famous lelos ONE digital hybrid and six
line broadcast phone system in asingle unit. The lelos ONE has
earned its reputation for exceptional performance. In addition to
superior trans-hybrid loss for full-duplex audio, it achieves consistent output level and the ability to monitor callers through open .
speakers without feedback. The ONE-x-Six offers caller conferencing,
program-on- hold, and features that allow automatic selection of the
next caller, control of external audio recorders, and more.

Talkshow
WEST VALLEY STUDIOS
gear is not just
for radio stations
\
anymore. Ask CVI
West Valley Studios'
senior engineer for technical services and operations,
Dave Weiland. Located not far
from Hollywood, this high-tech
facility accommodates everything from shooting to
post production for corporate films, infomercials, and
music videos, not to mention public access TV.
Akey part of the two-year old facility's marketing
strategy was offering clients the capacity to conduct
live call in shows. When Weiland went shopping for a
talk show system, only the ONE-x-Six met all the criteria on his list: It sounds good, is affordable, simple to
use, easy to install, and flexible enough to move
between either of two studio control rooms at a
moment's notice. Especially important for television
production is the ability to monitor callers through
open speakers without feedback.

Great Phones at aGreat Price
Call Screen Manager complements your ONE-x- Six by
allowing the screener/director to provide the talent with
information on each caller, send additional messages to
the talent, and control the status of telephone lines.
Telephone line and caller status are updated in real time
to indicate callers who are ON-AIR, part of aconference,
and on HOLD. Each line has acall timer and programmable duration alarm.
Call Screen Manager includes acaller information
database module, Database Tools, to store and manipulate caller data. Built-in and custom reports can be used
to analyze your caller information.
For those requiring amore basic system, the
ONE-x-Six, packaged with asingle Switch Console has a
list price of only $2180. The best sound, the best value.

Telos 10 Celebrates Ten Years

And we have agift for Telos 10 owners!

Kevin explains our Talk Show Systems to an interested NAB
attendee, while another peruses the new "Telos Systems Guide To
The Broadcast- To- Telephone Interface".

At the NAB in 1984, the first professional CD
taii1/
players were being previewed and the term "mul‘If , iit
411111111/PP•
timedia" had yet to be coined. In asmall booth at
11110•011110.
I
the back of the audio exhibits, Steve Church was
demonstrating the Telos 10, the first broadcast
product to use digital signal processing ( DSP).
This year, lelos celebrates the 10th anniversary of the introduction of the Telos 10 digital hybrid telephone interface. Since
then, lelos has maintained its leadership position in technology for the broadcast-to-telephone interface. We are now on our fourth generation of digital
hybrid telephone interfaces.
While the Telos 10 was discontinued years ago, we continue to provide parts
and repair services. (Telos has never charged for asoftware upgrade!) In our
early ads, we promoted the Telos 10 as "the one that works!" This rings just as
true today. As far as we know, most of the original Telos lOs are still in service.
Telos has always been grateful to our customers, especially those who came
on-board early. To celebrate our anniversary, we have aspecial "thank you" for
those still using Telos 10s.
Fax your Telos 10 serial
number to lelos at
(216) 241-4103 and
we will send you a
coveted Telos
T-shirt. Send us
arecent photo
of your Telos 10
in action and we
will also send
you acertificate valid for a $200
rebate on the purchase of any lelos product between June 1, 1994
through December 31, 1995. ( Details are on the rebate certificate.)

Telos Tidbits
When they came, they came in droves. Despite the location in the
rear corner of the hall, Telos fogged record attendance in the booth.

• We hate to be the first to remind you, but it's time to plan fall sports coverage.
This year your remotes can sound better, be easier to set up, and cost you less.
With ISDN and the Telos Zephyr, you can have full-duplex, 15kHz stereo audio
for about the cost of astandard phone call. Now is the time to talk to your phone
company about ISDN line installation and to place your order for Zephyrs.
• Curious about Call Screen Manager? Demonstration disks are available. Just
call or fax and we will send you adisk at no charge.
• An increasing number of audio and video facilities are using ISDN. New York's
DIGIFÓN now offers The Digital Dial-up List, adirectory that lists users all over
the world. DIGIFON's Dave Immer tells us that inclusion in the directory is free
for those connected with the audio and/or video production industry, have ISDN,
and want to be known to others with similar interests and capabilities. The
Digital Dial-up List is available at anominal charge. Contact DIGIFON at + 1
(212) 242-2534.

Tony gives aguided tour of the Zephyr at the NAB in Las Vegas.
Tickets for this particular attrarfion were typically sold out.

• Sometimes you need aZephyr or alelos hybrid for aone-time event. There
are several companies that maintain rental stock of lelos equipment. Contact
Telos Customer Support and we will send you acurrent list. If you are acompany that offers lelos rental equipment, let us know so we can spread the word.
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Zephyr Road Trip
continued from front paye...

WANIU88.
It % MO IN THE AMERICAN T11.11)1TION

After proving itself, the station's PD is hatching new plans for Zephyr. The station's format is an innovative mix of NPR news and information, local public
affairs, talk programming, and traditional American music. Says Palmer, "Iwant
it ( Zephyr) to change the way we think about remotes. The more accessible and
inexpensive the gear gets, the more creative we'll get in using it. It's like building
ahighway out into the country—suddenly there are new destinations you never
thought possible." Palmer hopes to use Zephyr for avariety of remotes including
town meetings, increased coverage of upcoming elections, and live concert broadcasts.
The Public Interest Summit aimed to educate grass-roots groups about the
information superhighway and its implications for everybody. The conference was
sponsored by the Administration's Information Infrastructure Task Force and
organized by the Benton Foundation with support from eight other grant makers.

Call or fax for your free copy.
The new Telos Systems Guide to the Broadcast-toTelephone Interface has technical references on
analog phone lines, mix- minus, ISDN, and other
topics. It also has information on the complete
line of Telos equipment.

1phabet Soup:
What is ISDN BRI?
For its recent remote,
Standard
WAMU used ISDN
Telephone
Basic Rate Interface
Pair
(BRI), the form of
ISDN of most interest
to broadcasters and
audio professionals.
On asingle pair of
ordinary phone wires,
BRI offers two "bearer"
channels at a64kbps
transmission rate and
one "data" channel at
16kbps. (This service is
sometimes called
2B+D.) Zephyr uses
the two "B" channels
for program and backhaul audio and RS-232
BI
B2
D
data, while the " D"
64 kbps 64 kbps 16 kbps
channel is used for
inter-unit signalling.

Telos Systems
210 1 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114 • 216.241.7225 • FAX: 216.241.4103
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Digital Technology Powers 'Birds'
continued from page 1

audio transmission, Wegener Communications has
applied MUSICAM digital audio compression technology to its line of products, which includes the DR series
of digital audio subcarrier L-band receivers, available in
addressable and non-addressable versions.
These receivers allow radio stations to convert the RF
signal to an audio or data channel, or acue and control
function that allows interfacing directly with cart
machines and other station equipment. The company
works with programmers to determine the hardware and
software necessary for transmission, and works directly
with avariety of distributors to outfit stations on networks
with the equipment they need to receive programming.
Space providers
After programmers and stations secure the equipment
necessary to come online, the next step is to secure
uplinking services and space segments.
ABC Satellite Services, for example, provides these
and other elements, including automation and data services, to programmers like Infinity Broadcasting.
Uplinking to SATCOM C-5 allows access to 57 audio
channels operating at 128 kilobits per second ( Kbps),
and 11 cue and data channels; ABC also uplinks to
SATCOM K-2.
Serving more than 3,000 stations, ABC uses SEDAT
digital audio compression technology for high-quality
digital audio satellite transmission.
Program distribution, utilizing digital audio transmission service (DATS), is offered to networks and other
programmers by GE American Communications Inc. on
C-band on SATCOM C-5. SCPC is also offered both on
Ku- and C-bands, in both analog and digital form.
Major networks utilizing GE's services include ABC
Radio and Gannet Broadcasting.
Hughes Communications provides satellite capacity to
radio programmers on its own Galaxy IV (Ku- and Cband) and Galaxy VI (C-band) satellites (programmers
utilizing Hughes's Galaxy VI satellite were formerly on
the now-defunct Galaxy Il satellite).
IDB Communications, through its audio distribution
broadcast unit, mainly provides uplink and space segments for programmers, although downlink services are
sometimes offered. IDB works in both the Ku- and Cbands, although primarily in the C-band on Satcom C-5.
The company's offerings include complete transmission packages for multiple station remotes, as well as

Radio Theater
continued from page 11

"The racks feed into apatch panel so that you have a
consistent user interface from one production to the
next, and you can do all the usual things, and some
unusual ones, without having to rewire equipment at the
back of the racks," Chapman said.
"One of the things we try to do for Darrell and the
actors is give them a studio in which to be creative,"
Chapman said.
The talent
The " Imagination Workshop" actors are working
broadcast and voice-over professionals, with one
exception. David Greusel is aSt. Louis, Mo. architect,
and commutes across Missouri to do the show. John
Jessup and Margi Posten are voice-over talents in
Kansas City. Jim Moore co-hosts the morning show on
KFKF ( FM), Kansas City and is public address
announcer for the Kanas City Royals. Roberta
Solomon coaxes listeners out of bed during the morning show on KLTH ( FM), Kansas City, while Rick
Tamblyn is doing likewise on KCFX ( FM). Paul
Meier, a former member of the BBC Radio Drama
Repertory Company, teaches Theatre and Film at
Kansas University.
People actively involved in broadcasting stage "The
Imagination Workshop," yet so much of it has so little
o do with regular, daily radio. "Ithink that's why the
tctors who work on the show love it as much as they
lo," Brogdon said. "It gives them achance to step outide the kinds of things they do day-to-day and do some

International Digital Audio Transmission between the
U.S. and Moscow, London, Tokyo and Paris, from 3.5
kHz to 15 kHz stereo.
Proprietary compression
Providing point-to-multipoint service between programmers and over 200 radio stations nationwide, the
International Satellite Communications Corporation
(InterSat) employs aproprietary compression scheme to
pack maximum audio and data on a narrower band at
low cost. InterSat's SatWare proprietary software
allows programmers to transmit as many as seven services ( four data, two audio, and one printer port) to
unlimited receive sites.
NPR Distribution manages and operates the public
radio satellite system, "the primary mechanism used by
public radio program providers to distribute their programming to public radio stations," according to Pete
Loewenstein, vice president for distribution. The company serves about 250 programmers and some 360
interconnected downlink stations ( of which about 300
are NPR member stations).
Uniquely, excess space capacity is brokered out to
non-public radio programmers, who are identified at
trade shows, through limited trade magazine advertising, and word of mouth.
A solid foundation
Equipment and space segment providers are working
together to build asolid foundation for growth along the
satellite delivery highway—and digital looks to continue to be akey component of that growth.
According to Dawn Satellite's Joslin, "satellite radio networks have found that converting from an analog transmission scheme to adigital transmission scheme can reduce
their space segment costs and allow them to put more programming on the satellite," which benefits affiliates.
On the station side, NPR's Loewenstein is keeping his
eye on interconnectivity. "The more stations have in
terms of interconnectivity to various technologies and
program sources, the more choices they have available
to serve their audience," he said. And, NSN's Muffy
Montemayor sees more and more stations committing to
automation.
For those programmers concerned about new technology rendering today's equipment obsolete, GE
American's director of broadcast and business services,
Frederick Cain, said that "people are going to get the
things that really aren't done very much any more.
Radio is the perfect story- telling medium, whether
telling funny or serious stories."
O

Bob Kirby is afreelance technical writer and public
radio news producer in Kansas City, MO. He can be
reached at 816-941-4356.
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dollar value out of their equipment," but allows that
those same people are "going to be more willing to
change in the future because of the improvements in
technology."
And, as ABC Satellite's Vice President of Engineering, Bob Donnelly, said "The progression of technology is benefitting everybody."

Users of Satellites
Riding down the satellite highway is beneficial to
programmers like Arkansas-based Music Channel
One, delivering the hot sounds of CHR to stations in
Arizona, Arkansas, New York, Louisiana, South
Dakota, Virginia, and Washington State.
George Hochman, managing partner, thinks that
"satellite programming allows broadcasters to keep
the door open. Ithink many radio stations could not
operate if they had to maintain 24-hour live staffs."
In today's "tough economic times," he said, "satellite programming offers an opportunity for broadcasters to remain viable. After all, radio is a business, too."
* * *
Contemporary Christian satellite broadcaster Clean
Air Radio originates its programming from KCGNFM in Ortonville, Minn/Millbank, S.D., and sends it
over Ku- band to KCGN(AM), about 140 miles
away (the original signal from KCGN-FM is picked
up by 14 translator stations in the area).
Verlyn Menning, president of parent company
Communicating Good News (CGN) Corporation,
said that satellite delivery to CGN's AM station
made sense.
"Satellite saves us so much on programming
costs," he noted. "We wouldn't have been able to
acquire the station without it. It made (the transaction) economically feasible."
* * *
Radio One originates locally-customized programming (using the Audisk automation system) overthe
Ku-band for parent-company Gardiner Broadcast
Partner's owned and affiliate stations, primarily
located in ski resort areas in Colorado, Idaho and
New Mexico.
According to Marty Hijmans, group engineer,
Gardiner had purchased a number of stations in
Colorado ski resort areas with an eye toward networking. All of the stations were losing money, he
said; the goal was to consolidate, cut operating costs
and work toward turning aprofit.
"It has not become feasible for some stations to
have their own local staffs," Hijmans said. "In aday
and age when there is so much competition for the
advertising dollar, (the satellite) alternative allows
stations to serve the public locally ( if they take
advantage of automation), and allows broadcasters
to have achance of making aprofit."

Radio Equity Acquires
NewMarket Media
Radio Equity Partners acquired the
eleven- station NewMarket Media
radio group, in atransaction valued at
roughly $ 100 million. The deal is
radio's largest to date in 1994, and
closed in New York last month.
The NewMarket stations consist
of WNOE-AM-FM New Orleans,
La.; WREC(AM)-WEGR(FM) and
WRXQ(FM) Memphis, Tenn.;
WSJS(AM)-WTQR(FM) Greensboro, N.C., and KXXY-AM-FM
Oklahoma City, Okla. The transaction also includes two radio stations under contract to NewMarket: KGTR(FM) New Orleans and KOQL(FM)
Okahoma City, Okla.
Radio Equity Partners also owns WWBB(FM) Providence, R.I., WHYN-AM-FM Springfield, Mass., and
WCKT(FM) LeHigh Acres, Fla. ( Fort Myers market).
Richard Foreman was the exclusive broker for the transaction.
Pictured above ( 1to r) are Stephen Robertson, chairman NewMarket Media; broker Dick Foreman of
Richard Foreman Associates; George Sosson, president, Radio Equity Partners and Peter Schulte, president,
NewMarket Media.
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WDRE Takes on Manhattan... and Wins
by Judith

Gross

NEW YORK ..It's big, it's tough, it's
in your lace and it's aplace where the
faint of heart don't get very far. The
New York City radio market, No. 1,
spawned the infamous loudness wars,
where too many stations tread on each
others' playlists and where, if a station
wants to succeed, it has to punch
through alot of hype and adopt atakeno-prisoners attitude.
Yet, it's also an over-radioed market
where, to get the largest number of listeners and advertiser dollars, the "Big
Guys" tend to play it safe. You can scan
the dial and hear the same currents and
recurrents—even the same spots-at the
exact same instant.
So aBig Apple observer might rightly
wonder how WDRE(FM), a feisty,
short-spaced Class A FM broadcasting
at only 1000 W in the fringe of the city,

can possibly buck local trends and thrive
in this radio market from hell. The
answer lies in an interesting blend of
cultivating listener loyalty, in precision
and pioneering programming, in a nurturing management style and ultimately,
in solid engineering techniques open to
new ideas. In short, acase study in radio
success.
Recently, as part of amove to new studios, WDRE got an extra bonus in
stronger, cleaner signal coverage, allowing further inroads into the lucrative boroughs of Manhattan, Brooklyn and
Queens and the moneyed conclaves of
Long Island, simply by putting in anew
processing chain. Why play safe?
WDRE has along history of being on
the cutting edge of music with an alternative rock format, originally as WLIR.
Listeners tuned in in the ' 80s to get
relief from the new FM- talk craze of
Howard Stern and his clones, and from

AP
Makes
All News
Radio
Affordable.

the middle-of-the-road crossover of
rock, rap, country and other narrowcast
formats. They also sought escape from
the plethora of over-processed CHR stations playing nearly identical lists of
Madonna, Phil Collins or Prince.

ing male- female, 18- to-35 demo."
Calderone concedes that former CHRs
have begun playing artists who were
exclusively on WDRE's playlist, but
notes that the station will dig for deeper
selections from a CD and play deeper
cuts by artists like the B- 52s and
Depeche Mode. The station's "alternative" tone carries over into its humorous
spots and promos, designed to support
the subtle—and sometimes not so sub-

Walkway of CDs into WDRE's brand new studios in Garden City, New York
"They tuned into us through the ' 80s
because they wanted an alternative, and
they stayed with us," notes Operations
Manager Tom Calderone, who is considered one of the gurus of the Modern
Rock format. "Now that alternative has
moved mainstream, we'll gain newer listeners while we tend to keep our exist-

tle—non-conformity of listeners tired of
the same old radio hype. That attitude
spells listener loyalty as well.
In fact, that loyalty is so strong, that
Ron Morey, President of WDRE owner
Jarad Broadcasting, points out that lis-

Radio Concepts

continued on page 16
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Listen in on Four Years of Radio Airpla.,
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON With this, my 50th
and final USAitp/a.
‘, reflection is at the
top of the playlist.
A lot has happened in the radio business in the four years since Ibegan collecting ideas and opinions on the things
that gratify and dishearten me about programming in the U.S.
We've watched trends rise and fall,
including top 40's fragmentation, country radio's proliferation and rap's obstinate persistence. We've explored radio's
continual search for lucrative niches
through all- sports, religious and children's radio, Spanish programming,
Generation X, disco and yes, even polka.
We've mourned the loss of Freddie
Mercury and celebrated the perseverance of Tina Turner, while examining
the artists that make radio agood place
to be—Celine Dion, Toni Braxton and
R.E.M., for instance—and those who
demonstrate its shallow side—SWV,
Rod Stewart and Hammer.
In essence, I've tried to offer aglimpse
of just how quickly this industry reinvents what it deems profitable and inventive. Indeed, radio is at all times dynamic
and ever-conscientious of changing parameters, both in terms of business and
programming.
It has been afun ride.
Beginning in July, Ihave been drafted
to lend a hand as editor of ¡ MAS
Publishing's launch of The Radio
World Magazine, which makes its
debut in September.
Before Igo, Ithought Iwould make a
last attempt to hammer out some of the
ideas Ihold most passionately, using afew
of those 49 other columns as footnotes.
In June 1990, we explored how programmers deliver music over the airwaves. While carts remained astandard,
CD was rapidly working its way into staple status. Said one programmer sold on
digital in Bozeman, Minn., "If someone
requests a song we do not have on CD,
we just cannot play it."
While carts still have a place in most
radio stations, in 1994 CDs are as common as pushbutton phones. But technology has gone further. The question now
is: How much programming is delivered
by CD versus automated digital workstations and other high-capacity mediums?

and not expect the government to do
their job for them: " Passing sweeping
legislation that blocks the exchange of
varying viewpoints is wrong. It protects
listeners from the fears of others, making
radio an outlet only for the lowest common denominator," Isaid.
In July 1991, Idiscussed adults who
express discomfort about the airwaves
being " indecent"—a term that government has struggled to efficiently define
for decades. My view then and now: We
are granted an option that remedies such
an offense—the ability to change the dial.
In November 1990, the movie soundtrack to "Pretty Woman" was at the top
of the album charts, prompting me to
comment that "hearing the memories of
a meaningful movie over the airwaves
adds adistinctive depth to radio."
The trend is nothing if not more intense
today. Soundtracks are arewarding vehicle for many artists to gain radio exposure and broadon their reach. As this is
being written, "The Crow" soundtrack is
No. 1in the U.S. Close behind are the
musical backdrops from " Above the
Rim" and "Reality Bites."
Movie songs also have shown muscle at
the Grammys for the past two years, with
"The Bodyguard," " Beauty and the
Beast" and "Aladdin" picking up awards.
You can bet Bruce Springsteen's "Streets
of Philadelphia" is next in line.
"Technical circles buzzed all year about
the sudden imminence of digital audio
broadcasting," Iwrote in December
1990. "Right now, especially in the U.S.,
there remain more questions than
answers, but regardless, it looks promising that by the time I'm writing awrapup column on the 1990s, we'll be able to
hear radio in color."
Not so fast, there. In June 1993, I
described my flirtations with an inviting

new service in " Move Over FM, Cable
Radio Is Here." The column was intended as awarning for traditional broadcasters, some of whom wonder why anyone
would pay for music service when they
can get radio for free.
Easy: Consider the lure of no commercials, no rambling DJs and format choices

Charles Taylor, Editor
The Radio World Magazine
that outdo the narrow playlists of many
stations. Music Choice and Digital Music
Express, the dominant services, are making themselves heard around the world.
Icomplained about artistic exploitation
in February 1991. Referring to New Kids
on the Block, Iwrote, their "carefully
orchestrated image has been stamped on
everything from bath towels and dolls to
pencils and even aSaturday morning cartoon show. Call me odd, but Ialways
thought performers were out there to
make music, not to help me dry my
thighs."
Three years later, the bygone NKOTB
would be lucky to sell pencils, much less
albums. But you know, I'd take them
any day over today's exploitation of

Idefended freedom of the airwaves in
three columns. First, in August 1990,
siations were reacting to government
paranoia over concerns that lyrics from 2
Live Crew's "Me So Horny" were too
racy for the airwaves.
The fear was making some programmers so anxious, Iwrote, that "songs
perfectly acceptable three months ago
now must be edited or worse, banned."
The matter seems mild compared with
the issues of racism, guns, violence, societal rebellion and sexism common in
today's "gansta" rap, popular among
America's youth. But Istand by the
belief that radio knows where to responsibly draw the line without the government playing referee.
It comes down to the point Idrove
home in January 1994: parents must
take control of their children's values
Circle ( 141) On Reader Service Card

sappy sound-alike soul ensembles on the
airwaves: Shai, H- Town, A11- 4- One,
Silk, Mint Condition and Jodeci... who
can tell the difference? This redundancy
is among my biggest gripes with U.S.
radio programming.
In November 1992, Iacknowledged
that top 40 had splintered into more
hybrids than a handful of fingers will
hold: CHR, top 40, Hot AC, adult contemporary, CHUrban and Adult CHR.
Less than two years later, the scenario
has changed. Three types of "top 40"
playlists predominate in 1994: Urban
CHR, mixing rap and traditional R&B;
"Sleeper 40," a land where predictable
"adult" artists like Michael Bolton,
Mariah Carey, Bonnie Raitt and Billy
Joel reign; and the latest, most promising movement—a liberal sampling of
traditionally modern rock artists—for
those weary of the alternatives.
But many top 40 listeners simply lost
patience waiting for the CHR shake out,
and tuned their radio dials elsewhere.
Country was the victor. June 1991:
"Country's ability to lasso alarger, fiercely loyal listenership can be attributed to a
dedicated effort to just be itself."
And finally, one must never underestimate the value of a good quote. My
favorite comes from the August 1993
column that drew some of the best
response from any Iwrote: polka's popularity in the Midwest.
Cletus Bellin, program director at
WAUN(FM) in Kewaunee, Wisconsin,
told me, "It's aproven fact that cows give
more milk to polkas than they do rock."
It's the kind of statement that merits no
follow up question or explanation—just
anod and the subsequent clicking of my
keyboard.
Cheers.
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Taking on Manhattan
continued from page 14

teners have relocated within the listening area using reception of WDRE as a
major criterion. And VP of Engineering John Caracciolo adds that listeners are tuned into every nuance in
the station's signal. " We get several
letters a week, and phone calls, from
listeners who want help picking us up
better, and they notice when we do

edge of Queens.
Attempts to get a power boost under
the Class A upgrade allowed by the FCC
have so far been thwarted by the station's second adjacencies. "Ironically,
we were one of the initiators of the Class
A upgrade lobbying effort, and we have

kW power, WDRE has had to become
creative at maximizing its coverage. Not
surprisingly, in this age of duopolies and
LMAs, one way has been station acquisition.
Simulcast success
Jarad began with a Philadelphia signal, which now simulcasts its Garden
City signal. At 3kW in PhiIly, the company has ratings and revenue success.

something different with our signal,"
Caracciolo says.
One of the biggest complaints over the
years has been interference from other
stations and signal fading. For a time,
WDRE participated in ajoint promotion
with a radio receiver antenna manufacturer, that dubbed its product the
"WDRE Maximizer" precisely because
so many of the station's listeners were
ordering it.

Winning combo
And then there's that unbeatable combination of ingredients that spell atextbook success for radio in the '
90s; that
blend of visionary management, unique,
risk-taking programming, creative engineering and fastidious concern with
long-term listening, all working together
as a team. The Big Apple had better
watch out.
ODD

More recently
More recently, Jarad has begun concentrated efforts to improve its reach
and bring its modern rock format to an
expanded audience.
"Historically, we haven't done so well
in New York," says Morey. WDRE is a
grandfathered short- spaced Class A
whose 1mV contour is completely subsumed by two Class Bs, one transmitting
from the Empire State Building and
another from the World Trade Tower.
WDRE's antenna is on an apartment
building no taller than 450 feet. at the
111
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Jarad Broadcasting President and WDRE Owner Ron Morey;
Operations Manager Tom Calderone (guru of Modern Rock); and
VP Engineering John Caracciolo discuss the station's success and future.
yet to benefit from it ourselves," Morey
notes.
"We feel we've been short-changed in
this," agrees Caracciolo, who adds that
two petitions for the increase are still
before the commission. Limited to its 1
5
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Is Your News Feed
Eating Away
Your Profits?
United Press International's radio network is
substantially less expensive
than your current news feed!
How?

sound of the music we play is an important reason why they identify with our
station. That's one more way we cultivate listener loyalty, by doing what we
do better," Calderone says.
"Doing it well" is too elusive aquality
to be on the list of high-priced radio
consultants; it's as undefinable as the
sense of "alternative" programming that
has made WDRE a success. What's
ahead for WDRE and Jarad are more
acquisitions and even aplan to syndicate
the format through agreements with
affiliates to develop anetwork of simulcasts.

For starters, UPI has no required packages. You pay for only

the programming you need. With UPI you're never charged for
special events coverage. And, UPI has no multi-year contracts.
UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

UPI offers news 24 hours aday, sports 16
times aday, and business all day long,
including morning reports live from
London, all without network commercials.
We also have the industry's widest variety
of one- minute features that are topical,
timely and keep listeners interested.

Call now to find out
how much you can save
by gaining the un advantage.

(800)
503-9993
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"We're sold out until summer in
Philadelphia," says Morey. " If we
could have that signal in New York, we
could make a serious showing. " More
recently, Jarad purchased a station in
Westhampton ( Riverhead) Long Island,
also simulcasting the Garden City signal, but at 6kW.
Morey expects this eastern island coverage to win new listeners as millions of
New Yorkers flock to the beach resorts
this summer. But help for multipath
problems and other interference in
WDRE's main coverage contour recently got help in an unexpected and dramatic way.
New home and new gear
This spring, WDRE moved into brand
new headquarters about ablock from its
old digs. There was new furniture, gorgeous new surroundings, a new analog
STL, and plenty of room to grow, but no
changes to the transmitter or tower. The
move was set for the third week in
March, and Caracciolo was looking for a
backup processing chain until the existing one could be physically moved.
He accepted asuggestion to put in the
Aphex Air Chain to make the
switchover ( see Buyer's Guide, RW
June 15). Morey says, "Inoticed it personally; after we installed it it's like the
station has really spread its wings. I
drive to Philadelphia quite a bit, and
now, from Kennedy Airport ( western
Nassau) Ican go clear to the Verazzano
Bridge ( Staten Island), even beyond,
with virtually no problem.
"People are not getting as much multipath, so they're listening to us longer.
Where we were weak, we're now strong.
Where we weren't received, we can now
be picked up. It's like we have more
presence on the dial," Caracciolo says.
Morey believes that in addition to the
possibility of gaining new listeners, the
improved coverage deepens the sense
among listeners that "we are committed
to providing aquality product."
He has already ordered the Aphex
chain for the Philadelphia station. "Our
listeners tune in for the music, and the

Judith Gross is VP/Head Copywriter
for Media/Scan, a public relations and
advertising agency specializing in
broadcast and pro audio, and can be
reached at 212-929-6108.

63
Years
Ago
Reprinted from Radio World
June 20, 1931. Editor's note:
The RW of old, printed for
a time in the 1920s and
1930s and today's RW are
unrelated except in name.

SUN AND MOON
EFFECT ON SW
TO BE TESTED
Influence of the sun and :noon on
shortwave reception is to be studied by
scientists.
The Perkins Observatory of
Ohio Wesleyan University, which has
made extensive studies on broadcast reception, will have the co-operation in the
new work of the Warner and Swasey
Observatory of the Case School of Applied Science in Cleveland.
Prof. Harlan T. Stetson, director of the
Perkins Observatory, in a communication
to the Shortwave and Television Corporation, said:
"In regard to our present research on
radio reception as affecting high frequency
signals, we are preparing apparatus this
Summer for an extensive study. In this
case the broadcasting as well as the receiving will be under our control.
"We shall send signals at different
hours of the day and night on 20, 40 and
80 meter bands.
"These will be automatically recorded
here at the Perkins Observatory and
should furnish valuable information in
the course of time on the influence of the
sun and moon on short-wave reception.
"All that has been published so far has
been pertinent to the broadcasting band.
As there are unquestionably critical
heights in the Heaviside layer for various
distances in reception, it is a little difficult
to predict short-wave transmission on the
basis of broadcast data.
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'Cousin Brucie' Finds aNiche in Neeh
by Alan Haber
Part Il of Il
NEW YORK The WCBS-FM studio
lines ring with abandon throughout the
weekly "Cousin Brucie's Saturday Night
Oldies Party." It's adouble-play weekend at the station, which is celebrating
the opening of the baseball season by
giving away tickets to Mets and Yankees
home games.
The giveaways will come later this
evening. Now, it seems just about every
resident of the tri -state area of New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut is trying to get through on the request line, to
speak to their Cousin Brucie.
"Let me take another phone call here,"
the Cuz says. " Hello, you're on the
radio," he sings to acaller.
You are on the air
"Hello, this is Joanne from Forest
Hills," the caller says. "I'd like to dedicate this to all the Yankee fans. Morse
Code of Love, by the Capris." Joanne
must have about 150 friends with her—
they all yell gleefully around the
receiver, and their jubilation from being
on the air resounds through the airwaves in every home connected to
Cousin Brucie.
"What was that?" the Cuz asks, laughing. "You have your own dugout?"
Bruce "Cousin Brucie" Morrow missed
his New York microphone. So he and his
wife made the decision to move back to
New York City, to the hustle and bustle
of the life that was pulsating through his
veins even when he wasn't physically
there.
When WCBS-FM program director Joe
McCoy and then-general manager Rod
Calarco made the trip to see Cousin
Brucie at WRAN, the Sillerman-Morrow
station in Dover, N.J., they knew that
coming back to the Big Apple was something Morrow wanted very much to do.
It didn't take much for him to agree, at
first to one night a month on the oldies
station; this soon became one night a
week, and then two nights a week ( his
Saturday Night party is augmented by
the Wednesday night "Cousin Brucie's
Yearbook" show).

Morrow was so excited about his new
radio berth that he also entered into what
became asix-year ride as admiral aboard
the nationally syndicated weekly show
"Cruisin' America," and even broadcast
for a while on Capital Gold radio in
London, England.
Multi-Market Radio
About a year ago, Morrow, Sillerman
and Sillerman's partner Howard Tytel,
got together at aNew York restaurant for
some Italian food to talk over new possibilities in radio. Multi-Market Radio was
borne out of that meal.
Morrow says that, thanks to the
relaxation of station ownership rules
by the FCC, he is able to purchase stations in contiguous markets. "Without
duopoly, and without being able to
buy contiguous markets," he says, " we
would not be able to survive the way
we want, the way we want to build
radio stations. ( We) want to keep the
local feel, want to keep...a community
feel, ( and) not rip ( the community) up
by its roots."
As an owner, Morrow is attracted to
small and medium market radio stations, as he was in the SillermanMorrow era. He believes that success is
a by-product of the predictability of
these types of stations. He feels "you
can control ( them), you can mold
(them) to the particular environment.
Large market, you can't. Too much
competition, and it's too unstable. With
talent, with care, with patience, you can
mold and you can predict what's going
to happen."
More than 30 years of pumping excitement through the airwaves to his fans
affords Morrow aunique outlook on the
methods that work best in aradio station.
Take, for example, the optimum length
of an airshift: for Morrow, it's three
hours. "That's what God put down in the
Bible," he said, laughing. "That's in the
old testament. Ithink two hours is too
short, except for avery specialized thing.
Ithink the three-hour air shift for astrip
program is perfect."
Morrow's five- hour Saturday Night
Oldies Party is an exception—for his
fans, nothing less would do ( but more
would probably suffice). But for most

other cases? " When you get the fivehour strip air shift," he cautions, "that's
because somebody cannot afford to bring
in another person. So what (they) do is
buy these kids and shove them on for
five hours and feed ( them) down the
public's throat. And I think that's
wrong."
Work week
What about the number of days in a
week adisk jockey should work? How
about six days a week? "In Sillerman-

Bruce attracted adoring fans at New Jersey's late, lamented Palisades Park.
Morrow broadcasting, everybody
worked six days, and I'll tell you, if we'd
get the seventh, we would. Because, economically, we were fighting to survive."
Ideal situation
The ultimate work week for a disk
jockey? " Ithink every personality
should work a five-day shift, three
hours a day," he says, adding that he
has no problem with personalities also
doing production work. Morrow calls
the five-day, three-hours-a-day air shift

Top Hits U.S.A:
Each and every week hundreds of stations
get their top hits on CD from RPM!
If you use TM Century HitDiscs,
Chartbreakers or CDX or if you need ontime record service, take a look at Top Hits
U.S.A.. Call toll-free for a free sample CD!
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he said: "Ithink it sounds better, Ithink
it's more fun for the audience, because
anything can happen."
Jingles are an important part of a station's sound—the station's calling card,
if you will, for when listeners hear astation's jingles, they hear the station's
sound, all wrapped up in a neat, short,
concise, catchy package.
"I love jingles," Morrow says, smiling.
"A radio station could be ajukebox, if
you didn't have some kind of an ID. That
continued on page 20

02-THE ONES YOU LOVE (EDIT)
RICK ASTLEY 4412)-405/F/10-B
03-WITHOUT YOU - MARIAH CAREY -(325)-318/F/6 -AP
04-THE LADY IS A TRAMP
FRANK SINATRA W/ LUTHER VANDROSS -(322)-320/C/7
lorrn IN THE MOOD (East 87th Mix) - CECE PENISTON -(400)-353/F/1 -A
11-A DEEPER LOVE (C4C Hot Mix) - ARETHA FRANKLIN -(441)-439/C/0 -A
12-ROCK & ROLL DREAMS COME TRUE (Radio) -MEATLOAF-(359)352/F/413-(LAY YOUR HEAD ON MY) PILLOW - TONY TONI TONE -(435)-428/F/23-A
14-MR JONES - COUNTING CROWS -(429)-427/C/5 -B
15-DESIRE (EP VERSION) - EN VOGUE 4351)-344/F/2 -N

ULTRASONIC- Q

Weekly Service
Includes recurrents
VIA First Class Mail

Only RPM has the patented Ultrasonic Ci system for auto-cue
on any CD player with a $99.00 adapter card!

scenario ideal, but ass‘
very rarely.
Should a personality work t.
der
own board, or have an engineer? " iame,
an engineer drives atrain, or develops an
airplane or abridge," he proclaims. "By
my handling my own equipment today,
which Ilove, Iknow my brain tells me,
here, this is what Iwant to do. Ido it, I
don't have to explain it to anybody else,
or (tell somebody what Iwant to do) if I
make a last-minute decision." Working
his own board makes him work quickly,

oNry
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16-RAINBOW MAN - GIOVANNI SALAH -(410)-403/F/40-B
17-DIRTY DAWG NKOTB F/ NICE AND SMOOTH 4412)-405/F/7 -B
20-WHERE WAS I RICKY VAN SHELTON -(306)-259/F/14-N
21-TRYIN• TO GET OVER YOU - VINCE GILL -(343)-341/C/17-B
22-LIFE SKI MARTINA MC BRIDE -(359)-352/F/15-B
23-(Wto Says) YOU CAN'T HAVE IT ALL • ALAN JACKSON -(324)-321/C/8 -A
24IDA RED - ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
With/Jody Nix-Huey Lewis-Willie Nelson-Ran Benson
(302)-300/C/17-A
25- ALREADY GONE - TANYA TUCKER 4415)-408/F/14-A

STATI ON SERVI CES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Radio Dramas
NEWBURGH, N.Y.
Fine Arts
Productions has 16 radio narration dramas available for radio stations. The stories vary in length and genre.
For information, contact Richie Suraci
in New York state at 914-561-5866; fax:
914-561-5866; or circle Reader Service
143.
Custom Promotion Packages
FEDERAL WAY, Wash. GMI
Media Group is a creative production
firm specializing in radio production services.
GMI recently created anew custom jingle and voice image package for the
Seattle station KJR-FM's new format
"the greatest hits of the'70s."
For information, contact Leslie Erak in
Washington state at 206-839-9414; fax:
206-839-5112; or circle Reader Service
206.
National Issues Debate Show
WASHINGTON
"The O'Leary/
Kamber Report. - a weekly one- hour
national issues debate show hosted by
Democratic political consultant Victor
Kamber and Republican political consultant Brad O'Leary, has been signed to a

two-year contract by the NBC Radio
Network. The "Report" also picked up
its 100th station just six months after
being launched on NBC Radio.
Each show focuses on a single topic
and feature expert guests. Recently discussed topics include health care reform
to crime to term limits to gun control.
For information, contact Peggy
Solomon in Virginia at 703-685-2000;
fax: 703-685-2145; or circle Reader
Service 7.
Digital Production by
Standard Phone Line
MILWAUKIE, Ore. Production On
Demand is the newest offering from
the Coreson Company. It enables astation to send via fax a radio spot to
Coreson and its staff of voice talent
and producers. Coreson loads the
appropriate information into its digital
production computers, and once the
production is completed, sends the
recorded spot via telephone line to its
destination.
Coreson works with DG Systems of
San Francisco, a supplier of "receive"
boxes. Coreson markets to the current
list of DGS stations so they can receive
production via DGS and has recently
developed an agreement with DGS to
make these boxes available to any station

STATION SERVICES
427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.

Custom Jingles!

$595

Single Market

Area, !
imil.1

Itrn, .//. r — 9/1/94)

Take an extra $10 off if you mention this ad!

1-305-743-4248
(Ask about our other services too!)

READER SERVICE 56

READER SERVICE 100

Hotter than July!

HOT MIX

BUY-OUT MUSIC — $99

Music Scheduling Software
Aspecial price for Radio World Readers

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

Ghostwriters (612) 522-6256

Was $495, now $425 Buy-out
If purchased by July 31, 1994

Call today to order

Trade ad spots you aren't
using for new local revenue. Radio Daze
will provide you with all the games and
prizes to run agreat radio word game—
Spellbound. The on-air personality plays
the tape announcing the game, then reads
the scrambled letters to the listeners.
Listeners are invited to bring their
answers to any participating retailer, or
phone them in to the station.
Winners are entered automatically into
your local weekly drawing, and into
Spellbound's North American monthly
drawing.
Your station gets the games and your
lsiteners get the prizes. You pay no cash,
only unsold spots.
For information, contact Jim Magidson
at 312-642-0996; or circle Reader
Service 79.
Euro Hits Come States-Side

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

KBE
"Broadcasting By Design" is consulting
on the North American release of The
European Hit Survey radio program,
which originates from Amsterdam,
Netherlands.
The two-hour, weekly show, hosted by
Euro-DJ Bobby Sicilia, features panEuropean hits, artist interviews and
European lifestyle and entertainment
news. It is to be available in the U.S. on
abarter basis.
For information, contact Karl Baehr in
New Mexico at 508-828-0488; or circle
Reader Service 82.

(714) 778-6382
READER SERVICE 56

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Premiere Radio
Networks Inc. acquired 100 percent
interest in Mediabase Research Service
in late April. The acquisition complements Premiere Radio Network's expansion strategy.
Mediabase Research Service is acomprehensive electronic database providing competitive music research and
analysis on radio stations in the top 50
markets.
Premiere Radio Network produces and
delivers 18 syndicated comedy, entertainment and music- related radio programs and services.
For information, contact Anne Doremus
at Catalyst Communications in
California at 510-838-7121; fax: 510820-0551; or circle Reader Service 127.

LA PALMA
BROADCASTING

Atlanta, but drew such aresponse that a
listener suggested syndication.
Big Band Jump features Big Bands and
vocalists, along with background information.
For information, contact Don Kennedy
at 1-404-231-7990; or circle Reader
Service 199.

CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

(612) 522-6256

Sixty 60-second music beds for $99
195:30 & :
60 music beds for .. .$195
2200 Hanna- Barbera (C)
Sound Effects for
$495
110 Lasers & Sweepers for
$99

Trade Unused Spots

Research and Syndication

Send $79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

that would like to sign up for Production
On Demand.
For information, contact Corky Coreson
at 1-503-659-7815; or circle Reader
Service 61.

Big Band Jump
Celebrates 10 Years

ATLANTA

The two-hour weekly program, Big Band Jump, will celebrate 10
years of syndication in September.
Hosted and produced by Don Kennedy,
the program is now heard on roughly
200 radio stations in the U.S. and
Canada.
The program began locally as aonetime presentation on a college FM in

Elvis on the
USA Country Network

NASHVILLE, Tenn. The USA
Country Network, adivision of American
Freedom DJ's Inc., established aNashville
mailing address and phone number: 9
Music Square South, Suite 343, Nashville,
TN 37203; phone: 615-742-1177.
USA Country Network is making available a three-hour radio special, Elvis:
The Legend of aKing, for amid- August
Elvis tribute broadcast.
For information, contact Tony Garcia at
203-288-0644; or circle Reader Service
148.
Customized Country

SAVANNAH, Ga. DC Productions
offers one of the largest country music
libraries available— nearly 4,000 top
country singles from the 1950s to current. Stations choose songs they need
from a master catalog. Selections are
then digitally recorded onto CDs.
Excellent quality and perfect for stations needing traditional country oldies.
Stations can add music monthly as their
budget allows.
For information, contact David
Cunningham at 912-872-3221; or circle
Reader Service 153.
Humor Tests Well

SAN

LUIS

OBISPO,

Calif.

Humor tests extremely well on the
radio, and it has certainly been successful in morning drive. Syndicom
distributes one- minute comedy editorials by Red Neckerson ( since 1979).
Red becomes a character, he always
has an opinion and can become avaluable team member.
Whether your station is in Atlanta, Las
Vegas, Fairfield, Ill., or Bend, Ore.—
Red fits in with his timely and funny
opinions.
The Red Neckerson minute is a cash
feature ( one- minute editorial with customized teaser and intro for each show).
For information contact Mike Hesser at
805-543-9214; or circle Reader Service
102.
Hits with Hooks from BP

SEATTLE

Broadcast Programming
began shipping CHARTBREAKERS
WEEKLY Hit CDs. In addition to the
hottest new songs for CHR, AC,
Country and AOR, each CD contains
pre- produced musical hooks for each hit
on the disc, for use by subscribing radio
stations in on- air promos and music
research.
Broadcast Programming is offering four
weeks of the new service free to radio
stations. The regular monthly cost is $75.
For information, contact Keith
Chambers at 800-426-9082; or circle
Reader Service 217.
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•Music Library with Random Playlist
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CD library of the best Country hits on radio!
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1801 International Speedway
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Sales Meetings Can Miss the Point
by Bob Harris
DALLAS There is nothing more hated
by most radio salespeople than the sales
meeting.
And there is very good reason. Most
radio sales meetings are asheer waste of
time. They are boring, they are repetitious, they are counter- productive and
they normally do not increase sales.
Ithink America's radio sales managers
should dramatically improve the quality
of their sales meetings or do away with
them entirely. That's right, no sales
meetings. Ibet at most radio stations,
business would improve.

for not collecting some money.
Remember the old maxim, praise in
public, criticize in private. Do your critiques one on one with the salespeople
who need help.
Do not waste everyone's time being critical of afew, and most importantly don't
put every salesperson in abad mood for
the rest of the day by yelling and screaming at them. ( Yes, Ihave been asalesperson in sales meetings at major market stations where the sales manager made
everyone feel like the lowest form of life.)
Another major problem with sales
meetings. that most sales managers never
seem to solve, is that of the varying
experience levels of their salespeople.
The veteran salespeople are bored with
information that rookie salespeople must
have. The newcomers don't understand
some of the more sophisticated techniques or types of business that the pros
do need to help them sell.
Why not separate your sales staff for
meeting purposes into two groups, newcomers and old pros? Don't make the
experienced salespeople sit through
hours of information they already know.
Don't take your top producers off the

It's broken, fix it
Here are some of the things Isee wrong
with most sales meetings. First and foremost, sales meetings take people off the
street and off the phones. Nothing is ever
sold at asales meeting (except salespeople selling the boss), while everything is
sold on the phone or on the street.
Some stations Iknow have daily onehour sales meetings. Icannot imagine
any management missives or other words
of wisdom from on-high that should take
salespeople away from selling for 12.5
percent of their weekly sales time.
Why do sales managers persist in having so many meetings and, in my opincontinued from page 17
ion, wasting precious sales time?
means, Anumber one, the human eleProbably to satisfy their egos, they have
ment, and what Icall the whipped cream
acaptive audience they can " lecture" to.
or the icing on the cake. Icing on the
or as happens all too often in sales meetcake is a sound. A sound is jingles, or
ings, sales managers show their power
IDs. Jingles are very important.
by "beating up" the salespeople for not
(They're) the graphics of radio broaddoing something right.
casting."
Ihave no problem with sales meetings
that truly teach or train. As Istated in an
An informal, personal medium
earlier column, Ibelieve the radio indusTop 40 radio— the medium that
try as a whole does a very poor job of
Morrow helped to create and nurtured
sales training. Meetings that bring
through the ' 60s, the ' 70s, and keeps
knowledge and relevant information to
help a person sell are wonderful. But I alive today—started, he says, as "avery
informal format. We didn't know what
just don't think those type meetings hapthe hell we were doing, none of us. We
pen often enough.
were there experimenting, and fortunately, the ' suits' let us experiment,
Tactics, tactics, tactics
because they didn't know what they
Do not use a sales meeting to berate
were doing. We didn't know what they
one or more members of the staff for not
having sold this or that, for not having a were doing." Things changed, he
laments, when money came into the
prospect list for some new package, or

street to tell them something they learned
years ago.
Try to turn sales meetings into short,
positive experiences. A sales meeting
doesn't have to last an hour, but most
seem to. If there is nothing new to talk
about, why not have ashort meeting or,
better yet, no meeting at all?
Good sales meetings can be fun, positive, educational and motivational. It's
an old idea, but do you bring in outside
experts or knowledgeable clients to talk
about their industry?
Map a strategy
Just recently, Iwas asked to speak to
the sales staff of Bonneville's
KZPS(FM) here in Dallas. My presentation on how radio can generate new revenue from food manufacturers included
slides plus specific examples of local
grocery marketing campaigns that had
produced over $ 500,000 in " found
money" for Dallas radio stations over the
past few years.
Iknew by the numerous questions that
the salespeople and sales managers had
on the topic that it was a good sales
meeting. Everyone, beginner or pro,

'Brucie' Draws Crowds

The HOTTEST and
CLASSIESTway to make
your Radio Station.
The J.R. Nelson Collection Volumes 18(2
Market exclusive beds 8( EFX package designed
for the ULTIMAIE image!
Each GOLD- MASTERED CD contains 99cuts of the
hottest beds ever heard before!
OUT OF THE BOX
Lee Logan/KSAN-FM San Francisco
Jim Graci/KBS G- FM Seattle
Ken Carson/WROQ-FM Carolinas
Tim DeCapua/WLKK Erie
That's Country Oldies Classic
ROCK & News/Sports/Talk!

REALISTIC
1-TIME ONLY
BUY-OUT FEE
STARTING AT
$300

FAX/PHONE FOR DEMO/RATES:
(IN THE U.S.) 1-803-268-6521
Circle ( 170) On Reader Service Cord

radio picture.
Ah, the ' 70s. "We lost that personal
touch in the ' 70s," he says, "because we
started getting involved with programming people and consultants that were
more attuned to what the suits wanted
than what the people wanted. We lost the
people. We lost that cohesion between

could take something out of the meeting.
Maybe this guest speaker concept is
done once a month, and one meeting a
month is devoted to sales training. Then
maybe you need only one or two other
sales meetings during the month to
update, praise and motivate.
Ithink you owe it to your sales staff to
evaluate your sales meetings. How many
meetings do you have, how long are the
meetings, what are the topics, do you
ever brainstorm for new sales ideas, do
you have guest speakers, do you yell and
scream, do you browbeat, do you really
train or inform?
If you honestly study the situation and ask
your salespeople how they really feel about
your sales meetings. Ibet you will have
fewer, shorter, and more productive sales
meetings. Plus, you'll increase your business. If I'm wrong, please let me know.
DOD

Bob Harris is a sales and marketing
consultant to the food manufacturer,
food broker and radio industries. His 30year career includes radio sales, promotion and management, radio syndication
sales, newspaper sales, TV promotion
and advertising and sales promotion
agency ownership. He can be reached at
Harris Marketing Corp., 3422 Flair
Drive, Dallas, TX 75229; telephone:
214-902-8552; fax: 214-956-9885.
Birthday, Sweet Sixteen" hit the airwaves as he continues. "This goes out to
Susie and Billy. They've been engaged
for about three weeks. Iwonder what
they're engaged in... ,,
There are many things in life that are
certainties. For example, there will be
four seasons ( more or less), Christmas
will come every December 25th, and
Bruce Morrow will always be Cousin
Brucie.

An accomplished photographer (see framed photo at left), and a
collector of vintage radios and television, Bruce "Cousin Brucie" Morrow
poses with one of his possessions, a mint Wurlitzer 78 rpm jukebox.
(the audience) and radio now," he adds
happily, it's back.
Today, "( people) are listening in to
their friends," he says, meaning their
favorite personalities. "Radio is not just a
box. It's people. It's human. It's still that
extension of the body."
The WCBS-FM weather bed is set into
motion. Cousin Brucie looks at the forecast in front of him, and turns on his
microphone. "Right now, in New York
City," he says, as if the Big Apple
encompasses every single home tuned in,
"it's 43 degrees and kind of nice." The
opening notes of Neil Sedaka's "Happy

"That's my epitaph," he said, with a
smile. " It's good. Ilike it. People
always like to go to their cousins' houses. Cousins always had the best food
and good toys." With a laugh, he said,
"You never wanted to go over to
Grandma's, maybe, or your aunts and
uncles, but your cousins you wanted to
see."
And hear. All over the tri state area,
people want to hear to Cousin Brucie.
And Cousin Brucie is ready for them.
"I'm young, Ifeel energetic," he says. "I
will continue doing this as long as Ican.
I'll never stop."
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MANAGER'S NOTEBOOK

Be aFair and Effective Manager
by Sue Jones
BURKE, Va. Ideally we learn good
management techniques through formal
study and working with seasoned managers who practice good management
principles. Sometimes we learn how to
manage by observing poor management
and the staffs response to it.
Perhaps you remember your personal
feelings at the time you observed the negative example. We can all empathize with
the person receiving an angry blast, no
mater how well deserved, from the boss.
Each time I've observed such an event, as
well as other negative management examples, Ivow to myself to never respond
that way in amanagement role.
Top of mind
When Iwas promoted to my first management position, Itried to remember I
was both amanager expected to perform
tasks and provide leadership that would
contribute to the company's bottom line
success as well as a role model for the
staff—some who would become managers in the future.
Whether you are in your first management position, or you are aseasoned manager, take amoment to ask yourself the
following questions.
•Investigation—Does your staff know
you as amanager who gathers all the facts
before deciding on acourse of action? Or
do they know you for knee-jerk reactions
to daily problems?
•Measured Response—When solving a
problem, do you evaluate all the options
before selecting the solution most beneficial to all? The other side is giving the
appearance of being decisive and action
driven by not taking the time to evaluate
all possible solutions.
•Balance—Do you treat the on-air staff,
engineer and sales staff with the same
level of professional respect even though
you may not seek them as close friends?
•Fairness—If aposition were to become
vacant at the office, would you consider
any staff member who wanted to apply
for it who met the position requirements?
Are your pay scales the same for males
and females for the same position with
equivalent experience?
•Double Standard—Do you follow all the
station's policies and procedures? Are
you as punctual as you expect your staff
to be? You cannot expect your staff to
follow the rules if you ignore them or
consider yourself above them.
Explanation or directive?
•Communication—Do you have an opendoor environment encouraging the staff to
approach you about just about any topic?
Can they ask questions without fear of
retribution? Or is your communication
approach formal, rigid and memo directed?
Do you openly communicate the reasons
behind policy changes or simply convey
the change via memo without explanations about why the changes were necessary and the supporting reasons for the
changes?
Do you encourage staff idea exchange
and suggestions for new sales approaches,
promotions and daily operations? Do you
direct the staff to concern themselves only
with their responsibilities? Do you
encourage every staff member to offer

ideas and suggestions or only aselected
few?
Do you have regularly scheduled staff
meetings where generalized information
is disseminated and each manager gives
feedback to management on their department?
Do you have agrievance procedure for
staff who have aproblem with acurrent
situation?
•Confidentiality—If astaff member confides apersonal or professional problem
or concern with you, do you keep that
information confidential?
• Friend versus Manager—Are you

attempting to be everyone's best friend? If
so, that perspective will cause future problems. Think of it this way: You expect the
president of the U.S. to do agood job and
lead the country in all its various aspects.
But you probably do not expect the president to be your best or even agood friend.
•Consistency—Are your explanations the
same to every staff member? Or do you
change the slant or meaning when talking
with different employees? Do you take a
position with one staff member and take
the opposite position with another staffer?
Are your responses to problems the same
daily or do they vary from day to day?

Unpredictable responses to similar problems can force your staff to withhold
information from you fearing an angry or
unknown response.
Credit where it is due
•Giving Credit—Do you give your
employees credit for original ideas and do
you recognize their contributions publicly? Or do you take your staffs' ideas
and promote them as yours?
•Honesty—Are your explanations to the
staff the truth? Or do you tell them one
thing and reverse the explanation at sometime in the future?
•Bait and Switch—Do you honor the
promises that you make to your staff
members? Are you guilty of making a
promise and when it comes time to
continued on page 22
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Copywriting Essential to Radio Spots
by Charles Fuller
BOLINGBROOK, Ill. "What can be
done to breathe new life into your sales
department? Is the problem the product?
The people? The presentation? The
price?" As Iread Karl Baehr's words in
the January 12 Up/ink, I thought:
'There's one area missing from Karl's
inspiring article. He never asked: Is the
problem the copy?'
Likewise, Bob Harris, writing excellent
advice in the same issue, remarks upon
all the sales opportunities available for
the staff to present every week—but he
too forgot to mention the value of copy
that hits the mark and excites the client.

fragmented music formats to talk, discussion and specialty/ethnic programming
has continued to excite and involve listeners, thus providing the kind of audience attention and response needed to
support the claims that bring about the
increased sales activity in most markets.
RW reported in January, in an article
entitled " 1993 Radio Ad Analysis Shows
Growth," that "Overall, every region of
the country posted increases for 1993."
Quoting Gary Fries, RAB president,
"This is an exciting time for the radio
industry and its advertisers.., and optimism is high for the coming year."
It's how you say it
Hooray for sales. Hooray for the salespeople who are not out there on the front
lines, suffering rejection and fierce competition and succeeding in ever-greater
totals. But what are they selling: schedules, avails, packages? What?
And what about the commercials themselves? Apart from the dedicated radio
advertisers who prepare their own commercials through their own ad depart-

even the craftsman in the production
room has been sliced, leaving the battered salespeople on their own, trying to
create selling prose that will deliver the
results that their promises have
promised to the advertisers.
Enter adetour that solves the problem,
one that many sales managers and their
staffs have begun to take so that they
may concentrate on their greatest talent,
selling, rather than having to spend valuable street or phone time grappling and
struggling to write flowing, convincing,
selling copy.
Harken to the detour. More and more,
as staffs become increasingly sales-oriented, stations and sales personnel have
inclined toward calling upon asmall but
growing niche service to broadcaster,
cable operations and TV: an independent
copywriting service.

Vanishing art form
Sales are up, but staffs are being downsized. Copywriters are becoming avanishing breed in many radio operations
Who you gonna call?
around the country. But just read RW
An independent copywriting service
issue after issue to find stats and stories
can
relieve a salesperson of the often
that emphasize the growth of advertising
taxing
and very time-consuming task of
revenue in radio.
creating professional, high-quality comDespite recession woes, fantastically
mercial copy for
increased competiboth local and
tion for the audiDespite
recession
woes,
fantastically
regional accounts,
ence from TV,
campaigns
on
cable,
videos,
increased competition for audience
demand for special
games and unidenblue-chip
local
tified challenges,
from TV, cable, videos, games and
advertisers,
assisradio's ad revenue
tance in finding
unidentified challenges, radio's ad
continues
to
talent, and a variexpand.
revenue
continues
to
expand.
ety of other serThe seeming
vices. Those things
explosion of radio
that many stations once tried to provide
ments or through advertising agencies or
advertising places stringent demands on
in-house are now successfully offered
independent producers, what about the
the sales staffs of stations in all size
through these independent copywriting
radio
station
copywriter,
if
such
a
creamarkets. Special considerations ( valueservices in acost-effective and time-savture still exists?
added proposals), remotes, contests,
ing fashion.
Salespeople sell, copywriters write.
gimmicks and, most of all, commercials
Minneapolis' Ghostwriters, Chicago's
But in many operations across the
that work for the client have been conCopy
on the Spot and avariety of other
United
States
where
staffs
have
been
tributory to radio's continuing success.
such services have begun to receive a
shaved to the bone and the lean, mean
Not to slight the programmers and onwarm welcome from beleaguered sales
operation is the battle cry of the day,
air talent, whether local, syndicated,
crews. With avariety of rate schedules,
copywriters have often become a thing
packaged or any other variety of delivery,
most such services deliver right-on-tarof the past. In some smaller markets,
the entertainment value of radio from the
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The RE 660/661
IMUSICAM Digital Audio
Codec was developed
to enhance MUSICAM
technology, providing up to 20 kHz of
audio bandwidth.
From satellite networks to switched
56 telephone lines, the full-featured RE 660/661 is completely bit
«rube
rate flexible up to 384 kbit/s.
111111100•111•01111111
Applications range from network program distribution to
remote pick-ups for sports, con• In
cerfs, special events, news
01 110 01 11 OS el
•
gathering, SIL back-up, audio
IC
•
iiarliesesemum
backhall, recording and post
production studios.
When it comes to digital
A Multiplex or redundant two times
MUSICAM ISO/MPEG Layer 2, 2A
audio transportation, nothing
56/64 for 112/128 kbit/s
Switched 56.64 kbit/s, ISDN,
comes close to the RE 660/661 for
A Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint
Fractional T-1
Stereo operation
providing quality audio with hassle
User data channel from 300-9600
A AES/EBU and SPDIF digital
baud
free set up. Backed by 55 years of
interface included
Easiest set-up locks to network or
experience in analog and digital
A Two-times V.35, X.21 or RS 422
internal clock
audio products, the RE 660/661 is
interface included
Fully automatic decoder reduces
the simple MUSICAM solution for
A Headphone monitor included
operator set up
all your digital audio transmission
needs.
RE AMERICA, INC.
Available through Broadcasters General Store.
•111, 410••40.•
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get copy within 24 hours of the order
which, as any experienced salesperson
will admit, is often much faster than it
used to be with acopywriter on staff.
Sales will continue to increase, according to Bob Coen, presenter of the annual
McCann-Erickson Worldwide Media
Outlook Conference. At the end of 1993,
he said the outlook for U.S. advertising
is "clearly brighter" than it has been.
As Karl Baehr wrote in RW's January
12 issue, "Radio is, dollar for dollar, the
fastest way to get abusiness or product
into the minds of customers," and those
of us in the profession of writing the
copy that gets into those minds are
ready, willing and able to support that
sales activity.
DO D
Charles Fuller has more than 25 years
experience in the broadcast and advertising business. Currently at Copy on the
Spot in Chicago he works in narration,
training and product infomercials. He is
an instructor of broadcast management
and voiceover at Columbia College.
Reach him at 708-739-0044.

Bad Habits
To Avoid
continued from page 21

deliver change the commitment'?
•Anger—When you discover that atask
is not done, do you have a bellicose
response aimed at the responsible
employee or do you attempt to get good
information from him or her about why
the task was not completed? If corrective
or disciplinary action is warranted, do you
conduct those discussions in privacy
instead of in front of the rest of the staff?
•Corrective Action—When a problem
exists, do you focus on the person instead
of the situation, issue or behavior? Is your
objective to resolve problems or issues
immediately punishing those involved; or
do you attempt to maintain the self-confidence and self-esteem of others when
dealing with problems?
•Leadership Example—Do you lead by
example or is your philosophy: "Do as I
say, Not as Ido."
Mirror, Mirror
If you recognized any of the above
negative management traits as part of
your management style, chances are
good that you are alienating several, if
not all, of your staff. Some of these negative management techniques seriously
erode your integrity and credibility. If
integrity and credibility are lost, your
staff will complete the minimum
amount of work to satisfy their jobs'
requirements. They will be easily lured
to other stations because they will have
no loyalty to you or your station.
Keep in mind that you can have awell
organized station with all the appropriate
management tools such as position
descriptions, written policies and procedures. However, if the management style
does not conform to the standards and
provide leadership by example demonstrating fair and balanced management,
your actions will speak louder than your
written words.
DOD

Sue Jones is a Senior Manager at
Computer Data Systems Inc. in Rockville,
Md. She can be reached at 703-3230491.
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Staring Down Those Computer Demons
by Richard Bednar
CHAMPAIGN, III. It is not easy
being computer illiterate in this day and
age. For years Iblissfully watched the
computer revolution pass me by. Iwas
raised on IBM Selectrics, not word
processors.
With over 30 years of broadcast production experience, Iwas far more comfortable with the trusty feel of an Ampex
reel-to-reel recorder than amouse and a
computer screen.
Recently, however, Iconvinced myself
it was time to try the new technology. I
bought a digital audio workstation and,
surprisingly, avery computer-like one at
that. My attitude has changed dramatically.
If you are like Iwas—unmotivated to
enter the computer age—Ican tell you it
is possible to operate a DAW, even if
you know nothing about computers.
Shopping
Iwas introduced to the digital world a
couple of years ago when a local radio
station purchased aStuder DAW. As the
owner of arecording studio specializing
in radio and TV soundtrack production,
Iwas interested in at least seeing the
new gadget. Iwas impressed by the
quick demonstration by the station's
production director.
Ibegan a serious investigation of
DAWs about ayear ago by reading the
reviews of various models in the trade
press. My first impulse was to choose a
particular model that claimed to be
"broadcast-like" in appearance and operation. It included a small mixer board
that seemed an easy jump from the gear
Ihad been using for years.
Alan Thacker, resident DAW expert at
GAND Audio in Chicago, invited me in
for ademonstration of the model Iliked.
Icame away disappointed. It could do
amazing things, but the visual display
did not seem quite right. Somehow, the
system did not seem like something I
would enjoy using.
After the demo, Alan turned to atable
with acomputer and a mouse and said,
"Now over here is another system." I
was wary.
He went into adazzling demonstration
of the Spectral Synthesis system that left
my head swimming. The visual display
was far superior to the other model's,
and the system could be hooked up to an
eight- pot mixing board that made it
more broadcast- like.
Iwent home determined to forget about
buying afour-track reel-to-reel unit, and
to jump into the computer world.
Initially, Iworked with my daughter's
home computer, trying out the basic
operational lessons with Windows software.
This still did not exactly turn me on,
but Iwas determined to learn so that I
could graduate to aDAW. Ididn't care
about all the computer jargon; Ijust
wanted to know how to make it work for
my broadcast production needs. Isaw
another simple "broadcast-like" system
demonstrated at the University of
Illinois, and like the first one, it did not
seem to fit.
Alan gave me some hands-on training
on the Spectral system during a return
trip to Chicago, and Iwas more convinced than ever that Spectral was the

system for me. He spent two days with
me, and Itook careful notes. Ialso read
the Spectral instruction book, but I

(Several other Spectral buyers have
since call me to ask for copies of these
notes, which have gladly provided.)

Those of you who are shying away
from DAWs because they seem too
computerlike, take heart. Idragged
myself into the 1990s, and Istill don't
know a megawatt from a megabyte.
found the notes more helpful. They are a
handy reference guide that Istill use
from time to time,

For me, one of the most helpful passages in my notes was acomment by the
audio operator at the university: "Make

no mistake. With any DAW you buy,
once you get it home, you're pretty
much on your own."
Setting up
A local computer store helped me
select the proper machine to go with the
Spectral system, an IBM tower- style
computer. Ialso bought a large color
monitor that makes the Spectral graphics
display even more impressive.
Ilove the fact that you can name the
tracks instead of just staring at a bunch
of blocks or waveforms moving across
the screen. ( You can waveform edit with
continued on page 28

YOU CAN SHARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR Rio STATIONS
At aLower Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts,
entire formats or by delivering
your top-rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
spread overhead costs, increase
the quality of programming at the
local station and build your
audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.
Call us at (202) 414-2626

NPR SATELLITE SERVICES ®
Has moved to:
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20001-3753
(202) 414-2626
Circle ( 117) On Reader Service Card

from Moscow to NY & from Paris to Tokyo...

MORE STATIONS
BUY ARRAKIS!!!
DIGILINK...
THE # 1DIGITAL SYSTEM
starting at under $8,000
10 hours of stereo dig ttal audio storage for $7,995 complete
Satellite, CD, Tape and Hard Disk Automation
Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio
today. You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and
have an automation system for walk away at the same time! Link
over 15 workstations & scl-eduling computers on our digital netwo -kand transfer audio a-id schedules between your studios.

TRAK*STAR-8
THE 8TRACK DIGITAL EDITOR
starting at under $5,500
— Adigital audio editor designed for Radio producticn
— Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, anc fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
— Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
— An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for $2,000
Pak*Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digita audio editor designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy
to use, produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in digital straight to the Digilink in your On Air studio.
Dramatically reduce production time and save money!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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Series Consoles

Totally Modular Console- Input-output- monitor
Three Mainframe Sizes - 8, 18, 28 input channels
High Quality Construction- P&G Faders, etc.
Polycarbonate overlay-for scratch resistance
VCA Controlled Faders-for ultra reliability
Universal Mainframe-any module in any position
Inputs-2 per channel
Outputs-3stereo, Pgm, Aud, Utl
CR Monitoring-stereo Monitor, Earphone, & Cue
Studio Monitoring-two studios supported
Talkback-two studios w/monitor dim
Telephone interface-2 internal mix minus buses
Timer-60 minute digital up timer standard
OptionsDA module, Remote selector module,
Dual Machine Control Module

Standard Tabletop Mainframe displayed above

Deluxe thru-table mainframe displayed below

Typical List Price

$4,000 - $7,000
From France...to Moscow...to
Japan and Taiwan, and
around the world...the 12,000
console is On the Air.
The 12,000 is the # 1selling
Arrakis console line from the
#1 console manufacturer.
With three stereo output
buses and two mix-minus
buses for telephone interface,
the 12,000 can fill any
application. The 12,000 also
supports acontrol room and
two studios standard. Panning
or Mode select are available
on the four models of input
modules, VCA control of
audio delivers reliability and
performance.
Quality, performance, and
durability make Arrakis
consoles the leader around
the world.

Arrakis Systems is aworld leader in radio studio technology. In Japan, Digilink is abrand
name for hard disk audio for radio. For use around the world, the United States Air Force
chose the 10,000 series console from among all competitors as its console of choice. When
the United Nations needed 6entire studios with consoles and furniture for arush shipment to
Cambodia early this year, they chose Arrakis 10,000 consoles and Modulux furniture. In
Jamaica, Tahiti, and elsewhere, entire factory assembled and tested Arrakis studios are on
the air. Around the world and of course in the United States...more stations buy Arrakis for
their digital audio, console, and furniture needs"
FAX (303) 493-1076
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you'd expect the design
experts at AUDIOARTS to provide it. After
all, we've built hundreds and hundreds of
audio consoles; we've got the track record.
The AUDIOARTS 8400 is now the only
DA with performance specs good enough
to keep up with our other designs.

COMPONENTRY:

High quality of
course! Individual 15- turn output gain
trims for precise calibration, fully regulated DC supply ( current protected), low
magnetic field power transformer, high
quality FR4 glass epoxy circuit boards
(with soldes mask coating to reduce the
chance of foreign particle shorts) plus
clearly marked component legends for
easy service.

FEATURES:

It's got what's needed!
It's DUAL FUNCTION: the 8400 can be
used as an eight output stereo DA or easily
configured as four 1x4 DAs ( using simple
rear panel jumpers)— sixteen outputs total,
each with its own front panel gain trim. It
also has separate connectors for every
input and output. This allows for easy wire
changes in the field, rapid troubleshooting,
and further avoids the conductor pinching
that plagues screw terminals.
The 8400 has the componentry, performance specifications and interconnect
system that make it the obvious choice for
your facility. At AUDIOARTS we've got the
engineering know-how; benefit from our
experience!

z-:
-1-AUDIOARTS
ENGINEERING
7305
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Drive.

Syracuse.

New

York
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Granville Klink: A Passion for Radio
by Whitney Pinion
WASHIINGTON There is aflurry surrounding new technology and its implementation—it narrows the focus of radio
to the future. And in spite of its recent
appearance in the history of the world,
radio counts among its pioneers many
men who not only shaped the medium,
but continue to contribute to its longevity.
The stories of early radio can be told
well by one such pioneer, Granville
Klink. Klink has spent 57 of his 84 years
as a radio engineer, now working for
WTOP NewsRadio 1500 in Washington.
For 27 years, Klink served as chief engi-

wheelchair-bound president to use during
public broadcasts.
Klink claims that FDR was amaster at
using radio to stay connected to the
American people. "He used radio to the
greatest advantage of any president that
we've ever had."
Variety of tasks
FDR's broadcasts weren't Klink's only
jobs when he joined WJSV. He was
assigned to field operations and did
remotes for the big radio shows that came
to town. He did "Amos and Andy" and
"Report to the Nation," a show now
broadcast on television as " Face the

Granville Klink (center), \X/TOP consulting engineer who has been
with the station since 1937, is flanked by CBS commentator
Charles Osgood (r) and Jack Gandy (I) WTOP production technician.
neer for WTOP-AM-FM-TV. When
asked to retire in 1978, he said, "No, I'd
like not to retire." And, as he puts it, "So
here Iam."
Radio has been alifelong source of pleasure for Granville "Granny" Klink, and he
wants to stay involved in the business as
long as he is able.
Early tube sets
"When 1was 12 years old Iwas building
tube sets," says Klink, explaining his
early interest in radio as a kid in
Pennsylvania. As ayoung man he worked
as an amateur radio operator and passed
the Federal Radio Commission exam for a
radio/telephone license in 1932. "In those
days, you couldn't get ajob in aradio station without alicense. I've made my living on that license ever since 1937."
1937 was the year Klink landed ajob at
WJSV(AM) Washington, amove that literally put him next to President Franldin
Roosevelt. Klink was one of the engineers
assigned to broadcast FDR's famous
Fireside Chats from the Oval Office. "We
did general coverage of the president in
those days," he says. "Idid his Fireside
Chats and a lot of his election hearing
broadcasts, and Ifollowed him around
during the war."
One of the most memorable moments of
his career happened Christmas Eve 1943,
when Klink and his colleagues traveled to
Hyde Park, New York, on the president's
train and broadcast that evening's Fireside
Chat from the study in Roosevelt's home
there.
According to Klink, the radio industry
was very close to "Mr. Roosevelt." "He
depended on us and we depended on him
for his broadcast." In fact, Klink and a
few other engineers designed a special
knock-down microphone stand for the

Nation."
During the war, various dance bands
played at the Roosevelt Hotel, and Klink
was responsible for setting up remotes
there. "Iworked with alot of the performers before they were even heard of,"
Klink says, mentioning the Clooney
Sisters, Milton Berle, Benny Goodman,
Abe Lyman, and Fred Waring. Working
with these talented performers, he says,

was one of the great pleasures of his job.
Klink also worked with Arthur Godfrey
and Ed Murrow through the years. "For
39 weeks Idid nothing but work for
Godfrey," he says. "Iwas assigned to play
his records for him in the morning." Klink
remembers that at one time Godfrey was
"Singin' Sam the Barbisol Man" as part
of an advertising campaign. That memory
makes him chuckle. Klink also helped
wire Godfrey's farm for radio broadcasts.
Ed Murrow used to visit Washington
often, Klink recalls. The two of them
would haul equipment to the Capitol to
record the opening session of Congress,
with accompanying commentary from
Murrow. "We had aspecial setup in one
of the libraries. Then we'd run his microphone out onto the floor. We had seven
other microphones on the floor which
could pick up almost anything. Seven
microphones was quite a large setup in
those days."
Change of focus
So how does radio today compare to
radio of yesteryear? In the early days,
Klink says, aradio station was run by the
engineering department, ateam of technical people who could work well together.
"Now the so-called 'bottom-line men' are
running things," he says. "Without us they
couldn't do it, but sometimes we feel that
they don't realize that."
Klink has seen radio grow and transform in anumber of ways through the
past five decades. "In the early days
we didn't have formats," he says. "A
radio station was something for everybody."
Of course when Klink first came to
Washington, there were only four stations. Now there are ten times as many
stations in the metro market, each searching for its own niche.
Klink witnessed the onset of the age of
television and its effect on radio. "In the
late ' 50s the programming started to
continued on page 28
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Taming the Computer Demons
continued from page 23
this system, if desired.)

Spectral has all the goodies, including easy editing and top-quality digital sound. Istill have not scratched
the surface of all it can do.
The only disappointment is the
sound of the time compression,
which Ihave not found satisfactory.
Spectral says it has improved this
feature in a software upgrade,
which was recently sent to system
users.
You can use a mouse to move the

pots up and down on the on- screen
mixer display, but Ifound that cumbersome. Instead, Ihave the system
hooked up to aCooper CS-10 eightpot mixing board and it works very
well. Again, it feels much more
broadcast-like.
Ihave had to call the factory for
information on various details on several occasions, and the answers have
always been helpful. The system also
seemed reasonably priced.
All in all, I am still dazzled
when Isit down to produce a spot

on the Spectral.
Those of you who are shying away
from DAWs because they seem too
computerlike, take heart. Idragged
myself into the 1990s, and Istill
don't know a megawatt from a
megabyte.
O

Richard Bednar is owner of Richard
Bednar
Creative
Broadcast
Production, Champaign, Ill., and a
writer/producer at WCIA(TV)
Champaign. He can be reached at
217-359-5369.
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continued from page 27

change. Soap operas were gradually disappearing from radio and coming up on
television."
But radio itself isn't the only thing that's
changed. What listeners find entertaining
has changed as well. Klink laughs when
Howard Stern's name is mentioned. "I
think he shouldn't be on the air, but of
course I'm not the manager of the station
that puts him on." He says audiences a
few decades ago wouldn't have tolerated
Stem and his type of humor, which Klink
considers obscene.
Klink prefers listening to the news format that WTOP embraced in 1969,
including all the sports coverage. He and
Arch McDonald used to broadcast the
Washington Senators' baseball games
from Griffin Stadium, and nowadays he
likes to keep up with the Orioles. Klink
says he likes to fall asleep each night with
his radio tuned to astation that plays "the
old-time dance band music."
When asked about all the technical
options facing radio, Klink can only
describe them as " mind- boggling."
"There's hardly any way of telling what's
going to happen with satellite communications," he says. Although he predicts
drastic changes in the communications
business as awhole, he says that modern
technology isn't going to have as many
in-roads into radio as it will in television.
His frustration with this technology is
that, with satellite, cable, and DBS, there
are so many different ways of getting a
program to an audience now that radio is
becoming "muddled."
Klink regrets that solid state has made
the vacuum tubes he was so accustomed
to nearly obsolete, although he's pleased
with the improved quality of transmitters
and audio and studio equipment. He's still
waiting, though, for ahigh-power transmitter that doesn't use tube.
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Routing Ideas Improve Operations
by Jchn Bisset
SPRINGFIELD, Va. Irecently had the
pleasure of attending the Charleston,
W.Va., chapter meeting of the Society of
Broadcast Engineers, and got achance to
tour West Virginia Radio Corp.'s recent
station acquisitions. The group now has
two AMs and two FMs in the Charleston
area, and is in the process of building a
coordinated studio facility.
Jim Murphy, director of engineering,
showed me anovel way to record feeds
without tying up the console. Each of the
input's to the studio tape machines are
tied to PR/E LS -10 line selectors. The
idea is that any feed, whether it be from
another studio, the hybrid, aremote loop
or the satellite, can be punched into the
input of any recorder.
It is asimple idea that vastly improves
the efficiency of the air talent. Signals
are not routed through the audition channel, so there is no chance of accidental
airing of what is supposed to be going
through audition.
Jim also has his own method for routing
wires into the studio. He runs afour-inch
PVC from the ceiling to about counter
height and connects asweep. The sweep

By the way, Jim is looking for achief
for the new plant. If you're interested,
contact him in Morganstown, W.Va.,
304-296-0029.
* * *
System hum during frequency measurements is often noticeable, often due to

design uses magnetic latching relays that
interface to the Broadcast Audio console.
A momentary open collector pulse from
the machine start logic on the console
operates the appropriate crystal relay and
resets the previously selected relay.
Bill mounted the entire circuit on atwo-

Bigger is not necessarily
better in the evolving world of
digital workstations.
simple ground loops or bad power supply
capacitors. Hum can also be caused by
different pieces of equipment in the chain
on different power company phases.
Ed Burkhardt of Burkhardt Monitoring
Service says his clients sometimes dispute his hum readings, saying the value
is not as bad on their station monitors
indicate. Aged coupling caps affect the
bass response on these monitors.
Ed suggests checking with asweep of
an oscillator from 1kHz to 20 Hz fed
directly into the exciter to find any loss
of metered bass points to bad monitor
coupling caps.

Figure 1.
Remote Transponder Switcher for Scientific Atlanta DAT-32
S 1. 2, 3 = Xtal selector switches in downconverter.
CS 1, 2, 3, = Momentary SPST or pulsed open collector in console.
K 1. 2, 3, = P & BT83S11D132-12 dual coil latching relay.
Steering diodes = 1N914 or equiv.

by- two piece of perfboard, mounted to
the top edge of his S.A. manual crystal
selector switch board. This keeps the
leads extremely short.
A separate 12 VDC supply powers the
control circuits, but since current drain is
negligible and is not continuous, the
receiver power source can also be used.
* * *
Bigger is not necessarily better in the
evolving world of digital workstations. It
was easy to miss PHONE BYTE stateof-the-art digital recorder, which was
tucked away at The Blue Group's booth
in acorner at the National Association of
Broadcasters.
PHONE BYTE is designed to record
and play back phone calls, replacing
your reel-to-reel recorder. It automatically logs the time and date you start anew
recording.
A scratch pad feature allows you to
type ashort note about any or all of the

recordings, useful during request shows.
Enter the name of the song requested,
then later in the show, search for the
needed audio by simply entering the
song title.
PHONE BYTE can be started from the
console, and has relay outputs to drive
lamps or start other equipment. The
screen also includes both elapsed time
and remaining time displays.
Just like a tape recorder, you can cut
and splice phone bits. Unlike the
recorder, if you make amistake, you can
restore the original.
The Blue Group also produces the
DigiStation hard drive automation system. If you would like a copy of the
company's data sheet, circle Reader
Service 179.
* * *
MECI, which bills itself as "your electronics value company," has released a
summer catalog complete with everything from capacitors to fans to cables
and connectors, also featuring several
off- beat items an engineer needs:
Touchtone keypads for under $ 2; an
assortment of relays for under $ 1each:
difficult-to-find electrolytic can caps, and
avariety of project boxes and cases.
If it's time to replenish your stock of
project parts, and you have not received
the summer MECI catalog, be sure to
circle Reader Service 113.
0
John Bisset is aprincipal in Multiphase
Consulting, a contract engineering and
projects company. He can be reached at
703-323-7180. Faxed submissions can
be sent to 703-998-2966, and qualify for
SBE recertification credit, when published.
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is designed to protrude from the wall at
the point where the wiring trough is
located on the back of the console. It is
an inexpensive, but effective way of
keeping wires in order.
Jim is pleased with the performance of his
Audiometrics CD players. The only problem has been amisadjusted microswitch,
which rejected CDs when they were inserted. The problem was easily fixed by properly realigning the microswitch.

Eleg,,,
STEREOWNITe

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
You can reach Ed Burkhardt at 804261-1800. Burkhardt Monitoring recently distributed aclient memo, full of good
maintenance tips. If you'd like acopy,
circle Reader Service 33.
* * *
Bill Draper at WKIP(AM) Poughkeepsie, N.Y., sent me his version of a
transponder switcher, which he has been
using for several years on his Scientific
Atlanta DAT-32 ( See Figure 1). Bill's

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

ELAR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
Circle ( 156) On Reader Service Card
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Digital Dream
System
$9,995.00!

Econco

Just $9,995.00 tbr this dual digital audio Satellite control
with Production system. You get two powerful 486SX-25
computers, VGA color monitors and 535 meg hard disk (9+
hours mono storage), LAN and DMX-4 audio switcher.
Includes interface and control hardware. Nothing else is
required! This pricing is good for alimited time..

REBUILT POWER TUBES

Shively
A good FM antenna is crucial to
quality broadcasting. An antenna that
is merely adequate will compromise
the performance of even the best
studio equipment and transmitter.
Shively regularly includes standard features that other companies
either provide only as options or
simply do not offer.
At Shively, we design and build
antennas of uncompromising technical
quality and performance. And, we
build them to last.

0 Great Sound: Premium apt.XTM audio card standard
0 Simultaneous record/play for time slUft PBR recording
0 Separate Production room system with LAN 'net connect
to Control for complete backup & safety.
0 Satellite system handles all standard formats
CI CD system option from $ 1,500 uses Pioneer single or
triple 6packs or 300 disc jukeboxes
CI Live assist included, ready for Traffic & Music interfaces
0 Many options: External button boxes, more audio & I/0

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

The Management

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

1-800-334-7823 1-817-625-9761 1:A.X: 817-634-9741
P.O. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth, TX. 76136
1600+ Stations - Our 13th year
Extra charge for combined Satellite & CD systems. No holds or splits, larger hard
drives available at extra cost.

Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone 916-667-7553
To" Free

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 916-666-7760

800.532-6826

From Canada

Telex: 176756

call or write for more information

Shively Labs
A Division of Howell

800.848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 171

READER SERVICE NO. 125

READER SERVICE NO. 189

MADE
IN •
S A

CONSOLE UPGRADE
WITHOUT THE BIG
EXPENSE

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
CART MACHINE SERVICES:
free
CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutterperiection-shafts resurfaced
Single $ 120.00 Triple $ 140.00

$10.000

NEW
5.000

CONSOLE

CART HEADS REIM'« guaranteed to
perform like new

144VE TO DRIVE TO
TSE TRA,NSMITT'ER?
...k1
/
4
(4441 ?./?./

COST COMPARISON
Approach digital quality with
Our retrofit electronics
your yesteryear audio
currently support most:
console by using BDI plug-in
retrofit electronics. If the cost
Gates/Harris Consoles
RCA Consoles
of anew console is depriving
McMartin Consoles
you of acompetitive air sound
McCurdy Consoles
then BDI electronics are the
answer. Better headroom,
lower noise, lower distortion, dynamic range
approaching 90dB and improved reliability are just
some of the advantages of our easy to install upgrades.
Call us today direct for acompetetive air sound
tomorrow!

bdi

Why drive when you can call? Using Monroe's
6000 Series Remote Controls and your telephone,
two-way radio, microwave link or other audio path
you can have complete control over a remote site.
For over 15 years Monroe Electronics has supplied
the broadcast industry with reliable and affordable
DTMF remote control systems.

,9

1 4)

NE/

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FAX 716 765 933C

READER SERVICE NO. 14

READER SERVICE NO. 10

AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. is proud to introduce the latest in its fine line of
professional broadcast studio furniture. Specifically created for the high tech, digital 90's,
the new Euro design features rounded radius corners, angled turrets, pull out keyboard
drawers and functional PC work stations.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC.
Supplying broadcast equipment and
studio systems with integrity to the
broadcasting community for over 32
years.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC.
Your single source supplier of AM/FM
studio packages, AM/FM transmitter
installations, as well as all major lines
of on air and production studio
equipment.
For additional information on how we can serve you, please call today
For over 32 years
SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE
MAIN SALES OFFICE

Phone: 800-999-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652

Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120

----

Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:
and precise digital/optical
ASSEMILY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life
CONSTAR & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI OTARI and more
For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals

SERVICES

Distributor and Representative inquiries invited.
MONROE
800 821 6001
ELECTRONICS
716 765 2254

737-5032

200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2
2342 S. Division Avenue
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49507 Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

\

Let us help reduce your driving time, call Monroe
Electronics today.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
5 Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566

Laboratories, Inc.

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327
FAX 207-647-8273

PO Box 1638
Palmdale, California 93550

Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 800-273-3321

READER SERVICE NO. 89

AUDIO
BROADCAST
GROUP

224 Datura Street. Suite 614. West Palm Beach. FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "
Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM
READER SERVICE NO. 212

STEREO
1.111-11:// : lilt Will
modulation
SCIMICOS

MIAMI%

Distribute full composite baseband as
easily as audio! Our Model CLD-2504
gives you four independent outputs for
your stereo and subcarrier generators so
you can drive multiple exciters without
composite level changes and impedance
matching problems. Full 3 year warranty.
For details, call your authorized
Modulation Sciences Distributor, or the
Composite Audio Authority...

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603
READER SERVICE NO. 200

Products Si Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No. (s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
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Wired STL lets you locate your audio
processor and stereo generator in the studio. It transmits composite audio baseband
through 2500 feet of inexpensive twinax line,
so you can reach your STL on the roof or
your transmitter down the hall.
Get our full story— contact your authorized
Modulation Sciences Distributor, or the
Composite Audio Authority...

modulaticen sciences, inc.
12A Word's Fain Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603

MUSIC ON HARD DISK

WIRELESS I
FB SYSTEM

INCLUDING MUSIC SCHEDULER!

Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG

•Dolby AC2 Quality and Compression
•Overlapping Hard Disk Audio
•Access to Your Entire Song Library
•No Player/Tray/Disc Conflicts
•Combine Hard Disk Music with CD's
•Complete " Redundant" On- Line Backup
•Live Assist or Unattended Walkaway
•Provide Computers and CD Players or
Buy/Lease Complete System from Us

TELEWAVE, INC.

!

SITE MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT

• Widebsnd Wattmeters
• Bandpass Cavities

"FT
deià

rugged, pocket receivers.
•100% duty cycle
•Wideband audio
•Excellent operating range

YSTEMSn

INCORPORATED

Distributed Nationally by

OlAnill » WY ®
%MeiViIRMA

PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

803/370-2400 • FAX 803/370-2314
INTERNATIONAL 310/670-7500 • FAX 310/670-0133

Comex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401

READER SERVICE NO. 112

READER SERVICE NO. 129

READER SERVICE NO. 177

WER THAN FACTORY PRICES!

applications. Transmitter provides
mix of program and instructions to

EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER

AUDIO SWEEP
GENERATOR

Introducing the new

• Flat Frequency

MINI-MIX 12A

Response

THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A
COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

III Low Noise Preamplifiers
• Receiver Power Splitters
• Loads • Duplexers

• 1% Frequency Accuracy
• 1% Distortion

•-•

$76.00
MODEL 125B

ALSO IN STOCK:

RFI

WHELEN

CONNECTORS

STROBES &

CABLES • KITS

LIGHTS for

ACCESSORIES

your REMOTE

•

$3499

Call Tim for Your FREE Catalogue!

1-800-548-2484
FREE
7uning

==_• Sdazit

SAME DAY
Shipping

COMMUNICATION

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
3403 Governors Drive - Huntsville, AL 35805
READER SERVICE NO. 216

COMPUTER CONTROL
ircK mzetœct=te

12 Channels
25 Stereo Inputs

VEHICLES

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 23 Years

AllTeGRAM
C:» JR, 3E"CIOR,A_T ICON

1500 Capital Avenue

( 214) 424-8585

Plano Texas 75074-8118

1-800-327-6901

FAX ( 214) 423-6334

This compact generator provides low distortion
sinE waves at fixed, variable or swept audio
frequencies. The outpu ,amplitude, once set,
remains flat from 20 Hz to 20 KHz (± 1/4 dB).
The sine wave output is adjustable from 0 to
1.5 volts p.p. Size 5 3/4" x 3 1/2" x 1/8".
Twc models available.

0
11eproduction
al 'devices

215 Denny Way, El Cajon, CA 92020

TOLL FREE (800) 824-4226

READER SERVICE NO. 194

TALKING WEATHER STATION!

NEW! A REAL VIEWER & SALES GRABBER!

Omega Scientific
Corporation

• Id

RF MATCHING NETWORKS

UPGRADE YOUR MOSELEY TRC-15
ITO-178 CONTROLLER CARD

*AUTO LOGGING
*AUTO CONTROL
*TIME EVENTS
*STATUS LABELS
*PROGRAMMABLE
*MUCH MORE!

I 0-178 PACKAGE INCLUDES
Cont-oller CarcE Connecting Cable, Software

QET.ONAL
Softwaie, Multes : e SoftwareMarctware

CALL TODAY TO
ORDER OR FOR
MORE INFO!
ONLY

REQUIRES
K'oseley TRC-15 with TEL 171 Digital Metering
IBM Compatibli, XT/AT with Hard Oboe

649

HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS
(805)541-0200
141 SUBURBAN ROAD, BUILDING E4, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401 USA

READER SERVICE NO. 83

•Creates asponsored weather report automatically!
•Reports ON-AIR or by telephone up to 16 lines
•Automatically schedules spots, promos, etc.
•Uses your own talent voices to create reports
•Setup and forget - no maintenance, automatic
•Daily, monthly, yearly logs of weather & usage
•Will pay for itself in the first year, affordable
•Unique, NOTHING LIKE IT IN THE WORLD!

CALL 916-872-3020

ItWorks

INFO/FREE DEMO DISK
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152

Phasors,
Diplexers,
ATU's
Intercept
Filters

Custom Design

and/or Manufacture

Call or FAX for RFQ info sheet

Ph: ( 210) 599-0789
FAX: ( 210) 599-0799
4246 Gate Crest, San Antonio, TX 7821 7
READER SERVICE

NO. 204
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sometimes involving life-threatening mishaps. He interviewed clerks, shoppers and others in public places, and
often brought them into WKVT's studio to record the
spots.
Spots were put together late in the evening on digital
equipment. "Iput it all together on the Audiovault at 10
People
don't
read
the
newspapers
the
way
they
used
to,
by Dee McVicker
o'clock at night. Ithink in the old days Iwould never
so editorials don't get the kind of impact that one of my
have tried to do anything like this, and Iwould have had
station sales managers calls 'carpet bombing. —
BRATTLEBORO, Vt. While in the process of
much duller spots," he said. "It's been along time since
The
radio
spots
prompted
a
flurry
of
calls
to
state
legenmeshing himself into the health care reform debate in
Idid radio sales."
islators.
"When
they
start
calling
the
legislators,
the
legthe state of Vermont, broadcaster Mark Hutchins was
Throughout February and March, the radio campaign
islators start going bananas in Vermont. If alegislator
reminded of radio's magnetic pull, the same force that
became
familiar to many in the state. At the height of
gets 25 phone calls on aparticular issue, they realize
originally attracted him to the business back in the
the campaign, Hutchins bought radio time
1960s.
where and when House leaders were most
"The thing that got me into radio in the
likely to be listening to radio. At one point,
first place was that, all of asudden, this one
he
leveled his hard-hitting testimonial spots
radio station everybody was listening to
at
the
state's governor, the bill's chief advostarted playing music for us teenagers," said
cate.
Hutchins, part owner of WKVT(AM)
"We knew which stations the governor was
Brattleboro, Vt., and a longtime broadcast
probably
going to be listening to on his way
consulting engineer. " You could walk up
into
(the
state
capital), so Ibought three and
and down the beach and everybody had the
four stations deep in the capital area,"
radio on. Iremember thinking, 'Wow, this is
Hutchins said.
powerful. —
He knew the strategy was asuccess when
even
more phones started ringing. "The
Taking to the air
Vermont House was livid when (the spots)
That feeling returned to him in February
first started running. People were calling the
and March 1994, as Hutchins used radio to
radio stations and legislators," he said.
help beat back a health care bill before the
Even the Speaker of the House received
Vermont House. The bill called for mandacalls at his home, many of them from senior
tory employer health insurance premiums,
WKVT's Mark Hutchins used carefully placed radio spots
citizens "threatening to hit him with their
which Hutchins felt would be adevastating
to help block health care reform bill in Vermont.
canes," Hutchins said.
blow for the state's radio stations and other
By
the
time
Hutchins' campaign had played out,
that
the
public
is
hot
and
they
better
be
careful
to
not
do
small business.
Hutchins had gained some notoriety in the community
something that might cost them votes," he said.
Health care reform is an especially important issue to
Hutchins decided to expand his campaigning when a newspapers and attracted several interest groups.
Hutchins, not only as asmall business operator, but as a
He had also reacquainted himself with an appreciation
revised
version of the health care bill was introduced.
diabetic who survived akidney transplant after paying
for
radio that harkened back some 30 years when, as a
He
began
running
the
ads
on
13
radio
stations
strategifor years of costly dialysis treatments.
young diabetic, his mother called the station Hutchins
cally located throughout the state. "Ihad to really swalHutchins registered as acitizen lobbyist, and began
hung out at to remind him to take his insulin.
low hard to buy my competition." he said.
airing spots attacking the original version of the
Hutchins, who was cruising around town at the time,
Many
of
the
spots
aired
on
stations
carrying
the
"Rush
Vermont health care reform bill on WKVT in February.
remembers clearly the power of radio when the station
Limbaugh
Show."
"The
one
thing
I
knew
about
the
He realized almost immediately that radio would be the
jock broadcast on the air to be on the lookout for
Rush listeners is they couldn't disagree with me more
most powerful and economical medium to carry the
Hutchins' red sports car. For along time afterward, he
philosophically, but they would find enough to hate in
campaign forward.
said, "everyone would say ' Hey you're the one' everythe
(
Vermont)
bill—which
is.
by
the
way,
the
Bill
The radio spots were able to reach blue-collar, hardwhere Iwent."
Clinton bill really," said Hutchins. who favors asingleworking citizens more cost-effectively than TV or newsRadio may not be exactly the same medium it was in
payer health care system.
papers could deliver. "We have about five or six newsthose
days, but even now, " we still have this really
papers around this state and most of them are about a
powerful
thing," he said.
Powerful
response
thousand dollars for afull page," Hutchins said. "Iknow
D
The spots, produced and paid for by Hutchins himself,
that athousand dollars in this state will buy an incredible
Dee McVicker is afreelance writer and a regular conwere all real-life stories told by people who had experiamount of radio time if you place it carefully."
tributor for RW. She can be reached at 602-545-7363.
enced medical problems with the current system,
Besides, he said, "It wasn't happening in the newspapers.
OFFBEAT RADIO

Radio Is Powerful Political Force
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Introducing (tu-da)
The Jr. Audio Director PlusTM!
It's an E3 input to 2output ON LINE or monitoring device.
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Jr. Audio Director Plus'

•

Mom

A Console for your Future
•DCA ( Digitally controlled analog) faders
•Better than " CD" quality sound
•Modular frames hold 6,12 or 22 mixers
•Five types of input mixers available
•Optional RS- 232 serial interface
•LCD displays dynamically label each mixer
•Programmable machine control system
•2 Mix- Minus outputs, Talkback & more
•Prices start at $ 3900

fertek

Call:
800-231-5870 or 713-782-4492
for your nearest Logitek dealer
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The new Benchmark Jr. Audio Director Plus - brings more to the party! It brings more control and
selection features, and a stereo headphone amplifier, along with the performance and value that are
traditionally abenchmark for the industry.
In ahalf wide, 1RU high chassis, the Jr. Plus has two input switch banks which allow left and right
outputs to select between eight sources. Additional switches provide aMono Mix, with adjustable gain
reduction of 3to 6 dB, and aRight Channel Polarity reversal. LEDs indicate switch action. Inputs may
be passively mixed ahead of the input amp by depressing two or more buttons.
Installation is "
instant" with aNo- Mod - Rack Mount adapter and plugable EuroStyle barrier strips.
Available now.

_Abe medure

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Phone 800-2624675. or 315437-6300, FAX 315437-8119
READER SERVICE NO. 95
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Combined AM Transmission Likely to Increase
by W.C. Alexander
DALLAS We are in an age when it
makes sense for many AM stations to
combine transmitter sites.
LMA and duopoly consolidations, the
coming expanded AM band, and the
overall cutback in AM station operating
expenses will prompt many stations to
consider combined sites.
Others are forced to combine sites
when their leases are yanked from under
them because the land has become too
valuable to use as a transmitter site.
Sometimes the governmental pressures
of RF radiation and RFI regulation or
eminent domain force stations from their
established facilities.
Once asite is lost, it may be impossible
to find another one. Urban sprawl, FAA
conflicts and environmental regulations
make it enormously difficult to pin down
apiece of land for atower. Many prob;ems are solved if a suitable site on an
existing tower can be arranged.
The parts
For non-directional operation, unless
the stations sharing the site are too close
together in frequency ( approximately
120 kHz or less) the considerations for
diplexing are fairly straightforward. The
licensee must first determine whether the
site meets all FCC protection requirements for all modes of operation. ( Such a
study is not necessary if the move is less
than two miles.)

I

Diplexed DA
systems can be
done in some

situations.

The requirement that the signal reach
the 5 millivolt contour within the city of
license must also be met, as well as
tower height requirements. The tower
will operate at low efficiency if it is too
short or too tall.
Directional systems can be diplexed. In
this company ( Crawford Broadcasting)
we have a three- tower directional
diplexed with another station. The considerations for diplexed DA operation
include all those that apply to non-directional operation plus many more. A
description of all these requirements is
well beyond the scope of this article.
Still, keep in mind that diplexed DA systems can be done in some situations.
Combining two or more stations into a
single radiator requires a set of RF networks to block RF from each transmitter
from feeding through to the transmitter
output ports of the others. These networks also prevent intermodulation and
other spurious emissions.
There are basically four parts to a
diplexer, with each part duplicated on
both the high and low frequency sides of
the diplexer (see Figure 1):
•A coupling system, sometimes called
the ACU ( antenna coupling unit), is
needed to match the impedance of the
antenna through the filter circuits to the
transmission line from the transmitter.
The ACU is usually asimple T-network
of conventional design.
•An auxiliary trap is used to reduce the

remaining energy on the reject frequency
at the pass frequency input. It is configured so that it is parallel-resonant on the

insert a prematching network between
the antenna and the diplex point. The
network consists of a combination of

Figure 1.

series/parallel resonance formulas you
learned ( and probably memorized) in
tech school.

Antenna
Prematch

Low
Frequency
Input
ACU

Main
Trap

Aux
Trap

Main
Trap

Aux
Trap

ACU

_fYYY-1_

Ant.
Resonator

Diplex

High
Frequency
Input

Ant
Resonator

Point
Low Frequency Side
pass frequency, thereby providing ahigh
parallel impedance ( about 10 kû) to pass
frequency energy and series-resonant on
the reject frequency, thus providing a
very low impedance path ( about IQ) to
ground to reject frequency energy.
•An antenna resonator, areactive component, is used to bring the impedance at
the input of the auxiliary trap close to
resonance. If the impedance at the input
side of the main trap has an inductive
reactance, acapacitor is used. If it has a
capacitive reactance, an inductor is used.
Some diplexer designs do not use this
component.
•There is amain trap on each side of the
diplexer. This network presents a high
series impedance to reject frequency
energy ( about 10 kû) and a low series
impedance (about 112) to pass frequency
energy.
Both the main and auxiliary traps are
made up of carefully selected components whose values are chosen so that the
residual reactance of the parallel tuned
circuit is series resonated with another
component on the other frequency.
It is often possible to reduce the number
of components by integrating the main
trap and auxiliary trap into the ACU Tnetwork. The main trap becomes the output arm of the T- network and auxiliary
trap is the shunt arm. Reactance values of
each arm are carefully chosen to provide
both trapping and matching functions.
Design considerations
Think of.the diplex point as being similar to the common point in adirectional
system. It is the point where energy from
both frequencies first comes together.
The impedance at this point determines
the stresses and Qs for the trap circuits
on both sides of the diplexer.
Ideally, the branch point impedance at
each frequency is as close to resonance
as possible, with parallel resistance
somewhere between 50 and 200Q.
Remember that each main trap stores
energy both at the pass and reject frequency; keeping the design close to these
ideal values will yield enough series resonance so that the main traps' Qs will
not be too high at the pass frequency.
If the parallel resistance remains in the
50-200 12 range, it will keep the main
traps' Qs reasonably low at the reject frequency.
Sometimes, depending on the impedance of the antenna itself, it is helpful to

High Frequency Side
inductors and capacitors that yield
improved impedance at both frequencies.
For example, if the antenna impedance
has ahigh inductive reactance at both frequencies, inserting acapacitor in series
will reduce the inductive component of
the antenna's impedance on both frequencies and will lower the parallel impedance. This tends to improve bandwidth.
There are many formulas for computing
the component values for the trap circuits in a diplexer, but they are fairly
simple and are rooted in the basic

Despite the straight- forward nature of
the component value calculation, it is
best to find an experienced designer to
build the diplexer. It is entirely possible
to design adiplexer that looks great on
paper but is so narrowband that the stations using it sound terrible on the air.
Bandwidth in adiplexer is determined
by many factors, the most influential of
which is the loaded Q of the individually
tuned circuits. The lower the Q the less
the isolation between frequencies. There
continued on page 34

For the world's strongest
AM transmitters,
look to Nautel
Nautel AM transmitters keep you
on the air with an unmatched
combination of value, performance and reliability
Low cost of ownership - with typical
efficiency ratings up to 80 percent, a
totally solid state Nautel transmitter pays
for itself in tube replacement and utility
Superior audio transparency - Nautel
AM transmitters utilize inherently linear
digital Pulse Duration Modulation for the
cleanest sound you can broadcast. Audio
is ruler-flat throughout the range and
distortion is typically less than 0.5%
Field-proven reliability - Nautel
transmitters give you multiple protection
systems for both power line and lighting
transients, VSWR protection, soft failure
design, reserve cooling and safe on-air
servicing

Rernovapie AM Power Module

Totally solid state AMPFET ND 10 10kW AM

Make astrong transmitter choice. Call us today for all the facts
on our totally solid state AM and FM transmitters.
Nautel

I'!
ut

Nautel Maine Inc

(Nautel Electronic Laboratories Limited)

201 Target Industrial Circle

R.R. # 1, Tantallon, Halifax County,

Bangor, Maine 04401 USA
Phone: (902) 823-2233

Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0
Fax (902) 823-3183
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Tower Upkeep Must Be aConcern
by John Bisset
LAS VEGAS As one of the presenters
at the "Towers and Other Transmission
Support Equipment" spring NAB session
said: "Towers and the transmission system are the most neglected of all broadcast station systems."
Next to an engineer's salary, this is
probably true. For three hours, anumber
of recognized industry specialists spoke
of the care and feeding of towers.
The session began with Craig Snyder of
Sioux Falls Tower Specialists. He related
how his firm got interested in guyed
tower anchor shaft corrosion.
Snyder explained: It was by accident—
literally. Two of his crewmen were critically injured four years ago when a
tower they were climbing fell. The external visual inspection indicated the tower
was safe to climb. What his men did not
know was that one of the guy anchor
shafts was badly corroded five feet
below the surface of the soil.
Safety hazard
This accident sent the company on a
mission to develop Anchor Guard, anew
product that minimizes corrosion on
tower anchors. As the product was being
developed, extensive research disclosed
some pretty scary problems.
The first was how easy it was to find
corrosion cells among buried guy
anchors. Something as harmless as

Mr. Snyder outlined a procedure for
inspecting anchors. It consists of digging
down about afoot, to expose the anchor
shaft. If you see
pitted, rusty steel,
then a more thorough excavation
and inspection is
warranted, he said.
Snyder's presentation was anatural
lead-in to J. Cabot
Goudy's talk on
controlling corrosion on broadcast
towers. Goudy is
with Structural
Systems Technology in McLean,
Coat the tower
Va.
Another solution
Surprisingly, he
is to coat the galvasaid, most older
nized anchor using
towers were simatar or black epoxy
ply painted, and
coating. As with
are not galvanized.
galvanizing, howThis is why it is
ever, the coating
particularly imporcan also wear away.
tant for older AM
A third solution to
arrays to be propanchor corrosion is
Towers, like the Jampro ( pictured
erly primed and
encasing the entire
above)
need
a
certain
amount
of
care.
painted.
anchor in ablock of
Goudy explained
concrete. The conhow galvanizing controls corrosion by
crete limits the electrical current flow.
providing a protective coating over the
However, concrete anchors can crack, persteel. The galvanizing process is also
mitting soil and water to attack the anchor
self- healing. If a galvanized tower is
shaft in concentrated corrosion cells.
scratched, the galvanizing process will
actually heal itself. Paint over steel, on
the other hand, will simply rust if
scratched.

backfilling the anchor hole with adifferent type of soil, such as clean fill dirt
from another location, can set up corrosion cells that will
eat away at the
buried anchor.
Corrosion can be
curtailed by using
hot- dipped galvanizing. But in
some buried conditions, the galvanizing will eventually wear out, and
the anchor will
begin to corrode
and pit.

Available Models:
2.5 KW

12 KW

4 KW
5 KW
8 KW
10 KW

CCA TRANSMITTERS
P.O. Box 426 • Fairbum, Georgia 30213 • USA
1-404-964-3530 • FAX: 1-404-964-2222
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Using galvanization
Galvanizing was chosen because it is a
superior system. Although the coating is
typically three to four millimters thick, it
will typically give 30 to 40 years of
life— unless exposed to unusual conditions.
The galvanizing process can occur by
spraying the molten zinc onto the metal,
or the steel structure is dipped into a
molten zinc bath at 850 degrees
Fahrenheit. Galvanizing is a chemical
process where the zinc chemically bonds
to the steel. This bonding forms aseries
of layers. The outer layer is pure zinc.
Each inner layer contains an increasing
proportion of steel until the bare steel is
reached.
Goudy pointed out that not all orange coloring is rust. A picture was shown of
a 15year old tower with an orangecolored section. This was actually alloy
layer staining. In this condition, the outer
layer of galvanizing ( pure zinc) is depleted, and the intermediate layers ( which
contain iron) are exposed to the atmosphere. The coloring appears to be rust,
but is not.
Tower nightmares
As a testament to the structural engineers of 30 years ago, anumber of pictures were shown of " tower nightmares."
"That these towers were still standing
was amazing. Ladders with holes completely through the metal, and other
examples of severe corrosion were
shown. Unfortunately, when the problem
gets this far, the options for repair are
limited
continued on page 38
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Combined AM
Transmission
continued from page 33
is a tradeoff between a system
bandwidth and the level of isolation between ports.
Band expanders
There are techniques available for
improving the bandwidth of a
diplexer. One may decide to bring
the point where the main and auxiliary traps connect to resonance.
By pre-matching the antenna and
carefully choosing the components
in the traps, this will often yield a
workable design with acceptable
bandwidth and isolation.
Another technique, described in a
1989 technical paper written by
engineer Jerry M. Westberg, is the
•`Q-matching technique," which is
amethod for choosing the value of
each component to provide a
diplexed system with optimal
bandwidth. It also minimizes the
effect the traps have on station
bandwidth while increasing isolation between stations.
Ihave used moment-method circuit analysis in conjunction with
the Q- matching technique to
design adiplexer with good theoretical results. This method
deserves a second look by those
who hold to traditional methods.
There are several unconventional
methods. Mullaney Engineering
developed amethod that uses bifilar coils rather than conventional
traps, which allows transmitters to
decouple with virtually no leakage.
Losses are reduced because of the
absence of large circulating currents, and the task of impedancematching is taken care of by the
coils themselves. The simplicity of
this method may be its most
appealing aspect.
Another method uses acombination of a folded unipole antenna
and conventional traps. With one
wire per tower face per frequency,
the stub position and tap point are
selected to give the best impedance
at each frequency, eliminating the
need for pre-matching and cutting
down on the RF voltages present in
the traps. Some of the isolation is
handled by the antenna itself, so
the requirements put on the traps
are reduced.
Should you find yourself in the
hot seat to locate and secure another site for your AM station, consider diplexing. Not only does this get
you around all the FAA and zoning
issues, but it will provide the host
station with some income that it
probably needs.
Even if you do not believe diplexing is possible, ask your consulting
engineer to check out the possibilities. Creative engineers often find
resourceful solutions, and there
may be an innovative answer to
your problem.
DOD
Cris Alexander is director of
engineering for Crawford Broadcasting. He can be reached at Box
561307, Dallas, Texas 75356.

Toys or
Tools?
Digital workstations need to be more than fun... they must
be producti\ c. If you work in the fast-paced frenzy of
radio production, you don't have time to play
around.

To get ahead, you need a

system that will help you produce
more work with greater creativi:y. in less
time. We have just the tool for you, the
ADX digital audio workstation.
The ADX is specifically designed for radio production. It
•

has all the features you need to create the most complex
multitrack productions: true 8channel recording ( expandable
to 32 channels), non-compressed linear PCM digital audio.
removable storage media and expansive timecode facilities.
But the most powerful feature of the ADX is its intuitive
operatiol. No other workstation has combined all this power
with the ease-of-use that makes even the most complicated
production virtually effortless.
mtir«;

ADX is the only workstation to offer the optional
MixstatfonTm automated mixing system. In fact, the ADX is
the only completely integrated radio production tool on the
market. What else would you expect from PR&E? Call
today for your full color brochure.

o

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2
1
)70 1.as Palma. Dri‘o. •(art shad. C. q2ohq
Te!: 619-1-39l1 . Fa\: 619-43S-9277 • GSA Contract: GS-03F-4064B
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Lost In The Maze Of Hard
Disk Systems?
Head Straight
to DCS

"Low Ball"
Pricing
Costly
Upgrades

Satellite
Obstacles

Networking
Headaches

Software
Crashes

Limited
Channels

Unproven
Company

Customer
Support
Hassles
You need
to make the
move to a hard disk
system— but there are so
many choices and it's unfa
territory. How do you pi
that meets your needs t

tis flexible

enough for your statiOn's future?
Before you go blindly down the wrong road,
call Computer Concepts. We have 20 years in the radio
industry and our DCS is installed in hundreds of stations
worldwide. Our reliability, attention to your needs and
rocksolid customer support keep our satisfied customers
coming back for their second DCS, and third, and fourth
or more. Just ask them—we'll give you their names.
Don't end up at a hard-disk Dead End.
Call Computer Concepts first.
Grde ( 13) On Reader Service Card

Computer Concepts Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Phone: ( 913) 541-0900 Fax: ( 913) 541-0169
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INSIGHT-ON-RULES

Rules Draw Multiple Interpretations
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. As we
await the decision on the new
Emergency Broadcast .System, the .
FCC
continues to enforce its existing EBS
rules. In arecent Freedom of Information
Act ( FOIA) request at the commission, I
found that nearly every station was cited
for some EBS violation. One of the more
interesting violations was a station not
having acurrent EBS checklist. The current checklist is dated March 1, 1992. If
you do not have it, call the FCC's EBS
Office at 202-632-3906.
Most stations were cited for not consistently logging the transmission and
reception of EBS tests in the station log.
As part of the required chief operator log
review, a weekly log entry of EBS test
transmission and reception should be
verified.
Log review
Isuggest a " log review form" where
various items are checked off. The date
and time of that week's EBS test transmission and reception should be recorded, verifying that they were indeed

all the violations is available.
For those with access to Internet, several resources are now available that can
help you determine FCC policy. A short
list is shown in Table I.
Old business
Ireceived acall on an article where I
discussed the FCC requirement that participants in telephone conversations be
advised of the station's intention to
broadcast aconversation prior to the start
of the broadcast or recording for broadcast ( Rule No. 73.1206). Iused the
example of aprank call Iheard astation
place.
According to the caller, these prank
calls are available "canned" from programming services. As such, it appears
that those calls would not violate
73.1206, assuming the participants in the
call are actors and know they are to be
broadcast. Iwonder, though, if this could
be a violation of Rule No. 73.1208(a)
which states, " Any taped, filmed or
recorded program material in which time
is of special significance, or by which an
affirmative attempt is made to create the
impression that it is occurring simultane-

This is indeed what the FCC had in
mind when this section was written, but
the section was written before occupied
bandwidth measurements were required.
Harmonic measurements on DA stations
are indeed to use the nondirectional carrier level as the reference level. The reason is that a directional antenna has a
different pattern for the harmonics than it
does for the fundamental while the pattern for the modulation sidebands is similar to that for the carrier. Use of the
nondirectional field strength was a reasonable compromise.
At this point. 1would suggest that

12E1

stations doing equipment performance
measurements ( EPMs) use the actual
measured field of the carrier as a reference for in- band measurements ( occupied bandwidth and intermod products)
and use the calculated nondirectional
field strength of the carrier for harmonic
measurements. Further, though not specified in the rules, it makes sense to take
the measurements in the center of the
major ióbe Of the directional pattern.
CID

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen and Friends, amanufacturer
of transmitter control and telemetry systems. He also teaches electronics at
Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo. He
can be reached at 805-541-0200. He can
also be reached on internet at
ap621@cleveland.freenetedu.

meets all your
FM broadcast
transmitter needs.

Table 1.

finger jrketelcomlaw.com
Returns adaily digest of FCC activity.
tip ftp.fcc.gov
login: anonymous
password: your email address
FTP access to FCC public notices, reports, etc.
ftp Ics.mit.edu
login: anonymous
password: your email address
FTP access to Telecom Digest archives
ftp radio.aiss.uiuc.edu
login: anonymous
password: your email address
FTP access to rec.radio.broadcasting archives
fto ftp.clark.net
login: anonymous
password: your email address
cd pub/rjk
FTP access to various FCC documents
gopher radio.aiss.uiuc.edu 7070
Gopher access to rec.radio.broadcasting archives
Usenet group rec.radio.broadcasting
Discussion of radio broadcast topics.
Usenet group comp.dcom.telecom
Discussion of telecom topics.
Email tech-requesteairwaves.chi.itus
Subject: Subscribe
This is a mailing list discussion on broadcast technology.
performed and that they were between
8:30 a.m and local sunset.
If an EBS test is missed, there should
be a log entry explaining why and what
is being done to ensure no more tests are
missed. In many cases, the first clue the
station had that tests were not being
logged was the FCC inspector pointing
out the problem. The chief operator
should note this problem immediately.
Because of my FOJA request, the FCC is
sending me acopy of all violation notices
(and related correspondence) issued to
broadcast stations in 1993. Ihave been
sorting through the notices and keying
them into a database. To date Ihave
processed 200 rule violations. Iwill let
you know when the report summarizing

ously with the broadcast, shall be
announced at the beginning as taped,
filmed or recorded."
Ialso received acall from John Riser at
the FCC (202-254-3394) regarding interpretation of 73.44(d), which specifies
equipment performance measurements
on stations with adirectional antenna are
to use the nondirectional field as acarrier
reference.
My interpretation of this rule, as written, would be that a station that is running aDA with 10 dB gain over nondirectional would have to have radiation at
15 kHz from carrier 35 dB below measured carrier level (the 25 dB specified in
73.44(b) plus 10 dB to make up for the
DA gain).
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Selection
• 10 Watt - 1250 Watt Solid State
• 1kW - 30 kW Single Tube
• Choice of Single or Three Phase
Power Supply on 3.5 kW to
30 kW models

Service
• 24- Hour Service Hotline:
(609) 728-2020
• Free Initial On- Site Checkout for
FMQ-Series Transmitters
• Free Spare Parts Kit with every
FMQ-Series Transmitter
• Extended PA Tube Warranty—
the only one in the Business

Reliability

• Ultra- Low Maintenance
• Single Tube Design Eliminates
Driver Tube
• No Sliding Contacts—
Avoids Wear-Out
• Positive Pressure Cabinet to
Prevent Dust Infiltration

Experience

• Over 20 Years of Field- Proven
Designs
• RF Products for Broadcast,
Scientific and Military
Applications
• Total In- House RF Design and
Manufacturing
Learn more about the finest FM
broadcast transmitters in the business.
Call Jeff Detweiler today toll free—
(800) 334-9154.

0E-ii

QEI Corporation

One Airport Drive • P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

Tel: ( 800) 334-9154
Fax: ( 6091 629-1751
24- Hour Ser-vice Hotline
Tel: ( 609) 728-2020
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Tower Upkeep Must Be aConcern
continued from page 34
A procedure for repainting a non galvanized, painted structure was presented. The metal is scraped clean (bare
metal showing, no rust), azinc primer is
then applied, followed by the top coat of
paint.
Paint over galvanized metal is perhaps
"the Cadillac" of protection. Tests show
that such combinations extend the life
by an additional 50 percent. The procedure is time consuming, however, to
insure the painted surface doesn't peel
off.
Goudy then presented avideo tape of a
recent job where his firm used a

Skycrane helicopter to replace abroadcast antenna mast. The structure was a
self-supporting candelabra, home to two
FMs and three television stations. The
helicopter was selected for the job
because conventional rigging would
have kept the stations off the air for at
least a week, and the television stations
had no backup.
Chopper delivered
The helicopter reduced the down time
to four hours. A Sikorski F-64 helicopter
was selected for the job. This model had
a 25,000 pound load capacity, and
though the new antenna mast weighed

Weirdo on line one. Bitter psycho on two. Irritated
mom on three. Religious zealot on four. Talk radio
seems so simple. At least your phone system is, if
it's the new TS612 from Gentner.
The TS6I2 is asix- line (expandable to 12)
Telephone System. It features Gentner's
Direct Connect TechnologyTm, which
allows you to hook it into aregular
phone line. Plus, its built-in handset and
keypad eliminate the need for another
screening phone. With the TS612, you
can talk to callers (even the Pizza Guy)
off- air, while other callers are on-air.

half that amount, the additional capacity
gave more hover time, Goudy said.
Although a low ceiling caused by
inclement weather postponed the project
on the scheduled day, the mast was
changed out the following day with no
problem.
Plummer and Bendov of Dielectric
Communications provided a variety of
useful maintenance tips for both radio
and television engineers. Their paper
stressed the importance of thorough
structural inspections. The inspections
were also necessary for checking the
transmission line and antenna systems.
Among their recommendations were:

Technologically, the TS612 features built-in mix minus, to compliment Gentner's digital audio enhancement. It has two DCT
Superhybrids, automatic level control, dual air control surfaces,
optional screener control surface, and dual audio bus operation. You
also have DCT connection to your hard disk or studio PC, for
screening and controlling calls. But what would you expect —
the TS612 was designed specifically for talk shows.
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See your Gentner rep today, or call
1-800-945-7730 and make your
life easier with the TS612. After
all, that psycho's still on line two.

Gentner
1-800-945-7730
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checking each flange joint for loose or
broken hardware, on a still night, listen
for air leaks, and as you climb, feel the
flange joints for excessive heating. Keep
in mind, however, that some increase in
temperature at the flange joints is normal.
It's also important to check the tension
on spring hangers. For a 2,000 foot
tower, if all the spring hangers were misadjusted by plus or minus one inch, the
top spring hanger will be subjected to an
additional load of 1,200 pounds. While
checking the spring hangers, check for
missing or worn guides and broken
springs.
The elbow complex is another potential
for failure, especially if it is poorly supported. The exposure to additional stress
guarantees line failure.
Even the lowly dehydrator should be
suspected. Because it operates primarily
with mechanical parts, it can fail in as
few as three years. Watch for sticking
pressure switches and moisture- laden
desiccant.
A new line
The last paper in this session was presented by Andrew Corporation. The
paper outlined the performance of anew
transmission line that had a solid, rigid
outer conductor and a corrugated inner
conductor. The presentation described
Andrew's new HRLineTM, which won a
RW Cool Stuff Award for new product
innovation.
For years, broadcasters could choose
from either rigid line or continuously
corrugated line, such as Andrew's
HeliaxTm. The new line is ahybrid, using
the corrugated inner conductor of
HeliaxTM and combining it with the rigid
outer conductor of rigid line.
In normal operation, the inner conductor is hotter than the outer conductor.
When thermal cycles are added to the
picture, such as when the transmitter is
turned off and then back on, or the
weather changes temperature, the inner
conductor will grow faster than the outer
conductor. In standard rigid line, this
movement translates into sliding contacts
at the bullets of each section of line. The
continuous friction eventually will lead
to line failure.
Andrew engineers looked at the bellows-type inner conductor of HeliaxTM,
which was more forgiving of these temperature variations, and a hybrid of the
two technologies was born. To further
increase reliability, rather than use bullets at each joint, the inner sections are
bolted together placing a tension on the
corrugated inner conductor. As temperature changes occur, the corrugation of
the inner conductor accounts for thermal
expansion. Because of the bolting assembly at each joint, a very low contact
resistance occurs, further improving the
line's efficiency.
Andrew engineers also did the unusual—they let economics play abig part in
this product. Realizing that the outer
conductor of standard rigid line remained
the same whether the inner conductor
was solid copper or the new bellows
material, they also market this new coaxial line as Inners OnlyTM.
For existing stations, you leave the
outer conductor in place, and simply purchase the new inner conductor— at asubstantial savings. For new installations,
the complete line is available.
Although only high power 6.125inch
line is presently offered, smaller diameters are being tested and should be
brought to market by NAB 1995.
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Caller ID Is an Ideal Tool for Talk Radio
by Richard Mertz
FAIRFAX, Va. As time goes on the marriage between radio and the telephone
grows stronger and stronger. What with talk
shows, on-air contests, and information
lines, radio's ability to use the telephone as
avital link to its listeners improves.
There are times this link needs some
help to get through the day. Take on-air
contests. Many stations have a policy
that permits callers to participate in contests only once a week or even once a
month. How can you keep these folks
and their speed dialers from spoiling the
fun for the other listeners?
Experience teaches
Back in my distant past, Iworked for a
news/talk station in Washington. Like all
responsible news/talk stations, all calls were
screened before they were turned over to
the host and put on the air. The show producer would answer the phone and ask the
caller what area of the city he or she lived
in and for his phone number. This procedure worked great 99 percent of time.
The other 1percent of the time, aperson,
known to the staff only as the "screamer"
would call. What sounded to the producer
as normal human would give a phony
phone number and some area of the city.
When the host would say, "Hello, you're
on the air," this lunatic would scream at
the top of his lungs.
It would be nice if these Neanderthals

could be screened before they can spoil
the spontaneity of contests or the flow of
talk shows. Well there is away. That little device you have at home to screen
your teenage daughter's phone calls.
Yes, I'm talking about caller ID. That little burst of data between the first and
second ring that tells the little box on the
kitchen counter who's calling. Instantly.
you know whether its a telemarketing
caller or your mother-in-law.
How does it really work? And when
will Iget to a real application you can
apply to your radio station operation?
Hang on, here we go.
What is it?
Ok, What is it? Caller ID is a service
provided by most of the local phone
companies that sends abit stream shortly
after the first ring. This bit stream is sent
at 1200 baud, eight-bit, no parity and 1
stop-bit using Bell 202. Bell 202 uses
FSK ( tones shifting form 1200 to 2200)
to transfer data. A good reference for
more information on Bell 202 is the
ARRL handbook.
The data sent from the central office is
encoded as standard ASCII characters.
The data is sent in one of two formats.
The first is the " Single Data Message
Format" ( SDMF) and the other is
"Multiple Data Message Format"
(MDMF). Which format is used in your
area depends on the service provided by
your local phone company. Most areas
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receive the SDMF format.
With the SDMF format, the caller's
number and the date and time off the call
is sent. The format is:
Message type ( usually
Byte I
04h for 04 in hexadecimal)
Length of the message
Byte 2
Month
Bytes 3&4
Day
Bytes 5&6
Hour
Bytes 7&8
Bytes 9&10 Minute
Bytes 11...N Either the caller
number or areason
for no phone number
(An 0 is sent if the call
is from outside the area.
A Pis sent if the caller
has blocked his
number)
Binary check sum of
Bytes N+1
the bytes in the packet
With MDMF more information is transmitted, for example the caller's name.
The format is slightly different than the
SDMF format.
Byte 1

Byte 2
Byte 3
Byte 4
Byte 5..N
Byte N+1
Byte N+2
Byte N...M

Message type ( 80h
for 80 in hexadecimal)
Length of message
Parameter 1type
Parameter 1length
Parameter 1data
Parameter 2type
Parameter 2length
Parameter 2data
(additional parameters)

Final byte

check sum as in the
SDMF format

The parameter types sent to the Caller
ID decoders starting at byte 3are sent in
hexadecimal codes as follows:
Code sent

Description

01 h
02h

Time
Callers phone
number
Reason for absence
of the callers number
Name
Reason for absence
of Name

04h
07h
08h

If the caller ID decoder is sent a01h,
telling the decoder that time data is to
follow, the time data will sent in the following format:
Byte 1
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
audlopakAA-4

Drive time is your busiest time, so make sure your spots,
liners and music are on the cart more stations count on.

cuictinpatt
BROADCAST

CARTRIDGES

P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703) 667 -8125
Fax: (703) 667-6379
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2
3,4
5,6
7,8
9,10

Olh ( tells the decoder
time is following)
08h
month
day
hour
minute

The caller's telephone number field is
setup as follows:
Byte 1

Byte 2
Byte 3..N

02h ( tells the decoder
that the caller telephone
number is to follow)
Length of the
following message
Caller's telephone
number

If the caller's number is not sent then
the absence of the caller's number:
Byte 1

Byte 2
Byte 3

04h ( tells the
decoder that areason
for the caller's
number not being
sent is to follow)
Olh
Either an 0 or aP
is sent

If the caller's name is sent, it comes in
the following format:
Byte 1

Byte 2

Byte 3..N

07h ( tells the
decoder that an
name will follow)
Length of the name
(usually within Olh
to Ofh)
Up to 15 ASCII

If the caller's name is not sent then the
absence of the caller's name:
Byte I

Byte 2
Byte 3

08h ( tells the decoder
that areason for the
caller's name not being
sent is to follow)
Olh
Either an 0 or aPis sent

Now that you know how the data is
sent, how can you use it to prevent the
"screamer" or the contest pest from getting through? It would be nice if those
over the counter caller ID boxes could
be hooked to the serial port of acomputer, wouldn't it. AT&T used to make
such a device. Irecently tried to locate
this device when Iwas preparing for this
article. After many phone calls through
the many AT&T divisions, Icame up
dry.
Several months ago, John Bisset wrote
in aWorkbench article about acompany
called Pewee Valley Innovations Inc.
from Crestwood, Ky. These folks make a
special card that is PC-compatible called
"The PC Receptionist."
This card plugs into your PC much like
installing a modem. Your phone line is
plugged into the PC Receptionist card's
line input. The phone jack on the card is
then connected to aphone or phone system. Once connected to the phone line,
and with the TSR PC Receptionist software loaded, you're ready.
When acall comes in, the first ring is
sensed by the PC Receptionist and the
data is received. The first ring's voltage
is prevented from reaching the phone.
Once the data is received, the second
ring's voltage is connected to the phone.
At the same time you hear the ring, the
computer screen has displayed the
caller's number. If this number matches
a number in the PC Receptionist's data
base, the name of the caller is also displayed. When the "screamer" calls in, his
name shows up and the talk show producer can ignore the call. The same can
be done for those who constantly tie up
contest phone lines.
Pewee Valley can provide special
programming assistance allowing the
PC Receptionist card to work with
other software packages. That's it for
this month. Excuse me, there's the
phone.
DOD

Richard Mertz is apartner at the consulting engineering firm of Suffa and
Cavell, Fairfax, Va. He can be reached
at 703-591-0110 or through Compuserve, 73020,3026.

RacJim Werld
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

•
Puttee EQ's; Fairchild, Tele-

Want To Sell
1201 S. SHARP ST.
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
• PRSOWNED EQUIP-

STUDIOFOAM
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES
TESIS UP TO 40% BETTER THAN SONEX
*COSTS LESS- BETTER COUXIS•BEITIR CUT *

MENT UST VIA FAX:
Just cari 1-800-832-2329
ext. 737 to receive a faxed list

yetlyS 12"1h 4 • NFIC 1.10.FW104124z
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of many fine equipment items
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currently available. The list will
be updated on the 1st and
15rh of each month.
MI NEED A COPY OF OUR
TECHNICAL NECESSITIES

tronix, dbx, UREI, Sontec
Limiters. Neumann, Telefunken, AKG and RCA mics.
Macintosh or Marantz Gear;

(415) 252-7102

AMPLIFIERS

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

Want To Sell

Want To Sell

Gentler routing DA, $ 1000; MAP 7822,
DA, $250; Crown D-75, $500. JStanley,
Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0104.

ERI FMH-10AC tuned to 100.3; ERI
FMH-1AE tuned to 100.3, gd cond when
taken out of service. G Peterson,
KGGG, POB 8205, Rapid City SD
57709. 605-348-1100.

request your free copy.

TEST EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE TO RENT:
•

Potomac Field Strength Meters
Tektronix Spectrum Analyzer (for

AM splatter measurements)
Delta Impedence Bridge
Delta Receiver/Generator
II HAVE EXCESS EQUIPMENT YOU WANT TO SELL?
We need late model AM/FM
VansMtters. Orban Optimods,
Potomac Field Strength meters.
SIL arid RPU equipment plus
many other items.

Calf Steve or Chuck

1-800-54-RADIO
1-410-783-4635 FAX
Circle ( 152) On Reader Service Cord

AMPLIFIERS
Want To Sell
Marantz 8, $ 1450, McIntosh MC240,
$1450; MC225, $ 850; MC40, $ 750
each, all 6/$850 each; ARC 040 with
mods, $850, Spectral DMA-80, $ 1950;
Krell KMA1000, $ 3950/pair. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.
BGW Systems 750C pro pwr amp. R
Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd,
Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.

Crown power amp, silver face, $275. B
Wilson, 4400 Old Lebanon Rd,
Campbellsville KY 42718. 502-789-1505,
Radix TP500 preamp; Microtrak 6405
preamp, BO. M Comfort MINN, 3405
Frontage Rd, Columbus MS 39705.
601-328-7124.
RIS405 stereo preamp (2), used 6
mos, $ 140 ea + shipping. B Lord, Lord
Bdcting Co, 13313 SE 208th, Kent WA
98042. 206-631-2374.
Dynaco stereo 120 solid state, rack
mount $229, Dynaco stereo 70 tube
amp all new tubes! Dynaco PAT 4preamps $59 W Gunn 619-320-0728.

New 10 kW FM amp under $24,000. Cal
for details. Bill Floffman, 518-743-1601,
Want To Buy
Marantz Modell, audio consolette preamp, single or pair, and model 6stereo
adapter. P Chance, Imperial Analog,
925 Clinton St, Philadelphia PA 19107.
215-574-8147.
MOO single or pair; US 6550's tubes,
Coke bottle shape pref, other audio
tubes needed. R Glenn, WJGR, 1718
Shenandoah Dr, Wimauma FL 93598.
813-634-1940.

Radiation Systems P9A120G (3), grid
940-960 MHz STL xmit/rec, $ 3300;
Radiation Systems P9A72G (2), grid
940-960 MHz SIL xmiUrec, $ 1950. J
Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612373-0104.
Andrews 3" line (56'), new; Cablewave
15/8" (20'), new; Cablewave 1/2", used,
50', 100', 250'. F Nienow, WYTE, POB
1030, Stevens Point, WI 54481. 715341-8838.
DEAR AM BROADCASTER
Is your antenna sytem °kV Nard
New system too costly? Is copper theft a
problem? New design offers cost sungs y,
less maintenance. Let me helix your rest
transitional, emergency, or TIS NW antenna
HellxIng • 1302 MuCarmon
lockout IL 60441 • 8154336-04213
Coax transmission lino, 200', hard
line coax (6), low loss 72 ohm, TV or
FM,
bullets, hangers elbows,
$4500430. KCrosthwait, WTNN, 13206
Buttermilk Rd, Knoxville TN 37932.
615-690-8807.
Harris FMXL 3 bay CP FM, on 99.3,
$1500. KLBQ, 1904 W Hillsboro, El
Dorado AR 71730. 501-863-5121.

Direct from the
only qualified ITC Cart Machine Repair Center
•All work war ranted for 1year minimum
•Service contracts available

FM - ANTENNAS
Designed and 1)1011 for your frequency. Choose from 1 lo 12
bays and five power levels.
Financing available. Call
Jimmie Jovnt al S.W.R.
214-335-3425

ERI 05CPS 12 bay center fed, sue
cond w/300', 3 1/8" coax. G Hofer,
KJLT, P013 709, N Platte IN 69103.
308-632-5515.

Call Rusty

_
„ord

(800) 447 -0414
(309) 828-1381

International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, IL 61704
Orban 536A, sibilance controller, $550.
JStanley, Colfax Communications, 60
S 6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612373-0104.
CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

Pirod 160' Self-Supporting tower, new
in 1987 w/original prints, $ 18,000.
Andrew 7Ghz waveguide, 295' & 13'
w/24" flex section, $ 1900. Stephen
Buzzy, WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne IN 219422-7474.

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS

Want To Buy

more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J81 AudioNideo
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
For

6 bay CP med power, or 4 Bay
horiz/low power on 100.1. D Crepps,
Big Tree Comm, 29673 Silver St, Val
Verde CA 91384. 805-294-9441.
Low power stand-by FM antenna,
tuned to 94.3. B Campbell, KRIG, 918333-7943.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want To Sell
AKAI 51000 16 bit digital stereo sampler, 2 meg RAM expandable to 32
meg, $ 1994; AKAI S950 12 bit digital
sampler, 750k RAM expandable to 8
meg, $985. Dave, 317-846-7768.

(ide (120) On Render Service Cord
Orban 1118 reverb unit, $480; Orban
245F stereo synthesizer, $250; Orban
222A, stereo spatial enhancer, $550;
Orban 290RX, $ 1000. JStanley, Colfax
Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0104.
Valley 400, mic processor, $ 340. J
Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612373-0104.
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Here are just some of the

elf
fh

bargains we have in stock:
ITC 3D Mono Cart Player -

Rebuilt

Fidelipac CTR-I2 Stereo Play Cart Machine -

Rebuilt

895

Harris CC- II Mono RP Cart Machine - Closeout -

Rebuilt

395

Revdix PR-99 Reel Player w/ 25Hz Sensor -

AS NEW

495

.TI Stereo BC8SR 8 Pot Console - ( List $ 3,595)

Rebuilt

995

Ramko DC-SRA 5 Pot Rack Mount Mono Mixer -

Rebuilt

195

1,295

Tekos 10 Digital Hybrid -

Rebuilt

695

TRC-15-AW 15 Ch. Remote Control -

Rebuilt

695

Beier SCM-I SCA Monitor -

Rebuilt

695

Dielectric 4 Pot 15/8" EIA Motorized Coax Switch - Unused

1,295

Marti SCR-8H 67KHz SCA Demodulator -

Rebuilt

CBS Radio NET ALERT III -

Tested

145

Samson SAWS-22GTR Guitar Pack Wireless Mie -

NEW

298

Tektronix 7704A 4- trace 201)%1Hz Scope /
modules -

Tested

795

Tektronix 1225 Digital Logic Analyzer ( less probes) - AS NEW
NEW

245

•

Demeter 4 ch rack mount tube direct
box NEW $ 795. W Gunn 619-3200728
Bunven TNE 7000A transient noise
eliminator for records, 2sp rack mount,
excellent condition, some corrosion on
RCA jacks; works perfectly, manual,
$195 + shipping. S Hoffman, Sounds
Impossible, 7109 NW Birch PI, Lawton
OK 73505. 405-536-0559.
360 Systems AM 16/E audio routing
switcher 16x16 expansion unit, $495;
Studer Dyaxis, 2-channel digital audio
processor unit, condition unknown,
$495. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-2586161.

Looking for Audio Bargains?
We BUY*SELL*TRADE
DUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

317-962-8596
HARRIS

Accessit signal processing rack ( 4),
mono compressor, reverb & bal/unbal
DA with ps in 2 sp, rack mount, with
some manuals, VGC, $ 155. S
Hoffman, Sounds Impossible, 7109
NW Birch PI, Lawton OK 73505. 405536-0559.

DERECSTEGI]

SNI -1AM Splatter Monitor

13054 Seminole Trail Charlottesville V.% 22901

Microtrak 303 12" lime Arms -

Remanufactured machines available for sale or rent.

Andrew I159-50, 5" coax, 560' on spool
in Brooklyn IA, BO. R Henry, WPIO,
Box 6501, Titusville FL 32782. 407-2673000.

Circle (97) On Reader Service Card

CATALOG?

REPAIR • REFURBISHMENT • UPGRADE

Scala CA series, low power, 4bay TV
antenna for chan 2, incl cable harness
& pwr divider. P Delaney, RR2 Box
106A, Lacrescent MN 55947. 507-8752065.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO
1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
FAX: (415) 252-7524

Call 1-800-547-2346 to

ITC

Plrod tower light control, needs work. F
Nienow, WYTE, POB 1030, Stevens
Point, WI 54481. 715-341-8838.

Lang, Neve and API gear. Misc
old tubes and guitars.

e
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Jampro 2 bay, on 99.3, 300' Andrew
coax w/ 15/8" connectors; Rohn 55,
300' tower, still erected. D Denver,
KUTT, 414 4th St, Fairbury NE 68352.
402-734-5521.

WANTED

Announcing New Crisp Voice
The RFC-1/BHV3 provides transmitter power control, has alarm dial
out for 6 numbers,

and provides up to 64 channels of control and
metering.

Beat July 1st Deadline!
NRSC-2 Monitoring Requirement.
• Contract Engineers - Additional Income Opportunit .
• Inexpensive means

of verifying FCC compliance

The

DAI -Ieasily handles EBS require-

ments for " walk away" operations. It also

• Easy to operate and interpret measured results

allows direct access to the air chain in addition to pros iding

• 450

remote broadcasts. The best & lowest cost 'dial- up' remote control
available.

KHz to 1800 KHz phase- locked operation

• Portable operation from 12 VDC supply
• Alarm output permits remote control monitoring

DELTA ELECTRONICS

195

A

99

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment!

(804) 974-6466

Cycle ( 185) On Reeder Service Card

Spring Specials:
SP8
Heavy Duty Surge Protector $ 99
SU 5 Voice/Software Upgrade $ 159

Complete system under $ 1300
Fax: ( 804) 974 -6450

BEE

42

AUDIO PRODUcT1ON...WTS
KLH DNF 1201A dynamic noise filter,
stereo, $50. G Hallman, Heitman Media
Svcs, 300 Limpy Creek Rd, Grants
Pass OR 97527. 503-474-6466.
Orban 674A stereo EQ, graphic & pan,
$300. G Haltman, Haltman Media Svcs,
300 Limpy Creek Rd, Grants Pass OR
97527. 503-474-6466.
ADC 96 & 144 Pr TT patchbays, excel
cond. 1rack space, 3rows of 48, top 2
rows normalled, $ 149, 96 is 2 row normailed, $ 129 (you remove old wiring) or
we totally refurbish w/new front panel,
ready to install, $ 199-229. TT cords up
to 10 per bay at $9ea, reg $ 13.95, also
1/4" bays. Audio Village, 619-320-0728,
or Fax 619-320-2454.
AXAI MG1212 multitrack. 12
track/console. Lots of tapes, $ 1500.
Yamaha 1204 console w/Anvil case,
$500. 817-481-4453.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

ITC 706 PB decks ( 2), $ 250 ea or
$400/both. E Moody, KJEM/KESE, 216
N Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501273-9039.
Gates Cartritape II, R/P deck, $ 300,
PB deck, $200. E Moody, KJEM/KESE,
216 N Main, Bentonville AR 72712.
501-273-9039.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Great Prices on original
equipment tape heads
or I
I
C, [11,
()Ian lasnam & others!
HALL
Electronics
(804) 974

•

IAX 64!)0

Ramko RP- 1M mono cart recorder/
player, good condition, no power supply, $ 250, with power supply, $ 500.
Klay, 801-272-1814.
Tapecaster X700 RP & P, good condition, $495 & $295 Call 804-752-6942.

Want To Sell
BE Control 16 brains w/audio switchers
(2); Otan ARS 1000 R- R in exc cond
(5); working SMC Sonomag Carousels
(2); SMC Sonomag Carousels good for
parts ( 3); ITC triple stacker cart
machine w/R/PB; ITC triple stacker
w/PB only, cabinets included. M Jones,
WZKB, POB 520, Wallace NC 28466.
910-285-4900.
Cetec 7000 Level 2, 5046 event memory, terminal, source cards, 4350 series
Carousels, 3250 series Carousels, 1
Audiofile, 2ITC 760 RR play decks, all
$2500 or will sell parts. E Moody,
KJEM/KESE, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
IGM RAM stereo automation controller
w/4096 events of memory, clock,
silence sense, 9audio inputs, 4random
access Carousel cards, manuals; stereo
350 ( 4), random access. F Nienow,
WYTE, POB 1030, Stevens Point, WI
54481. 715-341-8838.

Want To Buy
Broadcast Electronics 3200 original
cover. D Green, KTCU, POB 30793, Ft
Worth TX 76129. 817-921-7630.
ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak
619758-0888.
CASSETTE & REELTOREEL RECORDER S

STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel (615)74 23s:i4
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Prove It
Want To Sell

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
ITC Delta R/P stereo, exc cond, $ 1500.
C Scherer, WZAK, 216-621-9300.
BE 2100, stereo R/P; ITC Delta 3deck,
stereo, R/P, w/ secondary & tertiary
tones. F Nienow, WYTE, POB 1030,
Stevens Point, WI 54481. 715-3418838.

Studer C270/2 2trk analog mastering,
$2950/130; Studer/Revox HS77 Mk IV
FT mono, 10 hrs use, $ 750/BO/trade;
portable case for A77 w/mon spkrs &
pwr amps, exc cond, $ 375. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.
Otan i5050 MK III-8trk, heads excellent,
$2450. Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728

Ampex ATR-800 4trk, 1/2" R- R, needs
repair or use for parts, BO. T Rusk,
KSSN, Little Rock AR. 501-227-9696.
Otan 5050B MK III-2, 1/2 track, professional broadcasting tape deck, console
model, brand new, less than 30 hrs use,
must sell, $2500/80. P Accardi, 717586-4469.
Sony PCM-F1 digital recording system
modified w/Apogee input filters and
external sync input, system capable of
locking to external video house sync,
incl 2SL-2000 protable Beta recorders,
AC power supplies, NiCad batteries,
tuner-timer module, cables, road case,
complete system $ 1500; Fl processor
only $ 1000. R Streicher, Pacific AudioVisual Enterprises, 545 Cloverleaf Way,
Monrovia, CA 91016. 818-359-8012.
Tuscan ES-51 controller, ES-50 syncronizers ( 2), reads 1/20-100 xplay
speed, 29.97,30,24 & 25 fps, autopunch, 20 scratchpad memories, subframe accurate ( 1/100) offset trimming,
allow multitrack analog sync to video for
editing, cables, manual, $2100/B0 +
shipping. D Crepes, Big Tree Comm,
29673 Silver St, Val Verde CA 91384.
805-294-9441
RE VOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $850."
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
MCI solid state w/sync designed to
replace tube type electronics on Ampex,
etc (8), $ 150 ea. TBoddie, 12202 Union
Ave, Cleveland OH 44105. 216-7523440.

Otan iDP 4050-0CF duplicator with MCI
1/4"- 1/4 track recorder, Dolby B
encoder, 6 units in one pass, 80/hr. C
Hertzburg, Kinura Records, Box
660236, Miami Springs FL 33166. 305887-5329.
Sony DAT DTC 75ES low hours, $500;
Teac test tape 15 ips, 1/2", $45; MAL
test tape, 15 ips, 1/4", $25. D Kocher,
Digital Sound Makers, 1901 Hanover
Ave, Allentown PA 18103. 610-7761455.
Tescam 38, 8 trk, 1/2" open reel,
$1100. P Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E
38th St, New York NY 10016. 212-9862219.

Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

Be Unorthodox! Call and hire Janet,
FT announcing, programming aspirations, computer literate, in radio since
1980, PT announcing, marketing exp.
Metros, bedroom communities preferred. Janet, 502-895-5888.
411 Market Jock w/CHF1, AC & PD exp,
seeking new challenge. 201-728-3730.
Sportscaster, 8 yrs local level, ready
for larger mkt, can paint the picture,
Costaslike humor. JT, 417-673-1111.
CE w/big production voice & over 15 yrs
hands-on exp, seeks CE position,
strong troubleshooting, RF & computer
networking skills. G Morgan, 704-5638676.
Former CE, present 2way radio tech
seeking CE position. Strong PC digital
and RF background. D Rupp, 1302 S
Uplands Dr, Camano WA 98292.
Graduate w/3 yrs exp inci new director
& asst promo dir for small mkt stn, hard
working, looking for new challenges.
Natalie, 814-827-1519.

Recent graduate w/on-air promo, PR,
writing, prod & concert relations exp,
looking for challenge. Chad, 412-2259436.
Seeking GM/GSM position, recently
GM/GSM w/eastem NC stn built from
CP, can wear many hats to reduce your
overhead. BBolton, 919-249-1893.
Southern talk show host will relocate,
North, West, Midwest, great pipes and
gifted intellect. JAllan, 901-324-0859.
You don't have to call him Ted, Teddy or
Theodore, you do have to call if you want
radio's best entertainer. 405-361-1762.
Combo Manager, sales, PD, CE,
Anncr, prod, Tampa Bay, coastal FL or
pwrful sig in gd area, 30 yrs exp. Bill,
813-844-3823.

NAGRA 4 SL, sync recorder, exc cond,
$5000. D Scales, 3142 Market Place,
Bloomington IN 47403. 812-339-4446.
Otarl MTR-12, 4trk, 1/2", exc cond, tape
in
BO. B Webster, WLIT, 150 N
Michigan Ave, Chicago IL 60601. 312329-9002.

Long Life MEC
Tape Heads
One year warranty
Flat response of
±1dEl 35 Hz to 16 kHz

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646
16 track 2" $3450, MCI JI1110C$2800, 110C-8 play only $500, ATR800
mono or Tascam 7300 or 2502 $600 ea,
MCI Locator Ill $ 1195, Tascam 52 2trk
$1200, Ampex AG350 electr $ 50/ch. W
Gunn 619-320-0728.
Otan Mark 11-IV 1/2" 4-trk, multi-trk,
mint, less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Pros, P013 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Record« 6 cassett rewinder $ 100;
Tascam 40-4 4 trk 10" in flight case
w/free dbx $ 750; MRL new short test
tapes $39 for 1/4' to $ 199 for 2". W
Gunn 619-320-0728.
uorg:Turn-Tri-1

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea,
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnoba 841 .116
518-9075161
None Haywood. C4 91607r. 818.784,1761
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play
amps, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia
Electronics, 4646 Hounds- haven Way,
San Jose CA 95111. 408-363-1646.
Want To Buy

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

HELP WANTED
CHIEF ENGINEER: Georgia Class
C FM & directional AM seeking experienced chief. Applicant should be
comfortable with RF and studio maintenance including digital audio. Good
pay & benefits. Send Replies to:
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn: Box #94-629-2 RW.

Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Otarl MX5050811 (
2) at DIRT CHEAP
prices for P/T at NCE-FM station. Robert
214-226-2949.
TIISCIMI 58 1/7' 8trk wanted to buy or
trade for Otani 5050 MK III- 8 or...?
Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run ' Help
Wanted' ads for $1.50/word or buy a display box for $60/column
inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or
VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be forwarded to listee,
unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.

Wanted' ad, FREE of charge (
25 words max), and it will appear in
the following 2 issues of Radio World. Contact information will be
provided, but if a blind box number is required, there is a $ 10 fee
which must be paid with the listing (there will be no invoicing).

Combine information & entertainment w/this controversial SportsTalk
host, 10 yrs espar, top rated in medium
market for 4-1/2 yrs. PBP espar. Send
replies to: Radio World, POB 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box 9406-29-1RW.

Denon 950F (
2), $300 ea. N Doshi,
WOCD, 220 E 42 St, New York NY
10017. 212-210-2775.

DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIPMENT

C OMPUTERS

Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

Want To Sell

Exabyte 8205 2.5 gig DAT tape backup, full height internal, SCSI interface,
$595; external unit with power supply,
$650. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1
st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-252-6161.

AudioWorks DataLlnk, AES/EBU digital & analog cables; Studio Sound
S305, vintage passive filter sets, Studio
Sound S305 matched pair, consec #,
rackmount, $ 175 ea/trade. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.

Creative Labs Sound Blaster 16 ASP,
16 bit sound card for IBM PC's, $ 125. P
Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E 38th St,
New York NY 10016. 212-986-2219.

Electroyolce EV100 monitor speakers
(2), $540. JStanley, Collas Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0104.

Exabyte EXP-8200 2.5 gig DAT tape
drive for backup, 5 1/4" SCSI-2drive,
$495. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave,
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

Solar Black speaker grill cloth, 50 yds
by 72" wide, $225/B0 + shipping. F
Stadtler, 3912 Liberty Blvd, Westmont
IL 60559. 708-852-6654.

Want To Buy

Yamaha R1000 digital reverb, good
condition, $ 100430 + shipping; Biamp
SM23, crossover 3-way mono, 2-way
stereo, good condition, $99/80 + shipping. F Stadtler, 3912 Liberty Blvd,
Westmont IL 60559. 708-852-6654.

Want To Sell

Tandy 6000HD wiat least 1floppy
drive. Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646, FAX
408-363-0957.

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
Auditronlcs 110 Grandson, 8mono,
10 stereo input modules, Penny & Giles
faders, foldback mix, tone generator,
slate w/manual á power sply, $2200. D
Small, KNDD, 1100 Olive Way # 1550,
Seattle WA 98101. 206-622-3251.

Fostex 2050 line mixer, 10 (8+2) line
level inputs, stereo outputs, includes
rack mount adaptors, $ 100. RStreicher,
Pacific Audio-Visual Enterprises, 545
Cloverleaf Way, Monrovia, CA 91016.
818-359-8012.
Pacific Recorders Radio Mixer 20,
$12,000. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0104.
Soundcraft series 200, 8 chnl mixer,
nice cond, $ 700. M Berg, 612-8700364.
Soundcraft Spirit 163 mixing console,
16 inputs, sep assignable stereo and
mono outputs plus 4aux busses, mods
incl pre/post fader switches for Aux-2,
tape return to monitor, line level monitor
outputs mono-sum to monitor , excellent
cond, $ 1550. R Streicher, Pacific AudioVisual Enterprises, 545 Cloverleaf Way,
Monrovia, CA 91016. 818-359-8012.
Collins IC-10A, gd cond, $2000. Barry,
KWMT, Box 578, Fort Dodge IA 50501.
515-576-7333.
Ramko DC5RA 5chnl, mono, rack
mount, comp w/all parts, non working,
excel cond, $50 + shpg; JBL 5600-2B,
6x1 mono rack mount, with 4bal mid
plug-in xfmres & bal out xfrmer, gd cond
w/schem, $ 75 + shpg. S Hoffman,
Sounds Impossible, 7109 NW Birch PI,
Lawton 0X73505. 405-536.0559.
Rames WRTIA20, 20x8-2, 8buss out, 3
band EU, 4sends, pgm mis talkbacks,

POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a '
Position
Seasoned Alr Talent, 8 yrs exp in
prod, promo, AOR/Oldies/Country, prefer West Coast, AZ. Robin, 602-4618209.

Want To Sell

Collins- Rockwell audio rock 10 cue
monitors, or comp console for parts. T
Hodgins, 14 EMain St, Walla Walla WA
99362. 509-529-6242.

CD PLAYERS

BE Omega 10, 10 chnl, 40 input stereo
w/slide faders, removed from service
4/94, extra preamp cards, $2000/B0. C
Guglielmetti, Edgewater Co, 232 C St,
San Francisco CA 94080. 415-5893313.

Concertons 90-2, deck or capstan
motor, need 2speed, 7.5-15 ips, prefer
complete deck in gd cond. T Boddie,
12202 Union Ave, Cleveland OH 44105.
216-752-3440.

TO place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write

Let's make millions together!
Programming, sales & tech genius
w/exclusive new talk/music fmt, looking
for major mkt to kick it off. Bill, 413-4421283.

Ampex ATR-800 4- track 1/2" R- R,
needs repair or use for parts, BO;
Symetnx 108 telephone system. T Rusk,
KSSN-KMVK, POB 96, Little Rock AR
72203. 501-227-9696.

Negro 4.21, mono rec w/crystal sync,
$4200. PKoch, KochiMarschall, 4310 N
Mozart, Chicago IL 62618. 312-4634010.

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED

June 29, 1994

exc cond, $2000430. E Sperry, 53 Ann
St 2nd Flr, New York NY 10038. 212732-9316.
TOA RSA- 216 16 chnl with 4 mono
amps avail for main & monitor mixing,
exc cond, $ 1200. B Wilson, 4400 Old
Lebanon Rd, Campbellsville KY 42718.
502-789-1505.
Yamaha PM1000, 16 input, 12 echo
send, 4 monitor, 4 buss output, good
condition, with book & stand, $ 1200/80.
Bernie, TV- 50, 890 San Marcus Ln,
Duarte CA 91010. 818-303-7161.
Ramko DCSAR 5channel mixers, very
good cond, $ 175 each. 916-725-2434.
Want To Buy
Sparta A- 15-B manual. R Lee, POB 61,
Clarksburg WV 26302. 304-624-6801.

dbx 118 compressor-expander, excellent condition, $ 125: SAE 5000 clickpop filter $ 125; JBL 2426H compression
driver, new in boxes, $ 300/pair. R
Glenn, WJGR, 1718 Shenandoah Dr,
Wimauma FL 93598. 813-634-1940.
JBL 2204 (
4), 2445 (2) drivers, 2380
(2) horns, 2404 drivers in cabinets,
excellent condition, $ 1400. D Kocher,
Digital Sound Makers, 1901 Hanover
Ave, Allentown PA 18103. 610-7761455.
JBL ceiling speakers (2), inc housing,
speaker, control knob, $33 ea; Lil Miss
Moffat 48 V phantom power supply (2),
$18 ea; 6' rack rails (2), $ 18 ea; other
pieces avail free w/purchase; all items +
shipping. B Lord, Lord Bdcting Co,
13313 SE 2013th, Kent WA 98042. 206631-2374.
Speakers, self enclosed 7x4 1/2 x4
1/2. R Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd,
Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.
TOA 480SE speakers w/18" woofer,
horn & slot tweeter, $ 1000 pr. BWilson,
4400 Old Lebanon Rd, Campbellsville
KY 42718. 502-789-1505.
Want To Buy
JBL 4343, studio monitors. R Glenn,
WJGR,
1718 Shenandoah Dr,
Wimauma FL 93598. 813-634-1940.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment
• 100% financing, no
down payment
us No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment
MMII
MIMI

OM

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185
LIMITERS
Want To Sell
CAL AM-4mono, audio prep proccesor,
spectral energy processor, peak mod
controller with NRSC kit, excellent condition, $ 1800/Best Offer. M McNeil,
Guardian Communications, 800
Compton Rd, Cincinnati OH 45231.
513-931-8083.

June 29, 1994

BEE

LIMITERS...to/TS

AKG C422EB large diaphragm stereo
mic, incl remote pattem selector, operates on phantom power, 20 meter
cable, windscreen and shockmount, exc
cond, $ 1850; AKG D-140 dynamic cardioid mics, $ 225/pair. R Streicher,
Pacific Audio- Visual Enterprises, 545

Aphex 104 Aural Exciter w/Big Bottom,
like new, $ 200. K Thomas, Rebel
Recording,
5555
Radio
Lane,
Jacksonville FL 32205. 904-388-7711.
CRL SMP-850, $1175. J Stanley,
Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0104.

Cloverleaf Way, Monrovia, CA 91016,
818-359-8012,

CRL SEC- 800 multiband processor,
$1175; CRL SGC-800, multiband AGC,
$1125. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0104.

MICROPHONES
Want To Sell
Teletunken/Schoeps CM61 tube mic,
est rare, uses std 6AU6 plug in tube,
orig PS, new cable, mint ccnd, $2950.
R Katz, Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura
Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.

Modulation Sciences Stereo Mass,
$1400, Aphex Compeller, $ 1000. J
Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612373-0104.
Tesar Audio Prisms multi band, pair
w/manuals, $ 1500. M Berg, 612-8700364.

Audicemetrics mic boom, 41" reach
w/12 pro- base, new R Williams, WIOV,
44 Bethany Rd, Ephrata PA 17522.
717-738-1191.

Valley People Gain Brain II, new modules ( 2), no boxes, $ 90 ea/ or BO +
Shipping M Shea, Precision, POE3 723,
New York NY 10276. 212-989-3684.

EV668 dynamic, ultra directional, shock
mounted, variable impedance, BO. T
Boddie, 12202 Union Ave, Cleveland
OH 44105. 216-752-3440.

CBS Audimax 444, automatic level
control R Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany
Rd, Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.

Lectrosonlcs M185, CR185 wireless
mic system, like new, $ 1100: Vega R33,
77D2, wireless mic system, VGC, $600.
D Scales, 3142 Market Place,
Bloomington IN 47403. 812-339-4446.

CRL PMC 300A & CRL APP- 400,
Fairchild 658 B reverb, and Collins
21221, remote bdct amp, BO. C Ratliff,
325A N 6th St, Albemarle NC 28001.
704-982-6141.
Cutting Edge Vigilante processor,
approx 1 yr old, BO. J Michaels,
WCOW/WKIJ, POB 539, Sparta WI
54656. 608-269-3100.
Optimod 8000A, $1500. R Henry,
WPIO, Box 6501, Titusville FL 32782.
407-267-3000.
Symetrix $22 compressor, limiter gate,
duck stereo, $250. G Haltman, Kaltman
Media Svcs, 300 Limpy Creek Rd,
Grants Pass OR 97527. 503-474-6466.

Want To Buy
903 (
looking for 4) and 905 (looking for
2), lust the modules, not the frame. R
Streicher,
Pacific
Audio- Visual
Enterprises, 545 Cloverleaf Way,
Monrovia, CA 91016. 818-359-8012.
Orban Optimod 8100. S Garner,
KCJH, 9019 West Lane, Stockton CA
95208. 209-477-3690.
Fairchild
670
or
660
tube
compressor/limiter, Teletronics LA- 2A
tube compressor/limiter or UREI LA-3A
solid state compressor/limiter, call after
3PM CST. 214-271-7625.

RCA 77DX ( 1), RCA 44BX ( 1), both in
exc cond, BO over $800 for either. R
Burns, RF Studios, 1326 Highmeadow
Drive, Garland TX 75040. 214-2714386.

AKG C-60 cable from mic to pwr sup;
Bruel & Kjaer 2801 mic pwr sup. C
Hertzburg, Kinura Records, Box
660236, Miami Springs FL 33166. 305887-5329.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On- Air
lights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, 012,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131,
FAX: 615-292-3434.
RCA 77DXs/4413)(s ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
Snake, 16 phantom-pwrd inputs w/ext
PS, 250' Belden 19 pr cable/MIL connectors/us strain reliefs, 10' Neumann
XLR snake mates w/box or Belden
snake, top quai, exc cond, $ 750/80/
trade. R Katz, Allegro Sound, 15004
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Bud equipment rack 70" of 19" rack
space, 16 gauge steel w/black finish,
detachable back door w/vents on both
sides of cabinet, 17" deep, mint cond,
$300. B Cuson, Tape- Tracks, 2275
Yargerville Rd, Lasalle MI 48145. 313241-6695.
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

ORDE

R

Want To Buy
AKG C 414E8 condensor mic. P
Cibley Music, 138 E 38th St,
New York NY 10016. 212-986-2219.
Neumann U87s, KM84s, AKG 451s,
EV RE20s, Sennheiser 421s. W Gunn
619-320-0728.

iS / 12

IAX / 02165-40. ,,

Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd,
Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.
Manley Labs CR3A, new, $ 795
w/shockmount, windscreen & case, no
risk trial in your studio. Also have used
mica & everything else. Get our catalog!
Liberal trade policy too. Audio Village,
619-320-0728.

llotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
I1435 Monderson Sr Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES

SESCOM, INC.

am

WARD DR
'Ii NSF POOR

NV

,1
, 01,

USA

Cede (51) On Reader Service Card
JVC HR-S1OU portable VHS recorder
with companion tuner/timer unit, $300
complete. R Streicher, Pacific AudioVisual Enterprises, 545 Cloverleaf
Way, Monrovia, CA 91016. 818-3598012.
Equipment racks, like new ( 4), 74"
high, 66" high, assorted rack panels
(10). F Nienow, WYTE, POB 1030,
Stevens Point, WI 54481. 715-3418838.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966
Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

Rack Werld
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor
Falls Church, VA 22041

AUDIO
TRANSFORMER
MAGIC

Want To Buy
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12"
LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recordings,
228 East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-6743060.

MONITORS

Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Acoustics

Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production ( Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CD Players
Computers

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1994
1-9 col inch ( per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distribator Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

l'Itont.M.A X 70N 5I3

lx

3x

6x

$60

58

55
100

52
95

54
49

44

90

85

65

60

55

50

12x
49

$1.50 per word
$10 additional

Potomac RC- 16 rem cntrl w/video interface, $3000. N Doshi, WOCD, 220 E42
St, New York NY 10017. 212-210-2775.

nons avail

TFT 7610-C remote control link, control
link is STL subcarrier, return link telco,
$850. M Comfort, WONN, 3405
Frontage Rd S. Columbus MS 39701.
601-328-7124.

$174, at the 6x rate $ 162, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

Perfnunmwo ( lbw

Want To Buy
Technics ST9030, stereo tuner. B
Caithamer, WMBI, 820 N LaSalle Dr,
Chicago IL 60610. 312-329-4304.

Collins 900C-2, FM stereo modulation monitor, solid state, rack mount
with manual, condition unknown,
$150/Best Offer. A KZZZ, 2534
Hualapat Mtn Rd, Kingman AZ 86402.
602-753-2537.

Want To Buy
McMartin (buy & sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402493-6821.

Comrex 3XR 3- line decoder, with
remote control. Perfect cond $2950. S
Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, 2590 Hillside
Ct., Baldwin NY 11510 516-623-6114,

REMOTE Si
MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT

REPAIRS
DENON CD CART

Want To Sell

PLAYER REPAIR

I

Comrex Codees (
2) and Transtream
DSU's (2), manuals, $5200. BManning,
KWNK. 805-584-8286.
Hnat-Hindes SX-87 telephone hybrid
and homebrew 1A2 type, 6line switch
w/keypad, working, great shape, $550.
M Vanhooser, KSKY, 4144 N Central
Espy #266, Dallas TX. 214-827-5759.
Moseley 303C composite STL xmtr &
rcvr w/manuals, $400/130 or trade for
low band FE Delta- S 2- way. D Small,
KNDD, 1100 Olive Way # 1550, Seattle
WA 98101 206-622-3251.

I
n=1111
TiJ
•Same Day Service
•Reasonable Rates
•We honor Denon Warranty

AUDIO VIDEO
SERVICE LABS, INC.
800-765-4434
Quality Cenan Service Since 1991
The Best Kepi' Secrete-, Elrnecicaseng"

RENT IT HERE!

Call Steve Kirsch for Details

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-623-6114 • FAX: 516-3774423
INC switched 56 4- wire DSU, v35 interface, $695. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-252-6161.
intraplex/intralink 4801-1/4801-2, T-1
link system w/spares, $ 16,400; Aphex,
aural exciter, $ 1000. JStanley, Colfax
Communications, 60 S 6th St,
Minneapolis MN 55402. 612-373-0104,
Symetrix TI- 101, phone interface,
never used, w/manuals, $275. M Berg,
612-870-0364.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Prodelin 6' dish w/dig LNB, BO, you pay
shpg. JMichaels, WCOWNVKIJ, POB
539, Sparta WI 54656. 608-269-3100.
Wegener 1866 FM-2subcarrier receiver for audio & data, 6months old, BO. J
Book, KMXG, 3535 E Kimberly Rd,
Davenport IA 52807. 319-344-7000.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.
...HEY! Our gang thinks
trying harder is fun...

TRY US!
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches ( columns xinches) by the desired
rate schedule or your per unit cost. Example: a 3" ad at the lx rate is $ 180, at the 3x rate

}{ 6

GE Superadio III.
mlod;fied win(sf:o ! ter,;:-;
vvImproved se;o,.•11vity
son-

Want To Sell
Delta DAM-1directional antenna monitor, 2tower, good condition, factory calibrated 12/93, $ 1000. M Hendrickson,
Hedberg Broadcasting, POB 249, Blue
Earth MN 56013. 507-526-4044.

3- line extender
Frank Grundslein
610 642 0978
Audio/Video Consultants
Integrated Network Corp 1056R, 4
wire switched 56 DSU, $ 495. G
Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix
AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

Auto

RRADCO

â

Topaz 12000 W true UPS w/battedes,
230V/3 phase in, 120V/220V single and
3phase out, $2995. G Wachter, KFYI,
631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602258-6161.

CONIREX

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

800 -944 -0630
9K-600-6

Burk ARC- 16 w/IP-8, relay panel &
voice card, 1 yo, $ 2200; Moseley
MRC1600, exc cond, $ 1200; Gates
RDC 10, older, BO. B Spitzer, KKLS,
Box 460, Rapid City SD 57709. 605343-6161.
RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

McMartin TR-55C, SCA multiplex rcvr.
R Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd,
Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.

From

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Amplifiers

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 44545 FAX: 6081

Shure ST-3000 oak speakerphone/teleconference system, with mic/speaker
wheel, control unit with in/out jacks &
dial pad, $495; original AT&T speaker
phone & mic unit, $ 50. G Wachter,
KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ
85003. 602-252-6161.
Double plug tip sleeve patch cords, 2'
(10) 8 3' ( 10). M Muderick, Muderick
Recording,
101
Earlinton
Rd,
Havertown PA 19083. 610-449-6970.

Tellabs, STL phone FOS 4008 module,
4425 repeat coil, 248RF dual amp,
1012 housing, $250/all. M Berg, 612870-0364.

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

Shure ST3000 teleconference/speakerphone system, $395. G Wachter, KFYI,
631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602258-6161.

,

FREE CATALOG OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES

micrcphone.

Want To Sell

PR( PAU
PI

Symeterix 104 multiline phone hybrid,
$2000. JStanley, Colfax Commu-nicalions, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0104.

RECEIVERS
TRANSCEIVERS

Muderick, Muderick Recording, 101
Earlinton Rd, Havertown PA 19083.
610-449-6970.

PO Bcx 1561. Beirevue
980C9
206-454-2040

Sennheiser ZS100 mic shock mounts,
$75. C Scherer, WZAK, 216-621-9300.
LC

Switehcraft switch panel containing 22
sets of 11 non- interlocking, lighted
switch strips, 4 PDT, wired to
AMphenol 50 pin connectors. M

alle6ar

RCA 44BX ribbon mic, mint cond,
$700/B0; WE 639-A & 639-B, mind
cond, BO; Altec 639B, BO T Boddie,
12202 Union Ave, Cleveland OH 44105.
216-752-3440.

Shure SM80

43

1-800-955-6800
ask or < athleen

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-1420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

EE

44

SATELLITE EOUIPmENT...WTS
Zephyrus 304 mainframe receiver with
card to get CNN News & CNN Swish,
$400. B Parker, WSLV, POB 96,
Armore TN 38449. 615-427-2178.
Wegener 1601 mainframe & cards for
SMN Pure Gold, $ 500/B0. J Davis,
WZVU, Long Branch NJ 05540. 908222-1071.

700 W ea room house all same as
new. D Parsons, POB 1313, Poplar
Bluff MO 63901. 314-778-0944.

OuterSpace Experts!
We SELL*TRADE*BUY
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

Technic SP25 (
2), with Micro-Trak
arms, probase & isolators, $275 each.
M Comfort, WONN, 3405 Frontage
Rd, Columbus MS 39705. 601-3287124.

317-962-8596
1-1ARRSMS
411-1-1111513.
Wegener 1601 Panda II demod cards
(2), tone decoders 1645 & 1646, 160621 receiver, excellent condition, $ 1250.
KCrosthwait, WTNN, 13206 Buttermilk
Rd, Knoxville TN 37932. 615-6908807.

Want

Class 3AM stereo, on air w/new equip
in Santa Barbara, good ratings, $295K
cash or terms to qualified. G Erway,
POB 40309, Santa Barbara CA 93140.
805-568-1444.

SOFTWARE/

Bdct group seeks FM commercial stn
in IN, IL, OH, MI. Vera, POB 428267,
Evergreen Park IL 60642. 312-4459200.
Seeking small AM & FM combo,
owner/operator, cash. A Toriello, 718893-4328.
STEREO

Want To Sell

LNB System
Dart 384
Compatible
New 7.5/15 KHz
Dats Card
24 Hour
Phone / Fax
Technical Support
All Networks
& Receivers

GENERATORS

PC SOFTWARE for Broadcasters. Traffic,
Billing, B. A«ounting. Powerful, inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEMS. Try it for
90 days. no obligation.
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, Florida ( 813) 643-3689

Want To Sell
Inovonlcs 705, 1 yr old, BO. J
Michaels, WCOW/WKIJ, POB 539,
Sparta WI 54656. 608-269-3100.

U.S. RADIO STATION DATABASE:
stand-alone program containing
11,700+ stations. Many searches,
prints mailing labels. MAC/IBM
(specify disk size). Visa/MC
S99.95/yr. (+quarterly updates):
1-800-626-2360 ext. 300
BBH Software, Inc.

(719) 634-6319

Circle (
1) On Reeder Service Card

CONINIUNIC.ArIONS
TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES. R.S.
• AM/FM ' TV MMDS FACILITY
DESIGN S FIELD ENGINEERING
• DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION

• COMPREHENSIVE COMPUTER ASSISTED ENGINEERING SERVICES
TED LONG. PE

BARRON HOFFMAN

919-888-3832
FAX/DATA 919-490-3298
INTERNET CTAVAX.COM

STATIONS
1kW AM fulltimer in SCentral VA, single station town, fully equipped,
includes 3 year old Nautel transmitter,
real estate for sale or lease, $ 50k
cash/BO. G Jones, WODI, 1230 Radio
Rd, Brookneal VA 24525. 804-3765534.

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

SERVICES
For $500, you can comply with
the new §73.44 spec & have the
documentation in hand to prove iCi
MICROWAVE
FREQUENCY SERVICES
Services available in
Southern/Central CA, AZ and NV.
Group discounts available.
Call 1-800-2-GET-LEGAL

r
' t:

COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3-Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3100
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched-56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

3706 Vold Ct.

715-835 7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax' 715.835-1151

CD Library, never used, comp Halland
Bdcting 70s & 80s AC/CHR, $ 1795. L
Grimes, WDJY, POB 442, Clarksburg
MD 20871. 301-540-0636.

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length
up to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.95 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)
New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.
35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

Fldellpac, Aristocart :
40 & : 70 carts
(528); Fidelipac TB- 96 cart rack;
Aristocart AW-20 plastic cart racks (25),
new. F Nienow, WYTE, POB 1030,
Stevens Point, WI 54481. 715-3418838.

PC — SOFTWARE

01507
1-508 -248 -3157 or 1-508 -853 -0988

69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA

Circle (
139) On Reader Service Cord

AM I'M TV Search Programs

V

Doug vernier
151,.atleast Conseillant
I61X) Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

CD

LOCATION SERVICES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
from the U.K.?
eprovide acomprehensive service
•we organize venues for your shows
•we provide temporary equipment
•live links via ISDN/Switched 56
•experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests
Contad New York ( 212)229-9118
Good Morning from Great Itritain
Wired for Sound Ltd, London NI 5
Planning remotes

(703) 824-5660
FAX: 703-824-5672

MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS,

and Feld Engineering

CONSOLES, EXCITERS,

Vdeonala/Voice • Light Fiber &

RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTER

Microwave. Wide- Area Networks & SIL's

AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

11435 Manderson St.
Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821

Amen,

111

since 1987

Broadcast and Telecommunications

Reach radio prokssionals

was $ 995 — now only $ 195
Inexpensive quarterly

Radio World's
international edition.
Call Sinume for more information.

1-800-336-3045

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921 -0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

Don't Gamble
with your
advertising dollars.

data updates
eon( at
"Italreed ele.fifr4eldf. '
Zee.

602-703-1009
Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM- FM-CATV-11TS-LPTV

e

•

Services
Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineenng and Planning Firrn
including. Application & Allocation Services
•Project, Engineenng & Construction
Management • Sire Acquisition
•Rital & Remote Site Installations
•Feld Sernce • Studio Design & Installation
50 Park Ave.

JEFFREY W. PEARCE
Professional Broadcast Technical Consultant
General Engineering Services
•Transmitter dStudio Site Upgrades
New Construction • STVIII Systems •
RPWRENG Systems • Remote Control Systems

.ENGINEERING, INC.

1306 W. County Road. F.
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338
A, ' •

Claremont, NH 03743

(603)54247M

•Satellite Systems • Station Inspections
3131 N. Lewis Ave., Waukegan, it 60087

Phone 708-249-9140
FAX 708-336-6497

Í 1: Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ subscribers.

AM-1 ,m-Tv-urry
• FCC, Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

• Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STI, Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

is" 1-800-255-2632
(301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Di •

Ch

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities
RO. Box 1214

8 ALICII0

Are You?

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Falls Church VA 22041

Parts and technical service for all

Where In
The World

Installation & Maintenance

Mernlor ,4FCCE

FCC Applications. Design

Mirkwood Engineering

*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysts for New Allocation,
Site Relocabon, And Upgrades
AM FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
.1 laid Work
*Expert Testimony

6013 '
Triangle DI
Heigh, NC 27613
(919)781-3496
Fax (
919)781 6454

N•FM• AM • I
iTS• Satellite

Moth

Consulting Engineers

'Iwo Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike

GOODRICH

enterprises, inc.

MAL2 FM STUDY
SOFTWARE

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

To
ER OMM
Communication. Specialist.

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

Contour Mapping-STI. Paths
RI' IIAZ-1990 POP Count

Turnkey Sue Development

Ben Wall
President

Hugo music format recorded on
Scotchcart Ils w/over 3200 hits from 50's
-80's, used 6 mos, $8500; Scotchcart
ll's ( 320) 3.5 min, $2 ea, used 6 mos,
shipping extra. B Lord, Lord Bdcting Co,
13313 SE 208th, Kent WA 98042. 206631-2374.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

AC/MOR/EZ Christmas library on 24
10.5" reels, stereo, toned, exc cond,
w/que sheets, in boxes, $ 600. T
O'Brien, WTYS, POB 777, Mariana FL
32447. 904-482-2131.

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

AM/FM
y
Broadcast. TV
Microwave Systems.
Antennas & ' Towers

Scotchcart II's, 1000 between :
40 8
7:00, most are between 2:30 & 5:00, all
in excellent condition, $ 1.89 ea. R
Bums, RF Studios, 1326 Highmeadow
Drive, Garland TX 75040. 214-2714386.

Classic AOR library, all on 7" reels,
$300. D Pulwers, Dave's Price Audio,
310 N Howard St, Alexandria VA
22304. 703-751-9346.

MILJ

fax 310-425-6299 avail 24 hrs

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Tower Sales & Erection
t;

Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!

worldwide by advertising in

5 Gracefield Road

NRSC PROOFS

o Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?

Classic AOR library, all on 7- reels,
$300. D Pulwers, Dave's Price Audio,
310 N Howard St, Alexandria VA
22304. 703-751-9346.

FAA Tower-Draw Tower

• FCC APPLICATIONS AND
ALLOCATION STUDIES

(Fax) 635-8151

Wegener audio processing card 1694;
low power FM stereo xmtr card 1691SW tuned to 101.5, use w/Wegener
main frame for cable radio, exc cond,
$750, you pay shipping. T O'Brien,
WTYS, POB 777, Mariana FL 32447.
904-482-2131.

"4. at E1
Cart Rebuilding

Country library, 300 CDs inc boxes of
LPs, $ 1,800. S Ponek, KXBT, 3267 Sonoma, Vallejo CA 94590. 707-644-8944.

CONSULTANTS

Editor software version 12 for CaroD.
$99. G Wachter. KFYI. 631 N 1st Ave.
Phoenix AZ 85003. 602-258-6161.

Satellite Systems

& CD's

Cart carousels, 120 slot (2), $ 75 ea;
200 slot, $ 100, you pay shipping. J
Michaels, WCOW/WKIJ, POB 539,
Sparta WI 54656. 608-269-3100.

Want To Buy

DATABASES

Shipping Now!

TAPES/CARTS/REELS

Want To Sell

To Buy

Wegener 1806-24, including stereo
Panda Idemod & 15 function relay
board. M Robers, WKAA-FM, 128 1st St
#322, Tifton GA 31704. 912-387-0977,

Arid

June 29, 1994

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

22041

SID 20X 1
,
..5)

BEE

June 29, 1994

TAPES/CARTS/REELS...WS
Karsky's rewind loop carts. Also sell
reconditioned carts. Service guaranteed. Call 605-348-9928
TAR WORD 1
Wel beat or total
SONY
MAXE11
24 .120 ; 49 u, 70
,
i9
OAT 11D ,e 999 WWI 119
1120Y
239 1115100 169
1120411) 319 AI 120 799
750110 399 fl/01•GX 199
gm, 74 II 99 54411120 749

ID
FUJI
112040
89 we x.14 II 49
I120EHG 159 411SI110 789
1
69 NI 110 349
3990
593.90
119
JYC
HI 8110 599 rim
119
DAI 120 699 59/151120 699
1,1-F, 8-5 VISA, MC, DISC. 220 SPRING Si PURER PA 1003

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, BO.
R Kaufman, Pams Prods, PCB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625.
Want To Buy
Pre-recorded open reel tapes, incl
master duns, 2 trk only, inline or
stacked heads, all categories, labels
and artists P Chance, Imperial Analog,
925 Clinton St, Philadelphia PA 19107,
215-574-8147.
Fldelipac/Audiopak Mastercart 11 gold
or AA-4 light blue in 2:30 through 400
lengths, must be in vgc, call after 3PM
CST. 214-271-7625.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

Anaconda 9300 sweep spectrum analyzer, 51950/BO/trade; Philips RM6507
curve tracer, 51450/BO/trade. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.

BE MT- 3 remote interface, $ 1250. N
Doshi, WOCD, 220 E 42 St, New York
NY 10017. 212-210-2775.

DEMOED EQUIPMENT
BE XT Inc. has a few & rimed
exciters, amplifiers and STI.'s for
sale. All demoed systems are sold
first come first served and have the
same 2year warranty as 13EXT's
new equipment. For information:

HP5006A digital signature analyzer
w/probes, like new, $300; Fluke 8012
true RMS digital multimeter Mow ohms
&AC/battery option, $ 125; Heath/Zenith
500 MHz freq counter, $95. G Wachter,
KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ
85003. 602-252-6161.

619-239-8462
CCA FM IODS exciter; CCA rack
mount, low volt pwr sup. R Williams,

Delta 0113-1, operating impedance
bridge, $750; Heath IM-4180, FM deviation meter with battery charger/eliminator, $200; Leader LBO- 514, dual trace,
10 MHz oscilliscope, $ 180. N Beatty,
Broadcast Tech Svc, 2116 Osman
Lane, Greenfield IN 46140. 317-3263620.

WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd, Ephrata PA
17522. 717-738-1191.
CCA 20k 18 yrs old, gd cond in Ogden
UT, $ 7500; Gates FM 3G, 20 yrs old,
works great in Charlotte NC, $3500;
Best 3K Ferrups pouch back up power
supply, exc cond, $ 3500. LDavey, Bible
Bdcting, Charlotte NC. 704-523-5252.

Fluke 8012A digital multimeter, true
RMS, AC/Battery, lo ohms opt, $ 125;
Shure M615AS equalization analyzer
w/pink noise source & analyzer mic in
travel case, $295. G Wachter, KFYI,
631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 85003. 602258-6161.

Collins 831D, 2FM generation 4, on air
w/new tube. D Royer, Denbar Communications, PO Drawer 192, Blackstone VA 23824. 804-292-4146.

For the ABSOLUTE
LOWEST PRICES on
any size FM transmitters made in the U.S.A.
Call Bill Hoffman for details at

Heathkit 12 V, 15 W pwr sup; Conair
320, adjustable reg pwr sup; Conair
682, TV test pattern generator. R
Williams, WIOV, 44 Bethany Rd,
Ephrata PA 17522. 717-738-1191.

Want To Sell
Church media dept seeks studio
eqJip, board, mics, tape decks, we pay
shipping. Christ Community Church,
POB 97, Ridgeville Corners OH 43555.
419-267-3858

TEST EQUIPMENT

518-743-1601

TRANSMITTERS
Want To Sell

CSI 3kW 1981 single phase, excellent
condition, inc new Eimac final,
$10,500; 0E1 30000 W, excellent condition, $28,500. JDavis, SCB Inc, POB
7762, Amarillo TX 79114. 806-3551187.

Micro Control RCR-9 & OCT-9, transmitter remote control units, 1for studio,
1for transmitter, designed to monitor &
control 9 functions, $ 795. B Walker,
WGNS, 306 S Church St, Murfreesboro
TN 37133. 615-893-5373.

CCA Electronics has the following
trade-in equipment for sale:

0E1 FM 10,000 1994, as new, only
1200 hrs, new $32,000, $
22,000 firm. J
Ingram, WBLE, Box 73, Batesville MS
38606. 601-563-4664.

CSI T-20F 20kW FM & CCA
FM60G 60W FM exciter.
Also RCA BTA-50 50kW AM &
RCA BTA-10 10kW AM.
Please contact Steve, Howard, or
Darrin at 404-964-3530

ITA AM 5000A currently operating at
970 kHz, works fine, $ 5000. M McNeil,
Guardian Communications, 800
Compton Rd, Cincinnati OH 45231.
513-931-8083.
McMartin 3.5 kW upgradeable to 5kW,
on air now, excellent condition, $9500.
A Hade, Agpal Broadcasting, POB 640,
Pendleton OR 97801. 503-278-2500.

FM - TIIANSMITTLIFIS
radon,: new nol used. V‘ le,
bin aused Transmitter %% lien
‘1111 ran o‘311 a new FM
Transmiller for about Pie
'031 111(3 (' ost'!" Call JIMMIE
.10YNTal 214-335-3425.
TRANSMITTERS • TV/FM/AM, new
and used. Tubes, transmitter parts. 305757-9207.

WKIJ, POB 539, Sparta WI 54656. 608269-3100.

3 kW

FM 1975 CCA 3000D

3 kW

FM 1980 CSI 3000E

3 kW

FM 1974 Harris FM3H

5 kW

FM 1991 BE FM5B

McMartin AM/FM transmitter, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich
Enterprises,
11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402-4931886.

Spare parts for CCA AM50,000D,
including, HV transformer, mod. transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter choke,
tube sockets and mom. Call Transcom
Corporation 800-441-8454 or 215-884.0888.

TUBES
Want To Sell

Want To Buy
LP8 50C, AM broadcast transmitter,
50W, tubes unit, good condition F
Fabre, WFVL, POB 201, Lajas PR,
00667. 809-899-4994

Ponta
premium
output
tubes,
EL34HD/$19, KT88/$29, 12AX7B,
6072M/PR R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15004 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

5 kW

AM

1968 CCA AM5000D

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

Reliable Grou

Grid Design
IPA Dou bles as
Emergency Transmitter
f Simpl e Straight Forward
Controll er

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

FM 1978 CCA 2500R

5kW or 10kW older FM transmitter, reasonable or will trade Unistar Country
receiver w/downconverter for transmitter.
Please reply to: Radio World, POB 1214,
Falls Church VA 22041. Box # 94-06-152RW.

PCBs. G Heidenfeldt, WRGH, 2880 W
Lake Rd, Wilson NY 14172. 716-7516187.

/Sol id

and Also New Equipment

2.5 kW

VersaCount V-322 manual for FM
exciter with stereo generator and sometimes SCA generator, will pay $ 25 +
shipping. FMcCoy, 312-891-0530.

RCA BTA 5F, excellent condition, fully
operational when removed from service,
manuals, floor layouts, ready to ship,
$7500, you pay loading & shipping, no

te

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

1kW

\r‘u McMartin 20 1%, Ill M-8000 IM
itprs.
Mi Martin 111%1 10051) IM
relm/rehroieltast ri us, also souse
used Mi Marlin Il9 I0 escilers 1131%.
Goodrich ltiler., 1I435 Manderson
SI., °Mill la, hI (i81 (i
1
402-193- 1886 fas 402 193 682 I

Think Again!

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

FM 1978 Collins 831C2

Collins 310Z-2 exciter, RF amp module
A5, dead or alive. D Voy, KMAO, 129 N
Main, Maquoketa, IA 52060. 319-6522426.

FM transmitter is
expensive...

TRANSCOM CORP.

1 kW

FM 2.5 kW, 5 kW or 10 kW and AM 1
kW Barry, KWMT, Box 578, Fort Dodge
IA 50501. 515-576-7333.

If you think anew, top quality

RCA BTA-10U 10 kW AM w/5 kW cutback kit, removed from service 3/94,
tuned to 1080 kHz, incl manuals, blueprints, detailed maintenance documentation, new PA, lst/2nd AF & RF tubes,
NOS RCA spares incl, $ 10,030 + ship.
D Jackson, KSCO, 2300 Portola Dr,
Santa Cruz, CA 95062. 408-429-5852.

RCA 10 kW FM BTF-10C, mint cond,
re- worked IPA & PA w/ Harris MX- 15
exciter, out of service 4-20-94, will sell
xmtr w/out exciter. E Stan'ord, WAFM,
521 Hwy 278, Amory MS 38821. 601256-9726.

300 watt FM 1989 TTC 300J

Harris MW1-A, PA modules, dead or
alive; D Voy, KMAO, 129 N Main,
Maquoketa IA 52060. 319-652-2426.

Collins 310Z-2 tuned to 97 1, recently
updated, $ 1200. JMichaels, WCOW/

Harris MS-15, exciter, freq agile, manual & some spare parts, $ 1500; CSI
(0E1), FM-20-E, freq agile, 20 W exciter
and opt meter panel, $ 1500. M Berg,
612-870-0364,

Want To Sell
Elcom Engineering 300 freq counter
w/WWV rcvr, all manuals, 19" rack
mount, exc cond, $350. G Heidenfeldt,
WRGH, 2880 W Lake Rd, Wilson NY
14172. 716-751-6187.

45

State

nd ed

VSVVR Poldback (St Protection
VAutornatic Power Output Control
,Built-in Line Surge Protection
/
ifBUD
Field Proven

Standa rd

Parts

GET PRICED !

50kW AM 1986 Continental 317C-3

In Powers to 11 KW

with spare parts
50kW AM 1982 Harris MW5OB

The " ECCb Series"...
has ARRIVED!

with spare parts

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

"The Transmitter People"

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

IAA

w

.

Ella/Wale
752 Warren Street, Hudson NY 12534

Circle ( 93) On Reader Service Card

To advertise in

Circle ( 70)On Reader Service Card

Contact

Radio World's

Simone Mullins

BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
EXCHANGE...

800-336-3045

Phone:
FAX:

703-998-2966

EE

46

TUBES...WTS

and

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

C Electronics Co.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

7804, 3CX10,000H3,

4- 1000A/3- 1000Z/

3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

8E177/ 4CX25013/833A
4-500/5-500/4-400/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

Worn out power tubes purchased

and much more!

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.

Factory Warranty:

1-800-881-2374
(904) 888-2374

-800-528-5014X75
TURNTABLES

4CX2508, 4-400, 833, 813, 5CX1500, 41000, all types, full warranty EIMAC,

Want To Sell

Amperes, RCA. Westgate 800-213-4563.

For the Best Price
& 24
service on transmitting tubes
call 402 193 1886 doy or night FAX 402
493 6821.

ilr)
Svetlana

ECONCO

Qualitr Power Tubes
3CX15,000A7
3CX10,000A7
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX2500F3

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

4CX800A
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX250B
4CX250BC

Approximately

3CX2500H3

YC130
4CX15,000A
4CX15,000J
4CX10,000D
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX3500A
4CX1500A

the

Call for Our Price List

5CX1500A

800-532-6626

5CX1500B
6550B
811A
813
833A
8560AS

916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760
Crde ( 116) On Reader Service Card

• Watch this list grow.
• Manufactured in
Russia's largest

1
/
2

Cost of New

4CX25OR
4X150A

3CX25°°A3

Basco SC-2 stereo cutterhead; Scully
lathe. C Hertzburg, Kinura Records,
Box 660236, Miami Springs FL 33166.
305-887-5329.

warranty

Electron Tubes

based on high quality.
• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.

All Kinds (S. Quantities
Metal Case Caps
Black Beauties

• Shipment from USA stock.
Broadcasters

Price Audio, 310 N Howard St,
Alexandria VA 22304. 703-751-9346.
Shure 3012R tone arm; VTC 6LS 3
audio transformer. J Hartt, Hartt Audio
Archives, 2418 36th Ave W, Seattle WA
98299. 206-282-0720.
Technics SL-220 Ti 2 speed, needs
cartridge shell. M Muderick, Muderick
Recording,
101
Earlinton
Rd,
Havertown PA 19083. 610-449-6970.

Want To Buy
EMT 930. Y Chung, Sleeping Beauty,
1129 S. Robertson Blvd, Los Angeles
CA 90035. 310-204-1921.
Technics SPIO MK Ill, in exc cond. J
Hartt, Hartt Audio Archives, 2418 36th
Ave W, Seattle WA 98299. 206-2820720.

Call: 205-882-1344
FAX: 205-880-8077

Advertising Space is

OEMs, Distributors,

CHARLIE DRIPPS
4331 MAXSON Ro.
ELMONTE, CA 91732

Volume Purchasers
Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

(81 8) 444-7079 • ( 800) 334-8223

Circle ( 21) On Reader Service Card
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JVC 4- DD-5quadraphonic disc demodulator, low hrs, $50. D Pulwers, Dave's

Want To Buy

power

tube factory.
• Generous

JVC 4- DD- 5 quadraphonic disc
demodulator, low hours, $ 50. D
Pulwers, Dave's Price Audio, 310 N
Howard St, Alexandria VA 22304. 703751-9346.

DEVICES

Advertiser

Reader
Service
No.

AMP Services
ATI
Arrakis
Associated Press
Audio Broadcast Group
Audio Precision
Audioarts/Div. of Wheatstone
Audiopak
Auditronics
Autogram
BBH Software
BSW
Belar
Benchmark Media Systems
Bext
Broadcast Devices Inc.
Burk Technology
CCA Electronics
California Digital
Computer Concepts Corp.
Comrex
Comrex
Continental Electronics
Copra Media Productions
Custom Professional Billing
Cutting Edge
Dataworld
Econco
Econco
Electronic Repair
Energy-Onix
Format Productions
Gentner
Ghostwriters
Gorman Redlich
Hall Electronics
Halland Broadcast
Hallikainen 8. Friends
Harris Allied
Harris Allied
Innovative Tech Works
Inovonics
J & IAudioNideo

212
28
121
37
89
84
81
107
30
194
1
74
156
95
126
10
184
17
91
13
215
129
99
12
104
166
115
189
116
161
70
196
52
56
158
185
6
83
77
123
152
41
120

Page
No.

-1
508-584-4500

Se habla Espanol
FAX ( 904) 683-9595
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AVAILABLE!

27
45
19
38
18
39
41
19
31
12
1
31
3
41

Publisher

Stevan B. Dana
Carmel King
A Leon

Associate Publisher
Marketing Consultant
Marketing Assistant

Annette Deutscher

Production Director
Production Manager
Publication/Desktop Manager

45
16
41
48
26
39

Publications Manager

Lisa Lyons

Classified/Showcase Production Coordinator

Vicky Baron

Ad Coordinator

Kathy Jackson

Ad Coordination Manager

Simone Mullins

Circulation Director

Rebecca Seaborg

Accounts Receivable

Steve Berto

Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipmentusers. For address changes.
send current and new address to RW amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church ,VA 22041 .Unsol icited manuscripts are
welcomed for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.

call

800-336-3045

Contact Name

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving
Radio World FREE each month.
i=1 Yes
_i No

Title

Signature

Don't gamble with
your advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World and reach 22,000+ subscribers.
Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

Date _ __.

Please Circle only one corny for each category:
I. Type of Firm
D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio

Address
City/State

A. Commercial AM station

Zip Code

so

110
170
42
35
133
139
198
200
177
14
141
117
24
204
87
22
130
112
60
175
190
71
100
150
173
203
162
64
209
51
216
171
106
47
5
58
125
93
19
97
214
9
18

JSquared Technical Service
J.R. Nelson
Logitek
M.I.C.S.
MAN Radio
Marathon Products
Martin Leasing
Modulation Sciences
Modulation Sciences
Monroe Electronics
Murphy Studio Furniture
National Public Radio
Nautel
Omega Scientific
Pacific Recorders
Phasetek
Prime Sports Radio
Pristine Systems
Production Devices
Prophet Systems
OEI
RE America
Radio Active Productions
Radio Concepts
Radio Concepts
Radio Programming & Management
Radio Resources
S.C.M.S.
Satellite Systems Inc.
Sescom
Sharp Communications
Shively Labs
Silicon Valley Power
Svetlana Electron Devices
Svetlana Electron Devices
The Coreson Company
The Management
Transcom
UPI
USAFoam
Wheatstone
Wheatstone
Will-Burt

703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S.East: Skip Tash
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
+1-703-998-7600
Fax: + 1-998-2966
International: Stevan B. Dana
+39-2-753-0274 Fax: + 39-2-753-2697
Europe: Dario Calabrese
+81-3-3327-2688 Fax: + 81-3-3327-3010
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

ACTION-GRAIVI

Company/Station

39
20
32
19
19
44
39
30
31
30
15
23
33
31
35
39
21
31
31
39
37
22
18
19
14
17
41
39
8
43
31
30
39
27
46
19

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

Advertising Sales Representatives

FAX (
81 8) 444-6863

Please print and include all information:

Kim Lowe
Lisa Mamo
Julianne Stone

Page
No.

—

B. Commercial FM station

Telephone

C. Educational FM station
E. Network/group owner

RacJimWerld

I. Mfg. distributor or dealer
J. Other

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a

il. Job Function
A. Ownership
G. Sales Manager
B. General management
E. News operations

paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising

C. Engineering

are available on a per word or per inch basis.

D. Programming/production

F. Other (specify)

Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio
stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your
istings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which category you would like
your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

WTS Ul WTB CI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

G. TV station/teleprod facility
K. Radio Station Services
H. Consultant/ind engineer

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving
FREE each month.

Radio World

El Yes I INo
Date

Signature

Please print and include all information:
Name

Price:

001 023 045 067 089 111 133 155 177 199
002 024 046 068 090 112 134 156 178 200
113 135 157 179 201

004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180 202
005 027 049 071 093 115 137 159 181 203

Company/Station

008 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182 204

Address

City
Business Telephone (

State

ZIP

I. Type of Firm
D.

Combination AM/FM station

A.

Commercial AM station

B.

Commercial FM station

C.

Educational FM station

E.

Network/group owner

007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161

F.
K.

Recording Studio
Radio Station Services

183 205

008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184 206
009 031 053 075 097 119 141

163 185 207

010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186 208
011 033 055 077 099 121

143 165 187 209

012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188 210
013 035 057 079 101

123 145 167 189 211

G. TV station/teleprod facility

014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190 212

H.

Consultant/ind engineer

015 037 059 081

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192 214

J.

Other

II. Job Function

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are
run for 2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

A.

Ownership

G. Sales manager

B.

General management

E.

News operations

C.

Engineering

F.

Other ( specify)

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

D.

Programming/production

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Use until September 29, 1994

Please first fill out contact information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve

003 025 047 069 091

Title

Please circle only one entry for each category:

Model:

Reader Service
June 29, 1994

103 125 147 169 191 213

017 039 061 083 105 127 149 171

193 215

018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194 216
019 041 063 085 107 129 151

173 195 217

020 042 064 086 108 130 152 174 196 218
021 043 065 087 109 131

153 175 197 219

022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198 220

Copy & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966

The contemporary 210 console contains exactly those features and qualities

Why Auditronice
210 console
remains radio's
virtual
standard

your on air people tell us they need to do their best work. Nothing more,
nothing less.
The Auditronics 210 has the best record for up-time of any radio console.
It just plain works, elegantly, all day, every day, all year, every year.

And, most important in this age of cost concern, we've made our production
more efficient, so we can deliver today's 210 console at aprice less than that
of over adecade ago.
It's no wonder the 210 console continues to be the on-air mixer of choice
among quality-conscious broadcasters. Choose the Auditronics 210 for
your next console replacement or upgrade. Call 901-362-1350 today for
complete information.

This Auditronics 210-18 in KPFA-Berkeleys' on-air studio is one of four 210s in use at
the Pacifica Foundation station.
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3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350 FAX 901-365-8629
Orde (30) Ow Reeder Service Cord

Every Ci

Has One.
loiv404,

ber One Station.
0 On-Air Console is for you.

Wheatftone
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)
Card

